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INTRODUCTION

Integrating computers into the school curriculum can expand educational
opportunities for students. However; without particular attention to equity issues the
computer revolution has the potential to widen the gap between advantaged and
discivantaged, male and Female, majority and minority students. It is our goal to prevent
this from occurring. This notebook is designed to provide resources to educators
interested in using computers to increase opportunities for all students.

The first section, "Computer Equity," presents an overview of equity issues as
they relate to computer education as well as a short summary of those issues. Several
articles discuss various aspects of the computer equity problem including equal access of
the advantaged and disadvantaged, males and females and majority and minority
students; tracking through different instructional uses of the computer; and exposure to
bias, stereotyping and negative values present in educational software.

The second section, "Seeking Educational Equity In An Information Society"
presents an -overall context for planning equitable educational programs in an information
society. These materials explore the following issues: an economic context for
education; the societal context for educational change; achieving school improvement
through the use of technology; and developing a strategic plan for change.

In the third section, "Instructional Uses of the Computer," several articles are
included for both administrators and teachers, including a chart outlining instructional
uses of the computer; a review of the research on the effectiveness of computer-assisted
instruction; an article discussing how to use data banks to assist educational
administration, teaching and learning; a short discussion of how to manage a classroom
with 25 students and one computer, and suggestions for effective uses of the
microcomputer for central office administration.

The fourth section, "Evaluating Software," includes an article that outlines the
central issues in evaluating educational software as well as several instruments for
evaluating the quality of the software. Additionally, an equity evaluation instrument has
been developed- for use with other instruments that often fail to adequately address
equity issues.

The fifth section-, "Statistical Overview: A Look at the Labor Force," includes
several tables that present trends in education and labor. These tables provide essential
information for educational planners.

Finally, there are severai appendixes which provide references for additional
information and resources. These appendixes include sources of software reviews, a list
of software clearinghouses, sources for additional information, educational publications
about microcomputers and a glossary of key computer terms.
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A. Computer Equity

This chapter reviews the issues related to computer equity. It includes the
following resources:

"Computer Equit": An Overview of Issues,"
developed by Sheryl Denbo; Director, Mid=
Atlantic Center for Race Equity, summarizes
computer equity issues; A=I

"Computers and Equity: A Microgram," The
Computer Teacher, March 1983, provides an
outline of what educators can do to help assure
cum pu ter equity. A-6

"Second-Class Citizens?"-Psychology Today,
March 1983, discusses various aspects of the
equal access of females to computer education. A=I0

"Micros and the Disadvantaged: Why We're
Missing a Great Opportunity," --
Electronic Learning, March; 1983; discusses the
accessibility of microcomputers for disadvantaged
students. A-14

et "Can Computers Close the Educational Equity
Gap?" he Civil Rights Quarterly, Fall 1982,
discusses access to classroom computers as a
critical issue for minorities. A =16

"'Equal' Access to Computers in Education Could
Become Major Issue, Experts Warn;"
C. Euchner, Education Week, March 2, 1983,
provides general information about the unequal
distribution of resources in school districts. A-20

"Computer Fear;" Educational Leadership,
September 1983; reports male dominance of
enrollments in computer courses with suggestions
for addressing equity A-22

.

"Equity in Computer Education," Educational
Leadership, September 1983, JisCusSes how
Microcomputers are Widening the gap between rich
and poor, creating a new type of disadvantage,
the computer non literate A-23

"Computers Give Pcor Kids New Disadvantage;"
The Washington Post, September 12; 1983; summarizes
issues related to computer equity A-24



COMPUTER EQUITY*

Why Emphasize Computer Equity?

As the computer becomes the universal medium through which we conduct most of
our professional and personal activities, computer literacy will become a basic skill. At
a recent national conference, a U.S. Department of Labor official predicted that by
1985; 80% of al! jobs will require some knowledge of computers. Computer-related
occupations are expected to be the most rapidly growing occupational group in the
economy over the next decade.

In the midst of budgetary concerns and increased public demand for services,
educational leaders must identify the kind of learning that will be demanded by the
technology of the 2Ist century. As the nation moves from an industrial to an
informational society, schools must accelerate the process of preparing all- children to
live in a new economic world. It is becoming increasingly obvious that computer literacy
will be a central part of that preparation. It is important that all students learn the
technical skills they will need as productive individuals. With computer education a
growing part of the educational process, computer equity becomes a growing concern.

. - LA -es e _ _

As computer literacy becomes a basic skill, equal access to and participation of
all students in computer instruction becomes essential. This is the concept we are
labeling computer equity. Equity efforts require awareness, action, and the flexibility to
employ different approaches to meet diverse ne&ds. Computer equity requires close
examinination and re-examination of:

how students gain access to computer literacy and computer-assisted
instruction

a whether decisions about the appropriate educational software are influenced
by the race or sex of the student

whether software subtly communicates race; sex, or learning style biases

Computer Access

Students who cro not gain, early access to computers and qualit/ educational
software will have their potential severely limited. Middle and upper class parents who
acquire home computers are painfully learning that the older one gets, the more difficult
it is to understand and use computer technology. These parents see their three-year-olds
master on the home computer what they at 33 have difficulty mastering.

*Developed by Sheryl Denbo, Director; Mid-Atlantic Center for Race Equity.

Permission is granted to duplicate and use this material as long as credit is given to the
author and the Mid-Atlantic Centers.



Common use of the cornputer in the public and private sectors means that we have
the capacity to access and utilize large data banks of information. We have at our
fingertips information which formerly required an enormous amount of time, energy,
money and talent to retrieve. With this kind of capacity, individuals in every discipline
will be able to make enormous breakthroughs.

It is likely that children who gain access to the computer at increasingly younger
ages will be able to make breakthroughs that were considered impossible at any age. It
becomes painfully clear how great the difference will be between children who have been
exposed to the computer early and children who have not.

At least in the short term the disparity between the advantaged and the
disadvantaged has the potential to become severely exaggerated. As middle class
families acquire home computers and as prosperous school districts rapidly integrate
computers into the curriculum, the disadvantaaed families and poor school districts may
be left behind. Until the technology widely affordable, the children of the poor
may suffer permanent disadvantage.

Once computers are in the schools a major concern becomes who gets to use
them. In schools with a limited number of microcomputers, how will students be selected
for computer time? Will teachers or students themselves consider computer time more
or less important for certain groups of students based on level of academic achievement,
sex; race; ethnic group, learning disability or socioeconomic class?

Computers, traditionally viewed as "number crunchers," may be characterized by
some, along with mathematics, as a "male domain." Studies of elementary school
students reveal sex-related attitudes about mathematics aptitudes from as early as third
grade with both sexes considering mathematics to be a male subject. Sex-stereotyping
by both boys and girls seems to adversely affect the mathematical achievement of girls
in high schools. Feelings of anxiety experienced by females when confronting anything
mathematical may spill over to computers.

We rip not know to what extent stereotyping and anxiety that affect female
performance in math will also affect participation and performance in computer
education. The belief that computer aptitude is relates to math aptitude could influence
a teacher's decision to assign female students time on the computer. It could discourage
female students from taking advantage of opportunities to learn about computers, and
keep them from exploring computer-related occupations. The underrepresentation of
females and minorities in advanced math and science courses and in scientific
occupations has been well documented. The extent to which these factors will affect
enrollment in computer instruction and computer-related occupations is yet 1.c., be
determined.

Research indicates that black males demonstrate positive attitudes toward
learning math and science in elementary and junior high school and their performance is
not affected by math anxie..y. By high school, black male performance declines,
seemingly affected by negative teacher expectations. Teachers tend to see black
students as lower achievers and white students as higher achievers even when
performance is identical (Woodworth and Sulzer; 1971; Antonopolis,_ I 972; Crowl, 1971).
Teachers also tend to classify mathematics as higher order learning and therefc-)re,
inappropriate for the black students whom they perceive as lower achievers. Thus it
seems likely that math and science may be perceived by many teachers as a white-male
domain, and that the most positive expectations are communicated to white males.

A-2
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Once again; we do not yet know if teachers' attitudes about minority participation
in math and science will "spill over" and affect black participation in computer
education; Itowever; with a limited number of computers in each school; there is a
danger that student selection for computer experiences may be affected by student
anxiety and teacher and student stereotyping.

Bias in Computer Programs

In addition to the question of who uses the computer once it is available in the
schools, there is the. concern -of how the computer is used. What kinds of skills will be
taught with the computer? Educational programs may reflect the biases of the teacher
or program developers. Teachers may tend to underemphasize the need to develop higher
order skills with students who have been labeled low achievers. These students moy be
tracked into drill and practice programs and never taught computer programming or be
exposed to more exciting simulations that build higher order skills. Since teachers are
more likely to label black students as low achievers even when their performance is
identical to white students, it is possible that teachers are more likely to give black
students drill and practice, and reserve simulations and programming, which teach higher
order skills, for white students. In short, white students may be taught to control the
computer while black students are taught to see it as a task master.

In a similar fashion, male students might be given greater opportunities to explore
higher order skill building through simulation and educational gaming while female
students are tracked primarily into word processing and record keeping; If some students
are given word processing and drill and practice and others educational gaming and
simulation, time on the computer may be used as a reward for certain groups of students
and as a punishment for others.

Additionally (although no research is reported ir this area); existing educational
software may be more attractive to students with a particular learning style; For
example; it is passible that the current emphasis on competition and violence in
computer games .:nd ir some computer-assisted instructional packages may make
computers more appealing to male students. Finally; as with textbooks; cor,iputer-
assisted instructional packages may contain race, sex and language bias, stereotyping,
and exclusion or underrepresentation of the accomplishments of females anti /or
minorities.

Conc lus:on

In today's rapidly changing society, an individual should be prepared to Pursue as
many as three or four careers in a lifetime. The need for this flexibility will become the
rule rather than the exception. Eli r;inzberg has advanced the thesis that- the
structural transformation that has taken over the U.S. economy in the last 50 years,
human capital has become the critical input that determines the rate of growth of the
economy and the well-being of the population. It is our role as educators to ensure that
the combination of new knowledge from research in cognitive science and the revolution
in loW-cost information technology will significantly improve the quality of education for
all of our students, thereby increasing human capital and improvina productivity. To
accomplish thiS it is essential that we pay careful attention to the issues of computer
equity.

A -3
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SUMMARY OF EQUITY ISSUES

Issues related to computer equity for students who are disadvantaged, female, or
members of racial and/or ethnic minority groups fall into three areas: (I) access to
computer literacy and computer-assisted instruction; (2) tracking through differential
uses of computer technology; and (3) exposure to bias and stereotyping in educational
software. Key questions for each of these three areas follow:

I. ACCESS TO COMPUTER LITERACY AND COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

A. Do school districts with lower tax revenues have fewer computers than do
districts with higher tax bases?

B; Are the schools with the fewest computers situated in lower socioeconomic
neighborhoods where parents are less likely to have personal computers in
their homes?

C. Within an individual school district, are there fewer computers in schools
with less influential and/or less affluent parent groups?

D. How are students selected for computer instruction? Are computers
considered more appropriate for certain groups of students on the basis of
their academic achievement, sex, race ethnic group, learning disability or
socioeconomic level?

E. Is the math anxiety sometimes experienced by females transformed to
machine anxiety that limits female students' access to computer
technology?

F. Whot role do teacher and student expectations and stereotyping play in the
selection of students for computer time?

C. Is there differential access to staff development activities so that teachers
of certain students (minority, handicapped, lower achieving students) are less
likely to have access to computer literacy and computer-assisted
instruction?

2, TRACKING THROUGH DIFFERENTIAL INSTRUCTIONAL USES OF THE
COMPUTER

A. Are higher achieving students using the computers for simulations and
development of higher order skills while special education students and lower
achievers are restricted to drill and practice activities?

B. Are male students given opportunities to explore higher order skills and
simulations while female students' opportunities focus primarily on word
processing and recordkeeping?

C, Is time on the computer seen as a reward for certain groups of students and
as a punishment for others?

A-4



3. EXPOSURE TO BIAS, STEREOTYPING AND NEGATIVE VALUES INHERENT IN
THE EDUCE TIONAL SOFTWARE

A. Does educational software emphasize one learning style that has a
negati% impact on certain groups of students on the basis of their race,
ethnic group, sex or cultural background?

B. Does the educational software use language that reflects bias an the basis of
race, sex, ethnic group or disability?

C. Does the educational software (text or graphics) reflect stereotyping on the
basis of race, ethnic group, sex or disability?

D. Does the educational software present the contributions of racial and ethnic
groups, females and males in unrealistic and/or historically inaccurate ways?

E. Are females and minorities excluded from or underrepresented in either the
text or graphics of the educational software?

F. Does the educational software employ violence or extreme forms of
competition for either instruction or rewards for successful completion of
the instructional task?

References
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Newsletter of the Consortium for Quality in Educational Computing Products Vni 1; No 4 March 1983

ThiS month's MICRO-gram deals with two important social and
ethical issues facing all computing educators; We hope that
the information; ideas; and suggestions presented will help
our readers think through their own responses to the problems

.-:and opportunities implicit in these issues.

Computers & Equity
SCHOOLS HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE COMPUTER EXPERIENCES TO ALL

We are encouraged whenever' we hear people in educational computing speak out about
the need fOr equitable distribution of computing knowledge and computers themselves
among the economically less advantaged. One of the more articulate statements
about this pressing problem appeared in a recent issue of Info World, (January 31,

1983) written by William Puetz; a student of applied computer science at Illinois
State University

"The most critical problem we'll face by pushing for computer literacy
is_a widening split of the already straineddivisions between social
and economic classes: The only children truly able to achieve familiar-
ity with computers will be those of parents wealthy enough to support
their quest for knowledge;

The ghetto child won't have quite the same opportunities for exposure
to computers -- his gateway to computer literacy will be closed. Not

only is this morally objectionable, it is a potential catalyst for a

Social upheaval we may not survive. Pushing the underprivileged
deeper and deeper into the gutter can't solve any problems, but assur-

edly will create problems we cannot cure.

It is imperative that we not blindly pursue this goal of computer liter-

acy. We must closely- examine the directions in which the Information

Age is- sweeping us andavoid conflictswithwhich we cannot cope. Com-

puter can mean significant and valuable alterations to our
future, but it will be a positive development only when it is available

to all."

MICROgram
P.O. Box 839, Water Milt,-N.Y. 11976 Nonprofit Consumer Supported:

Reprinted by permission Of The -Computing Teacher.
4
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Puetz's words prompt us to urge all computing educators to work together to mak 1110
computer literacy and computer use available to the less economically advantaged
members of our society -- on a family basis; The more we observe the spread of
knowledge about computers in our society; the more we are convinced that learning
about computers is a family learning experience. Certainly many of the middle=
class families who are able to afford a home computer seem to see it that way --
eventhough their children may have_ready access to computers at school. Educators
should recognize this phenomenon and work with it for all families.

HOW SCHOOLS CAN HELP

Schools should offer hands-on worksbrps for parents in order to put them in direct
touch with how their children are using computers in school -- and to show them ways
they can work with their kids at home to extend and enhance those in-school exper-
iences. Parents who have purchased or are thinking about purchasing a home com-
puter will be very grateful for this help.

But what_about those families_who can't afford to_buy_a home computer? _ThiS; of
course, is the hard -core of the computers and equity issue. It's a hard-coreproblem
that's got to be dealt with by educational policy-makers, school boards, and legis-
lators across the country before, as Mr. Puetz put it, "The only children truly
able to achieve familiarity with computers will be those wealthy enough to support
their quest for knowledge." The time is now; if we -- as a society -- are to avoid
turning today's economic imbalances among our families into a permanent intellectual
disenfranchisement for the less well off.

P-UBLIC-EaUCATION'S -P-A-S1 ACHIEVEMENTS AS A MODEL.

If this is to be avoided; the public schools of this country must accomplish the
same sort of job they once did for verbal literacy with the task of computer liter-
acy. During the early decades of this century when public schools undertook the
job of teaching verbal literacy for_our society, local schools_taught the kids dur-
ing the day_and conducted "night schools" for their parents and their older working
brothers and sisters during the evening hours.

But the teaching and learning of Verbal literacy required only simple inexpensive
readers and simple composition books -- not expensive high-tech equipment. And
once basic verbal literacy was achieved, the newly literate could turn CO the public
library for free, at-home access to a constantly updated supply of free reading
materials. (Access_which_was achieved_ without the use of copying machines and
infringing on a publisher's copyright.)

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES FOR SUCCESS?

Given these differences in expense and access between verbal -and computer literacy,
what are the chances that our public schools and our public libraries can provide
the same sort of universal access to computer_ literacy during the last decades of
the 20th century as they provided to verbal literacy during its early decades?
Some will say those chances are not very great. But we hope others will try to
increase those chances by helping to develop creative; provocative policies within
their schools; their communities; and their states that will increase the chances
of success. While they are at it, they might even get -the Congress to consider
broad-based computer literacy legislation to replace the narrow "Apple Bill" that
the U.S. Senate, correctly; has rejected as serving a "special interest." The

OcoSibility that all this will happen may not seem very great at the moment: For

EPE SittifisiamersW
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instance,_at_present we know of only one school system (Houston, Texas) that is
actually implementing a policy of free at-home access to computers accompanied by
free parent training in the at-home use of computers. We urge other school dis-
tricts to follow Houston's example.

A POLICY SUGGESTION

We also suggeSt that district school boards consider adopting an extension of the
policy suggestion made in last month's MICROgram (February 1983-Vol. 1, #30. Our
suggestion was that all parents who attend school-sponsored_ computer literacy work-
shops should be eligible to purchase a home computer_ through their school's 20-30%
educational discount and extended warrantee and service agreement that schools are
in a position to demand from manufacturers. Under such a policy: parents benefit,
(they get a discount and more service) the school benefits (by having home-school
computer compatibility); and the school's computer vendor benefits (by potentially
being able to sell many more computers to homes than he'd probably ever sell to the
local school);

Under such_a policy, everybody seems to win. Everybody, that is, except those__
faMilies that_can't afford to purchase a computer a even a 20-30% discount. It

seems to us that a variation on the Houston plan of free at-home computer access
can be used to help these economically disadvantaged families; The variation would

go like this for every nth computer the school's vendor sells to the parents who
can afford to buy one, the vendor (or, more likely, the manufacturer) donates a

computer to the school. These donated computers_are then made available to dis-
advantaged families on a free-circulation basis in conjunction with computer-
literacy training. We think such a policy is worth trying. We could begin by
aiming it at the 11 million families the Census Bureau says are below the poverty
level. If you think your school board ought to consider this approach to the
computers and equity issue, you might want to direct the board's attention_to the
current issue of the American School Board Journal, (March 1983) where_we have
spelled out these and other related policy suggestions in greater detail.

The Copying Problem
ETHICS IN MICRO-COMPUTING: TO COPY or -N-T_ TO COPY

Computing educators are often forced to face the ethical issues of whether or not
to copy commercially marketed software for our undeniably legitimate educational

use. Understanding the real issue here is of primary importance: by deciding to
copy are educators teaching studentsi by example;- that copying data from copy-
righted discs or tapes (other than the usually allowable making of a back-up copy)

is permissible? Disallowing the issue of whether the software and courseware
industry understands the needs of the educational community (and the educational

community's responsibility to the companies it does business with) administrators
and teachers should take a very careful_look at how their attitude regarding soft-

ware piracy may influence their student's behavior.

The response, "Everyone's doing it!" is not acceptable; ethically or legally; The

SuPreme Court has just decided the video-tape copying controversy and a major univer-

sity is currently being sued for copying print. material. Micros may well be next,

unless educators fulfill their role as teachers -- by example -- of an ethical

framework for dealing with this important ethical issue. They can do this for

mmotrain
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their students by (l).challenging a system that says software piracy, although
undetectable and easy, is permissible and (2) airing this issue openly in meetings
with students, colleagues, school boards, and parents.

Of course, for every protective device written_into a piece of software; a_ way around
will be found. fact, often the protection device itself is seen as a challenge
by bright students; like solving a giant jigsaw puzzle or a monumentally complex
equation; Educators must be careful not to subtly reinforce these attitudes in their
students; and to air the ethical issues involved;

Of course; there are those who will respond to the above with: "Ethics should be
taught_in the home." True; but not_solely in_the home. If we, as educators; choose
to avoid the software piracy issue by using the "at home" escape_hatch;are we
justified in calling ourselves educators? Or even law-abiding citizens?

We urge you to discuss this issue in your school district. As an aid to making your
discussions as informed as possible, we want to call your attention to some things
that are going on in the marketplace in response to the copying problem.

1. Backup copies must now be provided to consumers_by law_insome states,
either at low cost or, better yet, as part of the original purchase
price; This obviates the need to copy; using "backup" as a rationalization;

2. Multiple machine license - a license to copy at a discounted rate can be
issued to an individual school principal for use in an individual building.

410
3. Local network license - in schools where micros are tied to a central

CPU and only one piece of software may service many students, the
software may cogt two or three times the single sale price, negotiable
with the manufacturer.

It is rumored that Radio Shack and Gregg/McGraw Hill are granting multiple sale dis-
counts of 50% on ten or more pieces of educational courseware. Distributors and
retailors are rebelling at selling to school districts where copying is condoned
or actually encouraged by teachers and/or administrators. In some districts (in
parts of Florida in particular) superintendents and principals have taken a firm
stand, in writing, against copying -- assessing penalties for those caught in the
act. We are told that distributors flock to these areas, knowing their products
will be protected, and often offer generous discounts to those schools.

The copyright laws are a fact. Ratherthan_ignoring this fact and breaking the
law, school consumers must cooperatively reinforce those companies that are trying
to come up with reasonal,le and affordable alternatives to the practice -- and the
teaching -- of illegal behavior.

a -la
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Within a few years, according to
rime industry estimates, computers
will be the primary tools in 25 percent
of all jobs. Increasingly, computer lit-
eracy is becoming an essential skill in
the marketplace. One computer ad, for
example, shows a young job applicant
sinking lower and lower in his chair as
he is forced to admit that he does not
know how to program.

Children who are exposed to com-
puters early on are most likely to de-
velop "computer efficacy," learn pro-
cidural thinking and programming,
and develop the sense of mastery that
will encourage them to tackle more
complex computer tasks.

The culture of computing is over-
whelmingly male. With few excep-
tions, men design the video games,
write the software, sell the machines,
and teach the courses. Most games, ac-
cording to Dan Gutman, editor of Vid-

eo Gaines Player, are _Alesigned by
boys for other boys." Until recently,
boys outnumbered girls in program-
ming courses and _in computer
camps by as much as eight to one. (In
recent years; however, according to of-
ficials at several computer czmps, the
enrollment ratio has dropped to about
the to one.) If this bias leads to an
equivalent gain competence and con-
fidence, the girls of today will un-
doubtedly become second-class

citizens.
At first, computing is a strange and

otentially humiliating activity, and
girls need to be-encouraged to take the
initial plunge. The stylized nature of
computing, and its arbitrary conven-
tions, can be threatening. But those
boys and girls who do acquire some
proficiency usually advance rapidly;
They learn discriminating attitudes to-
ward games, machines, software, and
programming styles. They learn to

Reprinted from Psychology Today; March 1983.
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LIKE

THE POOLROOM

OF YESTERDAY,

TODAY'S VIDEO ARCADE

HAS BECOME A MALE

PRESERVE, WHERE BOYS

GATHER TO TEST 1

THEIR SKILL.

work their way through the complex-
ities of computing syntax, devices, and
p.olgams. And they learn the lan-
guage and values of "hackers"those
who spend most of their free time
"fooling around" with computers.

Most children receive their initiation
into the world of computers by playing
video games in the arcades; at home;
or at their local computing center. One
study of children who had home com-
puters found that 67 percent of those
over 12, and 88 percent under 12,
used them to play games, along with
other activities.

The video arcade is a den of teenage
male culture; a place where teenage
boys gather with their buddies. Occa-
sionally they bring their girlfriends,
whose main role is to admire the per-
formance of their boyfriends not to
play themselves: In an informal sur-
vey we made on several busy Satur-
days in a suburban Pittsburgh shop-
ping mall, we found the video arcade
populated overwhelmingly by boys. Of
the roughly 175 people we counted;
only 20 were girls. We saw several
groups of girls playing the games; all
the other girls- were with boys. Not
once did we see a girl playing alone.

The software sold for home comput-
ers offera an array of land battles,
space wars, and other forms of de-
struction, as well as typically male
sports. This bias is reflected\pn the col-
orful covers of the game packdges. On
the rack in one store, for example, we
found such games as Olympic
Decathalon_(four male athletes on
the cover), Cannonball Blitz (fiVe men
in battle), and Swashbuckler (seven
pirates). In all, there were 28 mer, and
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only four women depicted on the game
packages that we saw on this rack.
This bias is unlikely to attract girls to
such games.

In the arcades, however, things are
beginning to change: For example;
Pac-Man, and a dolled-up version
called Ms: Pac-Man, seem to appeal es-
pecially to girls. This year, each of
these arcade games produced record
sales of nearly 100;000 machines: In-
dustry executives, trying to take ad-
vantage of the still largely untapped
market of female players; are turning
out an increasing number of non=
macho video games designed with
enough whimsy ta appeal to girls.
(See "CrosstalIC: Play, page 10.)

Computer stores are also an alien
environment for most girls and women
by virtue of the very products they
stock: Most women are not familiar
with electronics equipment, wires, and
related accessories: This comes as no
surprise, since the first customers for
these stores were mostly male elec-
tronics hobbyists of the sort who used
to build their own stereos. Computer
stores are; in fact; electronics stores:
The operators and sales people are
mainly male, usually young, and of-
ten fervent advoeatesto male

customersof computing as a way of
life.

Even the educational software de-
signed for children bespeaks a young;
male culture. As Mark Lepper, a Stan-
ford psychologist; points out; "One
sees ... a variety of presumably edu-
cational games that involve the same
themes of war and violence that are so
prevalent in video-arcade games, and
another large class of programs that
involve largely male sportsbaseball,
basketball, and football. In the game
of Spelling Baseball; for instance; the
child's reward for superior perfor-
mance is the opportunity to see one's
own baseball team outscore the com-
puter's team. When one watches chil-



dren exposed to these games, it is hard
to avoid the conclusion that these
choices are not optimal for interesting
girls in the world of computers."

Another obstacle for girls entering
the world of computing is the visual
format of the video games. Zooming
through space, dodging asteroids, and
shooting down alien_battle cruisers are
all spatial tasks. They require quick
judgments of spatial relationships and
intricate hand-eye coordination; and
maneuvers based on those judgments.
Accumulating evidence suggests that
boys, on average, have an advantage
over girls in just such spatial abilities:
In _a thorough review of the field in
1974, Eleanor MaccobL and Carol
Jacklin, in The Psychology of Sex Dif-
ferences, confirmed the fact that boys
excel in visual and spatial skills, par-
ticularly in tasks that require depth
perception and solving mazes bath
essential skills for many video games:
Of course; these differences may also

be partially due to social factors, like
different styles of child-rearing for
boys and girls).

One would expect from these re-
search findings that boys would easily
outscore girls on most video games,
and that girls' supposedly inferior spa-
tial abilities may be discouraging them
from competing in the arcades. But in
fact girls can score just as high as
boys on video gamesif given a
chance to master them: Carl_ Berger,
professor of education at the Uniirersi-
ty of Michigan, gave 100 boys and
girls a chance to practice on a nom
warlikeand therefore sexually
unbiasedvideo "dart" game in which
the players estimate the position of a
rising balloon, and then try to pop it.
At first the girls in this study did
worse than the boys. But after practic-
ing for 10 complete games each; the
girls began performing as well as the
boys.

Finally, the computing culture ap-
peals to the rebelliousness of teenage
boys; Indeed, the professional comput-
ing community preserves many
counterestablishment attitudes. Some
hackers engage in such borderline ac-
tivities as pirating software, unlocking
telephone lines, or gaining illicit access
to computer systems. The computer
culture has bred a new kind of male
punk; who prides himself on his tal-
ents at breaking codes, illegally copy-
ing computer games, and overloading .

time-sharing systems. Some even send

electronic chain letters that can over-
whelm networks. Children generally
are not taught any computer eti-
quette; on the contrary, they are ex-
posed to mostly male role models who
teach them to break rules. As their
skills increase, children on a system
shared with adults can be truly de-
structive. At the computbr summer
school at Carnegie-Mellon University;
for example, boys purposely ran pro-
grams using so much memory that
the entire_ system's capacity was
swamped. The network for the entire
university "crashed" to a halt.

All of these observations suggest
that the male bias in the culture of
computing may explain the difference
in girls' and boys' attraction to com-
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puting. It is a world of electronic pool-
rooms and sports fields, of circuits and
machines, of street-corner satiety
transplanted to a terminal room. Hard-
ly the kind of world girls find enticing:

We believe, however, that there is
nothing intrinsic to computing that
should cliscourage girls. The social as-
pects of computer use appear to be the
main stumbling blocks; In fact the
very first computer programmers
were women, hired by the Navy dur-
ing World War II to calculate shell tra-
jectories on mechanical calculators.
When ENIAC, the first operational
computer, was ` ::ilt, women were as-
signed to progh,r, it. They became
known as the "ENIAC girls." Unfor-
tunately, it was because programming



IRLS SHOULD NOT

BE DISCOURAGED

BY COMPUTING.

PROGRAMMING IS MORE

LIKE FOLLOWING
A RECIPE THAN

FIXING A BIKE.

was initially viewed as an ocupation
of low importance that it was assigned
to women.

There are signs, however, that girls
are finding their way into the world of
computing, despite its male bias. A
large proportion of the current enroll-
ment in college computer classes
is female. For example; at Mount
Holyoke, a women's college, 50 per-
cent of this year's graduates have
used computers in their coursesup
from 15 percent seven years ago. Ac-
cording to John Durso, professor of
computer studies, the number _of
terminals available to 'Mount Hol-
yoke students has increased from one
to 40 over the same period. "The basic
course in computing, taught twice a

year, has qi ^drupled in enrollment
from 30 students seven years ago to
120 today," says Durso.

Some people claim that little can be
done to increase girls' interest, be-
cause of sex differences in early so-
cialization. Recent surveys have
shown large differences between boys
and girls in acquiring sex-linked skills.
Young boys, for example, are more
likely than girls to be able to repair a
radio or bicycle; girls are more likely
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to be able to cook a meal or repair
clothes.

But computers are not machines in
the traditional sense. The essence of
computer literacy is really procedural
thinking. There is no evidence that
girls are deficient in this respect; or
that their early training and interests
are inconsistent with it. Indeed, com-
puter programming is more like fol-
lowing a recipe or pattern than fixing
a bike. If some of the initial alienating
elements were removed, girls would
be as likely as boys to take the steps
toward computer. efficacy.

To what degree are sex differences
in game choice cultural? One clue may
be the large number of women playing
video poker, a new and relatively rare
addition to gambling casinos. Anyone
who goes to a casino will see strong
sex differences in the choice of games:
Men gravitate to craps and
pokerconfrontational, aggressive,
put-yourself-cm-the-line games. Wom-
en play less competitive games, like
slot machines, which; unfortunately;
offer worse odds.

The appeal of video _poker for wom-
en; however, suggests that poker is
not inherently distasteful to women,
but rather that ordinary poker; played
face-to-face, is somehow less attrac-
tive. We guess that poker and craps
are both discouraged_and discourag-
ing for most women. They are mascu-
line activities; and playing them usual-
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ICROS AND
THE

DISADVANTAGED
WHY WE'RE MISSING A GREAT OPPORTUNITY

The microcomputer
could help narrow the
gap between our society's
"haves" and "have-nots."
Instead, it may leave
that gap wider than
ever before.

"Them that gotiis them that get." _

-Ray ay Charles

hen Ray Charles used to sing that
_line,,he probably wasn't thinking of
schools and computers.

But he mightas well_have been.
We believe that unless government or edu-

cational forces intervene soon, we are in dan-
ger of creating a new class of disadvantaged:
the computer illiterate; We're afraid that

the pa n's wealthier districtsare largely
becausle "schools that ,e schools
in
the ones acquiring computers nowadays, their
students will largely_be the ones getting the
exposure to technology they]] need to thrive
in a technological society. We're afraid that
other children,_ who_for economic or social
reasons are disadvantaged today, will face un-
challengeable r,-endicaps tomorrowbecause
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they will not have had that exposure.
And were disappointed that within the vast

(and growing) volume of literature dealing
With the educaiicinal impact of microcomputer
technology, so little attention seems to have
been gic*o to these implications for social
equity.

It has only been four or five years since the
microcompiiter firSt bigan aPpearing in class-
rooms around the country. And already a
combination of deeply-seeded ettinoriiit and
social force§ are giving shape to trends, in
microcomputer distribution and use: Consider
the following factors:

1. Computer AccessibilitY. Although
there are over 100;000 microcomputers al-
ready in schools, this represents fewer than
one micro for every 400 students nationwide:
While some schools are able to afford Odin-
puter labbratories with adequate numbers of
computers, other- schools have no computers
at all; And even though hardware costs con-
tinue to decline, capital expenditures of the
magnitude required to provide enough corn-

IT HAS BECOME
APPARENT THAT VERY
LITTLE QUALITY SOFT

WARE TARGETED
TOWARDS THE DISAD=
VANTAGED IS BEING

PRODUCED.

putert for meaningful instructional applica-
tions look to become even more difficult for
many schools in the future. That's because of
decreases in the federal and other discretion-
ary funds upon which army districts have
historically _relied to implement innovative
programs. Federal funding cutbacks under
Chapter 2 of the Education Consolidated and
litiprOVernerit Act (ECIA) have already reduced
funding to the major cities from $110- million
in 1982 to 838 million in 1983; policy changes
in the Act will mean that schools which already
have adequate access to computers and which
already have funds to purchase hardware will
receive a greater percentage of what little
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Chapter 2 money there is.
The difference in "computing opportunity"

for students in school districts with large con-
centrations of the poor and for those in more
affluent communities has already reached criti-
cal proportions. According- o a survey under-
taken by Market Data Retrieval, Inc. in Octo-
ber 1982 (and reported in the January EL),
44 percent of schools in the wealthiest dis-
tricts have micros, compared with only 18
percent of schools in impoverished districts;

2. Motivation to Adopt. Middle and upper
class parents have been most vocal in demand-
ing that their schools adopt microcomputers.
Since these_parents are more likely to have
computers in their home or use th.:m in their
work, they sense the importance of com-
puter competence for the future job success
of their children. This parental awareness is
less evident among low socioeconomic class
parents who may not have been fully exposed
to computers, and who may not fully appreci-
ate the impact they will haire.

The result of these differences in parental
background, of course, is that more affluent,
suburban schools will be first to integrate the
computer into the curricukun: Without this
parental interest (and_pressure), large inner
city school systems may not react as quickly
if at all.

3. Preparation of the Individual to
Learn; There are two_ parts to this problem.
One has to do with differences in the back-
grounds of students from high- and loiv-income
families and communities. Members of the
latter group may simply not have had the
exposure to math, science, or technical edu-
cation needed to appreciate the value of com-
puter literacy as a_job skill.

Creatively- designed software aimed spe-
cifically at this type of student might help
ease that problem, but it has become appar-
ent that very little quality software targeted
towards the disadvantaged is being produced.
That's only logical: in order to stay in business,
software ?roducers must market software_ that
will sell. Unfortunately, without financial help
from somewhere, that counts out much in the
way of programming for the disadvantaged.

4. Attitudes of Teachers. In many
schools, computing is a hot item, the latest
thing. Often, computer literacy and compe-
tence is viewed as something reserved only
for the academically gifted; or to be used only
^s a supplement. Other educators who work
with disadvantaged students may feel pres-
sure concentrate on basic reading and math
skills, instead of teaching computer literacy
skills. Either way, the opportunity of the under-
privile_ged child to study computing is undercut.

There is a terrible irony in all of this; and
that is that the microcomputer represents
such wonderful possibilities as a tool for social
equity. By itself, the computer is nothing
more than an instrumenta totally non-
judgmental, non-culturally-biased tool. Its lan-
guage is symbolic, and need not be grounded

in any one spoken language nor any specific
cultural experiences; Seymour Papert's re-
search with LOGO, for example, has demon-
strated that young children can easily master
a computer language long before they master
formal Englishand can use the symbolism
of LOGO to express themselves in ways they
could not through forthal spoken language.

It should be possible; then, for educators
to use computer languages as a means of
transcending specific formal language or
experience barriers. Like music; computer
languages have the potential to become univer-
sally understoodand manipulated.

There is more; the value of a computer
can reach way beYond the keyboard's bbrders.
Studies have shown that children who are
given the opportunity to program computers
often develop a sense of personal fulfillment
they don't acquire through traditional learning
methbds. That's because they are, for the
first time, being put in control of their own
education: This positive self -image 1::[n lead
to greater enthusiasm for learning in othet
non-computer-related areas as well.

THERE IS A TERIRIBLE
IRONY IN ALL OF THI S,
AND THAT IS THAT THE
MICROCOMPUTER REP-

RESENTS SUCH
WONDERFUL POSSIBIL-

ITIES AS A TOOL FOR
SOCIAL EQUITY.

There is much to be done. Happily educa
tors in some cities have already begun work
on some of the issues we've mentioned above.
The school systems in Boston. Detroit, Hous-
ton. Cincinnati. and Salt Lake City have formed
a special consortium to address the situation
and suggest alternatives. The District of
Columbia has made a significant investment
in computer literacy programs, with pilot_prri-
ects in 50 Title I low income elementary
schools. The federal government even shows
signs of getting into the act; several bills aimed
at assuring equal access in schools tattle new
technology have already been introduced by
the -new Congress.

These are all gObd signs, but they are not
enough; our educational system and our
society have too much at stake: Our tech,
nological future demands that we make full
use of our human resourcesthat we create
a work force skilled enough to handle the
highly technical jobs of the 'Eighties and
'Nineties. But in so doing; we can perform
another great nght: we can help narrow the
gap in our society between the 'gots" (as
Ray Charles might put it) and the "ain't
gots." Technology has given us the key:all
we have to do is use it. IL
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CAN RITE S
CLOSE THE

EULJEFIREIFIL by James P Johnson

EQUJTY GAS'?
o illuminate the blackness
of his invisibility," the
protagonist in Ralph
Ellison's The inviWble
Man ripped off whitey's

Monopolated Light and Power Co. By
tapping the power line he used bootleg
electricity to run the phonograph and
1;369 bulbs in his basement hide-
awaya kind of electric cavernon
the edge of Harlem.

Ellison created this powerful image
in 1947. No longer invisible, blacks and
ether minorities in America have be-
gun to join the mainstream. In 1982,
Ellison's Invisible Man has moved out
of his electric ',tern. But can he af-
ford to move int.., an "electronic cot-
tage" wired with the marvels of the
new technology?

"Probably not," says Alvin Toffler in
an article in the Summer 1982 issue of
Perspectives. "Ai home computers pro-
liferate,...white middle class children
will start out; once more, with an edge
that the less affluent lack."

That computers are revolutionizing
America, there is no doubt. Miniatur-
ization has made possible the home
computer, even the $100 computer:
Americans have bought over a million
computers. Nearly every American
home has a TV, and "someday soon,"
one Dallas computer salesman said,
"every home will have a computer. It
Will be as standard as a toilet."

"To take a simple analogy," says

James P. Johnson, a freelance writer,
lives in Westfield, N.J.

Georgia Congressman Newt Gingrich,
"if the automobile industry had
changed as much as the computer in-
dustry; you could buy a Cadillac for
$2.95, it would get three million miles
to the gallon, and you could put seven
of them in your briefcase."

Whether we like it o: not, we are be-
ing catapulted kicking and screaming
into a computerized world. There's a
computer in the microwave oven, in
the stereo system; and under the dash-
hoar& of many automobiles. New lines
of watches and hand calculators con-
tain tiny computers.

While there is some dispute as to ex-
actly how computer lit racy will pay
off for today's studenw when they en-
ter the job market, the U.S. Labor and
Commerce Departments and IBM pre-
dict that by the end of the decade, 50
to 75 percent of jobs will be cconiputer-
related. In offices, wi.ere most new jobs
will be located, word processors, corn-
puterized filing systems and desk top
computers are already bringing dra-
matic changes in work pattern and
productivity. in factories. hospitals and
other labor-intensive sectors of the
economy, robots are expected to take
over many more of the risky or repeti-
tive chores now performed by humans:

Some fear the impact of robotizaiion
on the labor market and working con-
ditions. A survey in Japan; which is
ahead of the U.S. in the use of robots,
found that 97 percent of in-house
unions and '79 percent of management
think robotization will lead to in-
creased unemployment. Not surpris-

mgly, such studies have received care-
ful attention by union leadership here.
Clearly, the job applicants most quali-_
fled to perform the uro ',ring number of
high-technology jobs that are appear-
ing cn the horizon are likely to be the
ones with the highest degree of com-
pute literacy. The unskilled jobs histo-
rically filled '4, new immigrants and
those at the bottom of the economic
and education ladder, especially those
on factory assembly lines; are fast
dwindling and will it but disappear.
To compete for tomorrow's jobs, kids
must become familiar with computers
today.

To be sure; kids can't acquire quar-
ters fast enough for Donkey Kong, As-
teroids, or Pac Man. Now instead of
having_a "Big Mac attack," students
have "Donkey Kong attacks" and duck
into the nearest arcade: Computer
games, the amusement industry spinoff
of the information revolution, teach
the players just enough to keep the
quarters dropping. Computer literacy,
however, won't be squired in video
game arcades. It will be developed at
home and in schools.

CBS and AT&T have launched a
joint effort called "Venture One" that
will link up computers in homes in
Ridgewood, New Jersey, an affluent
suburb, with a data bank so that own-
ers can do their shopping; banking,
and other chores by computer. Mer-
chants will advertise over the network.
A similar program in a wealthy suburb
of Columbus, Ohio, has been in place
fbr several years. The "electronic cot-

Reprinted from the Civil Rights Quarterly Perspectives, Fall 1982.
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tage" has arrived.
Why did AT&T and CBS pick Ridge-

wood? "Ridgewood," responded James
Bauer, director of business develop;
ment for CBS, "would seem to be per-
fect. The residents there are upscale,
have a high median income and
they're computer literate. The kids
take computer education in
kindergarten.

Computer literacy won't be
acquired in video games
arcades. It will be devel-
oped at home and in
schools.

Does CBS's choice of a rich suburb
mean that the computer revolution
will )spasa minority children? Not nec-
essarily. Federal assistance to school
districts with disadvantaged students
under Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act or through
the block grant funding begun in 1981
means that inner city kids may find
computers in their clataro-ome. Thoe
in charge of public education in New
York City, for example, are proud of
their recent atrides in computer-
assisted education. Irving Kaufman, di-
rector of mathematics for the New
York City Public Schools; ticked off the
list of heavily minority city districts
where computers are now part of the
curriculum. "We v.ant our kids," he
said emphatically, "to know as much
about computers as the wealthiest kids
in the country. In the near future ev-
er!, school in the city could have one
computer."

Dr. Carl Soloman, Title I evaluator
for funded programs in District 16,
which encompasses the elementary
and junior high achobla in Brooklyn's
Bedford Stuyvesant section, pointed
proudly to hir district's courses in corn=
puter literacy and its computer-

sisted instruction. "Our entire dis-
trict," he said with mock dismay, "has
been inundated with computer sales-
men." But, he noted, "we're not get=
ting the money we need. And those
districts with money are going to be
ahead of us."

The problems for low income, high
minority enrollment school districts go

beyond the affordability of classroom
computers. Indeed; all school districts
are facing a host of computer literacy
issues that defy easy solution: Con -
gress' Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA) reported last September that
the U.S. is faced with a shortage of
public school science and math teach=
ers, those most likely to lead the way
in computer-based education, because
they can nearly double their salaries
working in the priVate sector. OTA
also complained about the quality of
today's computerized lessons
("software"); the shortage of qualified
people to prepare the lessons, and the
lack of understanding of the long -term
educational and psychological effects of
substituting technology for traditional
teaching methods. Further, there is a
grcwing worry that computers could
touch off our next generation gap: A
recent Atari advertisement unwittingly
contributes this possibility: "Are the
kids getting a jump on the grown-ups?
We may in a few years see...a genera=
tioh of men and women shut off from a
fundamental part of their children's
liVei."

Still, while schools must add a com-
Plek of issues concerning computer
learning to such long-standing prob-
lems as the need to improVe basic
akilla, reduce the blight of drugs; vio-
lence and truancy in the schools and
-vine with vexing fluctuations in the
school-aged population; the affordabil-
ity of' classroom computers today con-
atittitea a major problem: School bud-
gets are being squeezed by local prop-
erty titit=i.eVolta, as well as by signifi-
cant state and Federal budget cuts for
education. And, as mailed, achonlaWith
the largest number of minority stu-
dents are faring the worst. Dr. Beverly
Cole of the educational division of the
NAACP echoed &Ionian's comment
about money. "Inner city schOcila in
general," she said, "just aren't develop-
ing computer education as fast as
Wealthier districts."

Compare; fbr example; Newark, New
Jersey, with suburban Westfield, some
fifteen miles distant. In Newark,
where riots erupted in 1967, inner city
students have been working with com-
puters for over 15 years. Many elemen-
tary school students use computers to
drill in English and math. The large
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high school in the system has 16 com-
puters. Eager beavers can take special
computer programs at the New jersey
Institute of Technology.

But even this computer commitment
does not begin to match that of West-
field, where a high school similar in
size to the largestin Newark has twice
as many terminals; "latteries of courses
in computer science and data procvss-
ing, word processors in the business ed.
ucation departmentand a computer
to assist students in selecting a college.
In 1982-83; Westfield will teach com-
puter literacy to all sixth grade
students.

In affluent Ridgewood,
PSI.)., the kids take com-
puter education in
kindergarten.

Westfield is not an isolated example.
Affluent Montgomery County; Mary-
land outside of WaShington, D.C._ Bas
set a four -year goal that will require
every high school student to have sear
cess to 120 minutes of computer time
per Week, every junior high student for
90 minutes and every elementary stu-
dent fbr 50 minutes: But the state of
Minnesota may be on a fast-break to
the future. It has mandated computer
training for teachers and has equipped
nearly all of its achoola With claSsroom
computers.

In many disticts, concerned parents
form the Vanguard leading the rush to
comrIterize neighborhood schools. A
report by the AsioCiation for Educe=
tional Communications and Technology
says that PTAs are buying close to 20
percent of computers for schools. Yet,
the best hope for preventing a class-
room computer, gap from becoming a
serious national, _problem may lie with
Capitol Hill. Congress is now consider-
ing legislation to greatly expand tax
breaks for computer manufacturers
who donate equipMent to elementary
and secondary schools.

Steven Jobs, 27year-old chairman of
Apple Computer Company and brain-
child of what has been dubbed the
"Apple Bill," testified in congressio
hearings that it was essential to th
national welfare that students begin



acquiring computer training long be-
fore they get to college, and that a tax
credit would make the equipment
available to schools that otherwise
could not afford it. "Leaving this to
the colleges in today's environment;"
he said, "is equivalent to leaving the
teaching of English grammar and
arithmetic to colleges." With the right
tax break, Jobs plans to donate a com-
puter to each of 80,000 public schools
in the country. In this scheme, the
profits would be reaped when schools
purchase programs and other equip-
ment compatible with their computer,
and when students persuade their par-
ents to buy Apple personal computers
for use at home.

Among the critics of the "Apple
Bill" are microcomputer manufactur-
ers who point out that the contem-
plated tax write-off for donated equip-
ment would only partly oft monu-
mental logistical costa and headaches
involved in assuring that units get
from warehouses into the hands of
teachers and students prepared to use
rather than abuse them. Nevertheless,
the bill was approved by the House
321 to 61 and cleared by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee in the 97th Congress.

Even if the Apple bill passes in the
98th Congress, poor school districts
would still find it difficult to provide
adequate computer-assisted instruction.

----According to Ross Corson writing in
"bie'Progressive, "The reality is likely
lo be a society of computer literates
and illiterates the haves and have
nots of the new age." A survey by
MarketData Retrieval Inc., seems to
buttress that worry. It found that 80
percent of the country's 2,000 largest'
and richest public high schools now
have at least one microcomputer, while
60 percent of the 2,000 poorest schools
have none.

Unders=dably, civil rights activists
have focussed on improving the educa-
tion of minorities in basic skills rather
than ruminate on the impact of com-
puters on civil rights. The NAACP,
said Dr. Cole; had yet to examine the
impact of "Third Wave" technology.

Lucius Walker, dean of Howard Uni-
versity's School of Engineering; has
thought about the civil rights aspects
of the computer revolution and
proudly explained Howard's pre-college
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programs in technical subjects for mi-
nority students. But,. Walker found,
the more technical the subject, the
fewer minority students enrolled.

"Blacks," Bebe Moore Campbell
'rote recently in Black Enterprise
magazine, "are seven times less likely
to become scientists and twelve times
leas likely to become engineers than
whites."

"There is," says Walker, "a mystique
associated with technical and abstract
subjects. Some of us feel we can't do
math and science or succeed in quanti-
tative fields." He calls the phenome-
non "math phobia."

"Computers represent a mystique
that frightens many blacks," agrees
Robert Towns, who runs Fortune Com-
puter Group, the only black-owned

computerized patient billing and ac-
counts receivable service in California.

We could become a soci-
ety of computer literates
and illiterates the haves
and have nets of the new
age.

To date, weakness in math has been
crippling minority children. The Na-
tional AtseSament of Educational
Progress studies show that at ages 9,
13, and 17, whites outscore both blacks
and Hispanics in knowledge and skill
application in mathematics by 13 to 20
percentage points.

"If blacks are not literate in technol-

ogy," warns Massey, "they will not be
able to get into the mainstream and
will simply fall further behind than
they are now." Dr. Cole agreed that
"being conversant with computers will
be the difference between being em-
ployed or unemployed." "If," Dean
Walker added in computerese, "blacks
cannot interface with computers, they
cannot function in a complex world."

The same applies to women. In her
hoOk, Overcoming Math Anxiety,
Sheila Tobias shows that female stu-
dents shy away from math and science
courses at a much higher rate than
males. At one private school; 60 per-
cent of the boys take extra courses in
both math and science; but only 25
percent of the girls do so. Tobias attri-



butes this difference in interest almost
entirely to what she calls society's
"ideology of sex differences,"the par-
ents, peers and teachers who forgive a
girl when she does badly in math at
school.

Schools not only teach about com-
puters; they use computers to teach.
"The computer," believes Professor
Mary Alice White, director of the Elec-
tronic Learning Laboratory at Colum-
bia UniverSity'S Teachers College, "is
as revolutionary as the printing press.
Learning and teaching will never be
the same." Students, Prof6sor White
finds, pay more attention to the com-
puterthan the teacher, ask it more
questions, work cooperatively to SelVi
problems on it, and make no more er-
rors in learning to program a com-
puter than adults do: "Kids like the
computer," says science fiction writer
Isaac Asimov, "bectiuSe it plays back.
You can play with it, but it is com-
pletely under your control, it's a pal; a
friend, but it doesn't break the rules."
There are 130,000 computers installed
in U.S. claasr6omi at the moment, and
there may be as many as 650,000 in
1985.

The Educational Testing &rile& re-
cently studied computer-assisted educa-
tion for elenientary school students. In
mathematics, computer-assisted in-
struction proved as effective as having
a tutbr. The more computer time stu-
dents received; the more basic math
they learned. Formerly a nonbeliever
in computer-assisted education, Marjo=
rie Radosta, director of the study, now
says, "This is the way to go, eipecially
for Title I students or others having
problems."

Yet, as Stanford University Profes-
sor Michael Kirst wisely points out;
"Iinproved technical education can
only be built on a solid base for the
overall school program. It is impossible
to provide 'literacy' in technical sub-
jects without 'literacy' in language and
other Skills."

With many teachers using comput;
ers only as electronic flashcards for
simple drill and practice, many educa-
tion experts say the educational' pOten-
tial of school computers has been
barely tapped, says Allen A. Boraiko
writing in National Geographic. Just

around the corner are learning mod--
ules that can boost analytic skills in
Specific subject areas or make children
truly computer literateable to run
and program computers and grasp
their impact on society.

"I think we're going to see a world
of innovation come' out of young kids,
high school kids, and pre=teens of all
kinds, who are just given access to
technology, with creative minds and no
constraints," says Dr: Robert E. Kahn
of the Defense Department's Advanced
Research Projects Agency.

If *blacks and women can-
not interface with comput-
ers, they cannot function in
a complex world.

It may well be that the flexibility in-
herent in current computer technology;
enabling users to develop their own
learning modules or adapt commercial
programs to meet special group or in-
dividual needs, represents the greatest
long-term benefit for minority; female
and physically handicapped children.
Enough studies have documented the
fact that such students are much less
likely than white males to experience
sustained contact with positive role
models in school classroomswhether
vicariously through teittbobk
tions and prose or in the person of sci-
ence and math teachersthat could
stir their aspirations for careers in sci-
ence, engineering and other math-
related high technology fields.

_According to Background Report on
Silicon Valley prepared for the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights last Sep-
tember, "If present trends continue,
women and minorities will be left
hind in the -push to upgrade technical
and scientific education. Except for an
over-representation of Asian American
men, most engineering and science
[college) graduateS are still white
males."

Students and skilled teachers, work-
ing independently and in tandem, can
create computer programs that contain
positive examples of families, neighbor-
hoods, workplaces and professional role
models 1,4:th which children, female or
male and of varing racial or ethnic
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backgrounds, can identify. And thisAlk
can be done without sacrificing skill./
and knowledge learning objectives
indeed, in a way that enhances those
objectives:

But the computer is already remak-
ing classroom instruction. Many educa-
tors now believe that students with ac-
cess to a microcomputer spend more
time studying and solving problems,
and that those who write at their key-
boards compose more freely and revise
their work more thoroughly. "It's a
new Way of thinking. The kids who
don't get ind6ctrinated to computers by
seventh grade are not going to develop
the same proficiency," says Andrew
MoilitU-, computer specialist at the Na-
tional Science Foundation.

While OTA warns that "caution
should be exercised in undertaking any
major national effort, whether feder-
ally inspired or not, to introduce_ these
new technologies into edutTatien," E0-
day's consensus is expressed by Peter
Schwartz fernier head of Future Stud=
ies at SRI International; a California
think tank, when he says "The [com-
puter] chip is remaking this into a
world where information is literally
wealth."

Neutrality and fairness are integral
Eo computtra The public policies which
determine who has easy access to com-
puters and the information wealth
they represent may not be. The Con;
gressional Office of Technology Pasess-
ment (OTA) recently completed a study
of the impact of the information revo-
lution on American education. It di-
rects Congress to consider developing
Federal policies for manpower retrain-
ing in a computer age, for programs to
insure that minorities are not left out,
and fcr helping local educational lead-
ers cope with computer technology.
Unless action is taken now; concluded
the OTA, "A significant social, eco-
nomic and political gap could develop
between those who do and those who
do not have access to, and the ability
to use, information systems."

To illuminate his life, the protago-
nist in The Invisible Man once figured
out how to tap his city's power line.

To guarantee their liveliho-o-d, his
children now must gain access to the
power potential of the computer.
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`Equal' Access to Computers in Education
Could Become Major Issue, Experts Warn

By Charlie Buchner

Access to computers, both sides of a 2O
year-old desegregation controversy in San
Francisco agreed in a recent voluntary set-
tlement, is becoming an integral part ofele,
mentary and secondary educationand
one in which poorer students are usually
left behind.

The December agreement o f the two sides
and the judge presiding over the case to cre-
ate a special school for computer training
underscored the position of a growing num-

. . .

ber of educators that access to computers
and computer training is further separat-
ing education's "haves" from its "have-
nots." And some note that the widespread
use of the new technology is such a profound
development that the inequities could
threaten the basic value of free access to
public education.

"We're training an elite set of people,"
said Carolyn Marvin, assistant professor of
communication at the Annenberg School of
Communications at the University of

Continued on Page 15
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Equal' Access to Computers Is Issue
Continued from Page 1

Pennsylvania. "Power is the infor-
mation available to you. A whole ar-
ray of information is not available
(to those denied computer literacy)."

Although the San Francisco set-
tlement marks the first time that ac-
cess to computers has been part of a
legal move to redreia inequities in
education, some educators said that;
given the inequities of computer use
in schools, the legal attention was
inevitable and is likely to increase
in the years ahead.

Survey Results
Surveys showthat in the number

of computers available and the way
they are used, students in less afflu-
ent schools receive less sophisticat-
ed instruction than students in more
affluent schools.

Fbrty-four percent of the schools
in which fewer than 5percent of the
students came from families below
the poverty_ level have computers;
an October 1982 survey by Market
Data Retrieval found. Only 18.3 per-
cent of the schools with -more than
25 percent of students from lower-
income families had computers.

Another survey, conducted last
year by California's education de-
partment, showed that students in
the poorer districts who do use com-
puters are still not exposed to the
"higher order" skills that will be
necessary to compete in an increas-
ingly service-oriented economy.

The state classified schoolchil-
dren by their parents' occupations,
with professional occupations given
a rating of 3, skilled workers, 2, and
unskilled workers, 1.
_ The average occupational rating
for the parents of student's in compu-
ter-assisted programs was 2.19. The
rating for students learning "com-
puter literacY" was 2.32.

The same _trend appeared in
breakdowns of subjects studied with
the computer. The ratings for stu-
dents using computers for simile,
tion and games, _programming, and
creative applications were 2.28,
2.35, and 2.40, respettively. The rat-
ings for reading, vocabulary, and
mathematics drills were 2:08; 2.12;
and 2.16, respectively.

Probably' Same Nationwide
'Arthur Luehrmann, a partner

with Computer Literacy Inc., a re-
search firm, said that those figures
are "probably"the same nationwide.

A survey for the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress
(N.A.E.P.) has found that schools in
the Southeast offer significantly
fewer classes involving computers.
Fbr example; 23 percent of a nation-

al sample of 13-year-olds said they
had used a computer in school, com-
pared with 12 percent in the south-
east.

The 1981-82 N.A.E.P, survey.
which will be released this April,
found fewer disparities in computer
use by race and sex.

If the gap is not narrowed, Ms.
Marvin of the Zumenberg School
suggested; students from low.in-
come backgrounds will be powerless
to move beyond the unskilled com-
puthrjobs. "They're going to end up
being the airline reservationists,"
she said. "That's not very powerful."

Home computers are widening
the gap, educators point out. "Access
has come primarily through home
computers," said Joyce Haltaiiiison,
the president of Joyce Hakannson
Associaths, a software manufattur-
ing company. 'That threatens to cre-
ate a much larger gap" between
those whose families have home
computers and those whose families
do not.

Although there are no nationwide
statistics correlating income with
home-computer purchases, market
analysts say the professional groups
tend to buy machines-sooner than
othersand use them for more edu-
cational purposes.

Training Is a ibp Contern
Even when computers are avail-

able, ensuring that they will be used
"wisely" is a difficult problem, ac-
cording to computer experts and ed-
ucators. And the problem is appar-
ently a human rather than a techni-
cal one:

"The equipment problem is di-
minishing; because the price of com-
puters is going down 50 percent ev-
ery twoyeers," said Mr. Luehrrnann
of Computer Literacy. "The cost of a
computer lab for each school would
add one-half of one percent to the
school budget over five yews:"

Marc S. Tricker, a former National
Institute of Education policy direc-
tor who is conducting a 20-month
study of computers in education for
the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, added that computers that sell
for as little as $100 might be appro-
priate for some school uses.

But without proper teacher train-
ing; the computers will do little to
prepare students for many of the
jobs that will be available in coming
decades;_ke_said.

Joan F. Targ, the president of In-
teractive Sciences Inc., a private
computer-training firm, said that
only a nationwide effort would give
the poorer schools the teachers they
need to use computers wisely.

"The poor schools will have a
tough ti fitting at a small pool (of

qualified teachers]," Ms. Targ said.
Most of them "are using the drill-
and-practice programsgoing in for
10 nairrites a day for what they re
having problem with."

"The aide in there doesn't know
anything about computers except
how to load a floppy disk into the
machine."

Such a situation is common; Ms.
Ihrg said, suggesting another prob-
lem: the possibility that many
poorer schools will use the computer
as much to cut costs as to improve in-
struction.

"lea_a way of economizing," sshe

said. "By hiring an aide to run the
computer center; you don't have to
have as many teachers."

An "extreme" example, she said,
is a San Jose high school's use of vid-
eo games during lunch periOds
which serves as an incentive for stu-
dents to attend school and thereby
increases state aid.

naining Proposed
Government-subsidized pro-

grams; most educators said, are nec-
essary to ensure that teachers from
all levels can be reached with the
training needed to narrow the gap:

One teacher for every school
building can be trained relatively
inexpensively, suggested Ms. Wm
"One person from every school could
be trained fora total of $1.5 million
in California," she said. "If districts,
especially the poorer ones, could be
given scholarships for this; it would
go a long way."

"If you can find a teacher who .
can _believe that for the students to
qualify for jobs they need a real
knowledge of computers," agreed
Mr. Luehrmann of Computer Liter-
acy, "that will be a good start."

Computertown U.S.A-, a Califor-
nia computer education firth, has set
up 200 "libraries" nationwide to
give everyday computer access to
iess affluent areas. It is, said one offi-
cial at the firm, "simply a place
where people can go to find out
more."

Unequal School Funding
Whatever government training

programs are enacted, contended
Ms. Marvin of the Annenberg
School, will not be enough until the
larger problem of unequal school
funding is addried.

"There's already a large group out 4
there that can't read or write, and
you have to deal with that first," she
said:

"You can't simply superimpose
the computer and not deal with
problems like teacher a eality, phys-
ical plant, and the academic
program."
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Computer Fear
To avoid repeating mistakes of past decades, we need to

recognize affirmative action implications of the
computer bandwagon.

er..4
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The fourth period bell rings, sig-
naling the start of class: The high
schciol computer lab quickly fills

with several dozen students, mostly
male. Three girls; looking somewhat
adrift in this sea of boys. take their seats
for an advanced class in RACAL: The
instructor, a highly skilled male math
teacher, begins with a demonstration of
a new programming technique; _ _ -

Three hours later, the final bell of the
final period sends students hurrying to-
ward lockers, athletic fields; and home.
The high school computer lab, honey -.
er; is once again packed with students.
Only, this time. all of them are male.

These scenes are being repeated in
school after school. There is growing
evidence that the long-documented gap
between male and female participation
in elective math and physical science
courses is now being replicated in com-
puter labs.

The Equity Gap: Real or
Manufactured?
In re.iewing the literature on differences
between males and females in math and
science, Skolnick reports a very wide
gap:
Across the nation slightl more girls than
&lays are enrolled in our schools. let studtv
reveal that twice as rnanv college bound
senior boys as girls have taken three years of
physical science. and some other discrepan-
cies are evident in advanced mathematics
enrollment. In a typical school district boys
outnumber girls b' more than 2 to 1 in most
high school physical science courses. 3 to 1

in gihvsics. Although rls may outnumber
boys in_ advanced eighth grade math; by
twelfth grade twice as many boys as girls are
enrolled in calculus. As a result. relatively
few girls are prepared to take the,calculus
sequence necessary for many college ma-
jors. '

A survey of ten New Jersey high
schools offering elective courses in com-
puter programming revealed a consist-

ent and substantial male dominance of
enrollment in such coursesslightly
more than 6Q percent. Studies of com-
puter use in California schools support
the New Jersey trend:.
The ratio of male to female enrollment was
approximately 3:3 111.441 males to 6.S43
females). Enrollment in computer science
courses at the liniyersity of California_.
Berkeley. is also heavily male-dominated
beyond the introductory courses: only 23

percent of computer science majors at Berke-
ley are females.:

Ensuring Equity
A district implementing or revising a
computer education program should
take a strong position on sex equity at
the onset: Once this position has been
clearly stated. program implementation
must be shaped accordingly. Among
other things; schools need to gather
their own data to assess how signihcant-
ly the are meeting their sex equity
goals. Participation in advanced com-
puter programming courses at a high
school level should he monitored annu-_
ally. If this data provides evidence of
male dominance, the investigation
should probe the foundations of the
program. If the district provides substan-
tial computer literacy experiences at the
middle or junior high level, for exam-
ple, and all subsequent computer
courses are elective; a sample of incom-
ing high school students should be in-
terviewed to determine why students
may be dropping out of computer
courses. The inquiry might begin even

Cynthia Bakon is Teacher/Computer
Literacy. Antonia Nielsen is High
School Computer Coordinator; and Ja-
mieson McKenzie is Assistant Superin-_
tendent all with the Princeton Regional
Schools. Princeton. New Jersey.
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earlier during the computer literacy
courses themselves.

The results of a study conducted at
Princeton High School showed that
gender, grade, and the type and section
of math class were all related to how
much students learned. Males, younger
students, students in sophomore and
junior precollege math; and students in
advanced math courses gained relatively
more than _females; seniors, and stu-
dents enrolled in other math courses
and levels. In general, access to and
experience with computers were unre-
lated to gain in computer literacy. How-
ever;_asking for help from the teacher
benefited Female students; and access to
a computer outside of school affected
the scores of ninth- and tenth-grade
female students.'

Those of us who are responsible for
Implementing computer programs must
be conscious of the affirmative action
implications of such programs: The so-
cial consequences of preparing a tiny
male technological elite to provide lead-
ership are ominous and foreboding.
Now that we have passed through the
initial states of computer enthusiam,
serious issues need to be addresscd.0

'Joan _Skolnick_ and others. How to En-
courage Girls in Math and Science !Engle-
wood Cliffs. N.J. : Prentice-Hall: Inc..
198_21. p. 3.__

Nancy Kreinberg. and Elizabeth K.
Stage. "Equals in Computer Technology:"
in The Technological Woman: Inteiftheing
with Tomorrow, cd. J. Zimmerman iNes%
York: Praeger. 1953). p. '53.

'NI. E. Lockheed. A. Nielsen. and NI. K.
Stone. "Some Determinants of Nlierocdm-
pater Literacy in High School Students:
Pilot Study." paper presented at AERA.
Montreal. 1983.
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Equity in Computer Education
Microcomputers are widening the

gap between rich schools and poor ones.

he educational advantages and
potential economic benefits to be
gained from acquiring a knowl-

edge of computers and how to use them
render the question of equity in com-
puter-based education a matter of para-
mount significance.

Computer literacy; broadly defined as
the ability to use the computer as an aid
to problem solving in all spheres of
human activity._ as appropriate: can
greatly benefit the individual and the
society: But it also represent the basis
for creating a further schism between
the "haves- and the "have nots. One of
the outstanding_ implications of the new
information technology is that poor peo-
ple are the last to receive its benefits:'
and those who lack the prerequisite
skills of reading. writing, and computa-
tion are handicapped in attaining com-
puter literacy. Thus, the economically
and educationally disadvantaged _ are
prime candidates to join the ranks of this
new category of disadvantagedthe
computer nonliterate:

To date, it would appear that public
schools have unwittingly server' to rein-
force the advantages of the atiluent in
achieving computer literacy. Evidence
that school microcomputer use is associ-
ated with the wealth of the schOol dis-
trict first appeared in 1981. as the result
of a survey undertaken by_Xlarket Data
Retrieval i XIDR i. Nearly 30 percent of
school districts where less than 5 percent
of the population was below the poverty
level used microcomputers for instruc-
tional purposes. \1DR reported: In con-
trast. only 12 percent of the districts
with over 25 percent of the population
below the poverty level _reported micro-.
Computer OSS-fierShili.2 .A follOw=iip Stir-
vey conducted by MDR in 1982 found
that SO percent of the nation's 2,000
largest. richest high schools used micro-
computers; while only 40 percent of the

smaller. poorer high schools had them.'
A separate survey undertaken by the
Johns Hopkins Center for Social Orga-
nization of Schools during 1982-83
found_ that tvo-thirds of _ the public
schools in the -better-off districts had
microcomputers. compared to 41 per-
cent in _the least wealthy areas.

The Johns Hopkins sure also found
that schools that already owned micro-
computers were more likely to buy addi-
tional ones than schools without any
were to buy one for the first time.; This
finding may be of greater consequence
than the ownership_gap between rich
and poor schools, for it means that.
contrary to popular belief, the poor
schools are not catching up: growth does
not mean equity. In fact, the wealthier
schools are increasing their advantage
over the poorer ones.

The most important equity questions
are how microcomputers are_used in the
school and who receives the benefits. In
this rcsard. Daniel Watt has pointed out
that; "When computers are introduced
into suburban schools, it is often in the
context of computer programming and
computer awareness courses. In less at=
fluent, rural or inner-city schools, com-
puter use is more likely to be in the
context of computer-assisted instruction
of the drill and practice variety. Affluent
students are thus learning to tell the
computer what to do while less affluent
students are learning_ to do what the
computer tells them."'

John P. Lipkin. formerly Professor of
Education, McGill University, Montre-
al, Canada is_an education consultant,
Washington. D.C.
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Because blacks. Hispanics. and cer-
tain other minorities are disproportion-
ately represented in the inner city and
among the poor. it can be assumed that
students from these groups receive less
than their fair share of computer in-
struction in general; and that they par,
ticipate less in the higher level uses of
computers in particular.

The rapid growth of microcomputer
use in the majority of the nation's public
schools is a tribute to the ingenuity;
innovatiyeness, and hard work of both
educators and the public that has pro-
vided_support for their efforts. But if the
benefits of the computer are to be pro-
vided to all students on an equitable
basis. a major departure from present

I practice is required. Closing the gap will
take additional funding and the develop,
ment of resourcesincluding skilled
teachers and appropriate quality soft-
ware.

Finally. it should be recognized-that-
the attainment of equity in microcom-
puter education is only one aspect-7
albcit a major oneof the broader need
for reform to bring about an appropri-
ate, quality education for today's tech-
nological society.0

' K. Lenk. "Information Technology and
Society;" in Microelectronics and Society,
ed. C. Friedrichs and Schaff New York:
Pergamon Press. 1982). Ai 275.=310.

= "identifying -and Getting Your Share -of
the School Market for Computers' i Market
Data Retrieval. 1981).

' The Washington Past; :April 17, 1983.
-1 Center for Social Organization of

Schools; School Uses of Microcomputers: Re-
ports from a National Sunvy (Baltimore:
johns ,Hopkins _University. 19S3i.

' kVatt;::Education for Citizenship in
a Computer-Based Society. in Computer
Literacy, ed. R. Seidel. R. Anderson. and B.
Hunter iNew York Academic Press; 19821,
P. 59.



Computers Give Poor Kids You Di4tatttag

&Inds around the nation are begin. .

ning to.realize that in the information. so .

ciely; the to required languages teill be

Eqiish and computer; .

-401104400V

By Vivian Aplin.Brownlee

Ihstfilall VrIIr

hi the headlong national race to commit.]

erize claims, a complex

version °Ian ageless social_problem is emerg.

ing: Poor kids are being left

The number .of microcomputers in 11,S,

puhli sehilols tritiled lastyear, It is expected

to resell 500M0 by next June and surge to 2

million by _June 1988; A University of Mine

iota stii4 pniects that 85 percent of th !

nation's school districts Will have computeM

available to pupils this ytir, up from 58 per.

cent last.year.

Bin the Minnesota study, done far the

National Science Foundation, said young7

stem it the nation's 12;0110 most affluent

school districts are four _times more likely

than stiidenis in the l2;000 poorest districts

to have MA to .......

The Johns.Hopkins.thiversity Center for

SOriol Organiption of Schools reported

A 1 that 'diRreas two-thitilB of piffle

31.

schools in the ietter.off districts have micri .

computers; only 41 percent of the hools in

the _least wealthy districts have any

Socielogist I iiad Andeiiim, director

of the University of Minnesota's Center for

Social Research; said; 'To the extent coni.

puter literacy and computer expertise are

necessary for success in getting and keeping

job s; computer inequity is a serious problem,

It.threatens to separate groups and colon.

nitres by giving some people more effective

tools for living in.the computer

The congressional Rice of Technology

Asesmeut issued a .sitailiar warning last

fall, stating that If the teclmologis are pri.

ary doigied for and made available to

middle-class faMilies, they could increase

rather than diminish the gap between the

educationally advantaged and disadvan.

tad,"

Alvin Toffler; author of 'Future Shocks

aftdThe Thiid Wave; wrote 1st year that

"kids Oo know how to se them [comput.

col will have an edge over th who doiti

and this r thotoinloi conscious steps

are taken, iiLe middleik children will

once more, with an edge that the

less.affluentleck;" .

The problem is not just the availability of

computers, but how they tend to be used,

Commint4 on . the remedial drill.and.

practice that Itids to be done .on computers

ln poorer ichoos as op* to prom
writing and problem.solving inmate affluent

tcho4 Ruth Cl.wy of the University .4

California's Lawrence Ball of Science said,

'One group lells the computer what to

the other v. it as a taskmaster, The group

that has the power will get ahead-,''

See GAP; AI, Col; 2
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Computers Give Poor ew Handicap
GAP, From Al

And some educators see still a third
problempartly remediable; and having to
do with equitywith the rush to comput-
erize. They say computers are impeding the
back-to-basics movement.

As A. Daniel Peck, education professor
at San Francisco State University and
founder of the Committee of Basic Skills
Education, said:

"We're in a computer religion explosion
to the detriment of basic-skills education

the best we can hope for is some degree
of sanity:"

Minnesota has distinguished itself in the
fight against institutionalized inequ'ity. As
the result of a state-wide commitment, 63.4
percent of its schools last year had at least
one microcomputer, the small personal
computer commonly used in home and of-
fices.

The Minnesota Educational Computer
Consortium, a nonprofit, state-run organ-
ization, guides the state's efforts and de-
signs its own software, or course material.
It is widely considered a model for educe--
tors,

Executive Director Kenneth Brumbaugh
estimates that a million copies of its ma-
terials are distributed each year to educa-
tion systems; not only in the United States
but in countries as diverse as Kenya; Aus-
tralia and Saudi Arabia.

The socio-economic differences between
wealthy and poor schools are illustrated in
how they obtain microcomputers. Poor
schools must usually depend on the dis-
trict's revenues or the largesse of computer
companies' donations, which some obseiv-
ers speculate are less likely to go to poor
schools because they do not represent as
rich a potential market for subsequent pur-
chases; by schools or parents; as wealthier
districts. _

More affluent districts tend to have rich-
er budgets for buying computers, are

thought to be more attractive to corpora-
tions in the selection of gift sites and can
rely on parents, community as ociations
and teacher-parent organizations tt, make
contributions.

But while computer equity might be the
crux of the problem, keeping up with the
computer explosion while staying focused
on basics is no less troublesome to educa-
tors.

Teachers who are slow to adjust to the
computer keyboard are another factor in
the computer equation. They run the risk
of being less effective in the electronic
classroom than they are in traditional ones.

Educators are entangled in an electronic
thicket; The computer, hailed as an elec-
tronic wizard honing the alistract reasoning
skills of a new generation of problem solv-
ers, is unfamiliar and even frightening to
some teachers who view it as a disrupter of
proven conventional methods:

But faced with legions of anxious par-
ents, teachers and administrators find
themselves hard-pressed to resist comput-
ers.

Critics complain that the current empha-
sis placed on putting computers. in the
hands of American children is driving ed.:
ucators to distraction, not only from teach-
ing basic skillS, but as they try to become
comfortable with the machines.

Computer anxiety, a fairly common'
adult malady outside the teaching profes-
sion as well, ranks high on the list of dis-
tractions. "High Technology" magazine re-
ported fast spring that "Although teachers'
colleges are gearing up as fast as they can
to produce computer-literate teachers, this
won't affect schools for years.

"Most teachers have found themselves
totally unequipped to teach about or with
computers and are scrambling to catch up
With their computer-wise students."

Some teachers are blaming their school
systems for exacerbating the problem. At
the National Educational Computing Con-
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ference in June, "Technology Illustrated"
magazine reported, some teachers "com-
plained of school systems that spent thou-
sands of dollars omirocomputers but pro-
vided no training and no software, with the
predictable result that teachers, became

anhostile to the computers and refused to use
them."

The National Education Association
took a comprehensive look at computers in
its members' classrooms in June. "In just a
year or two," NEA Today reported, "the
whole picture has changed. Few teachers
still assert that computers are just another
passing fad in education ...."

Those teachers who have become pro-
ficient using computers have_become big
fans of them. "In fact," the NEA reported,
"a very common complaint has become,
`We don't have enough of them.'

"A 1982 NEA survey showed that 70
percent of teachers who reported Comput-
ers' effects on students_ said the machines
improve interest, motivation, attention
span; self-confidence and cognitive learn-
ing. Half the teachers surveyed said com-
puter learning would become common and
be considered bpsic."

To help, the NEA is starting a computer
service this fall to offer computers, their ac-
cessories and software at discount prices to
members and to provide exact descriptions
of how it all works.

Clearly the highly touted man-made
wonders are creating as many problems as
they are solving in education: Educators,
having decided that computers are the an-
swer, now want to work out the solutions
for themselves.

"Where wiil it end?" NEA Today asked
in June; "Nobody knows. But in schoolas
in industry and daily lifecomputer use is
clearly taking root and growing fast.

"Teachers are not about to leave to oth-
ers the important decisions about that
growthhow to use computers, and how to
offer all students the benefits of that use."



B. Seeking Educational Equity In An Information Society

This section developed by Shirley McCune, Vice President, The Naisbitt Group,
presents an overall context for planning equitable educational programs in an information
society. It includes the following subsections:

An Economic Context for Education B=3

The Societal Context for Educational Change B=7

Restructuring and improving Education B=I3

Improving Educational Programs B-16

Achieving School !mprovement Through the
Use of Technology B-20

Strdtegic Planning: A Tool For Restructuring
and Change B=25



PREFACE

1983 may be called the year of the awakening of the educational
community. There is a growing consensus that our society is in a
profound transformation process of moving from an industrial to an
information society; This restructuring of our society gives us cause
for optimism and concern.

Every society must deal with the fundamental issues of how
roles and resources_are to be assigned and allocated. In the past,
education and training_ played a major role in the "sorting" of_indivi-
duals and groups for the industrial society._ Today, this_sorting
process is no longer functional and we must begin to consider education
and training systems in new' ways.

Our rethinking of education and training must he based on four sets
of considerations:

a critical resource in an information society is productive
education and training systems and such systems are essential for
economic growth and development;
just as-_economic institutions are being restructured to meet the
needs of an information society, so must education and training
systems be restructured to meet the changed conditions of the
society;

. educational equity in a society as diverse as the United States
is not only a desirable value but also a necessity for our
national ability to compete in a global economy;

. opportunities for restructuring are most likely during times of
societal_ change; the next few years are crucial as they provide
the "windows of opportunities" for change and improvement.

Although there is an increasing awareness of the needs for
restructuring and the windows of opportunity, there is a temptation
to "wait and_see" when we have gained a more complete understanding of
the changes in_the society. Actions_must be based on available data
and understandings, but we cannot allow ourselves to "drift" into even
more difficult situations.

All of us must immerse ourselves in gaining an understanding of
trends and changes in our society; the delineation of their implications
for education and training; andthe design of action steps which can
maintain and extend existing levels of equal opportunity and the
continued progress toward the goals of quality education for all
students.

The purposes rf the following materials are in keeping with this
task. They provide information on:

an economic context for education;
. the societal context for educational change;_
. directions for restructuring and improving education:

achieving school improvement through the use of technology; and
developing a strategic plan for change.

The materials are designed to provide information, stimulus
questions and background information__ for your consideration. Theyare
not designed to be comprehensive or "finished" and they will be revised
in the future. Any suggestions you have for additions; revisions or



deletions would be appreciated. Suggestions should be sent to:

Or

Shirley D. McCune
800 Pearl Street; #903
Denver; Colorado 80203

Sheryl Denbo
Mid-Atlantic Center for Race Equity
The American University
4900 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

This section was developed by Shirley D. McCune for inclusion in
the notebook.
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I. An Economic Context for Education

There is general agreement that one of the critical issues
facing the United States today is the maintenance and renewal of
an economic system which can meet the needs of the American
people. The United Statls, long a leader in world productivity
and the establishment of a high standard of living, is now con-
fronted with four major structural changes in our economic system:

After_ more than three decades of rapid technological
growth and innovation, the United States economic system
has been_ dramatically restructured from an industrial
economy based largely on_ manufacturing, to an informa-
tion economy based largely on service and information
activities;

The United States economic system has become part of a
global economic system and our future is inextricably
bound with the economic systems or other nations;

United States productivity and growth has declined over
the past IS years and other countries are closing the
gap between their productivity rates and U.S. pro-
ductivity;

o Our_future economic and social well-being will depend;
in large measure, on our ability to continue to provide the
"cutting edge" technology for the rest of the world and
demonstrate the ability to move a product quickly into pro-
duction and go on to the next generation of products.

If the United States is to respond to the urgency of these changed
conditions; it will require an economic renewal program of a magnitude
seldom seen in U.S. history; Such an economic renewal program must
be built on a competitive strategy which will enable U.S. business -and
industry to provide high-quality products_at_prices which are equal to
or better than other world producers._ This is increasingly difficult
in that other countries_can exploit their_ resources of raw materials,
cheap labor; or available capital in any form of competition.

The primary resource_which the United States must rely on is a
basic increase in productivity, that is, the ability to use technology
to create more in -less time and the ability to develop new processes;
products and knowledge. United States workers must demonstrate the
ability to work smarter;faster and better than other nation's workers.
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Perhaps the central need for designing any program of national
economic renewal is the need to develop competitive strategies or
plans which can deal with the complex issues in any successful
renewal program. A competitive strategy for economic renewal must
confront the need for increasing our international markets, for con-
tinued and expanded technological research and development; for the
retooling of a decaying industrial plant; and for increased
productivity;

_ A central strategy for each of these needs is to increase the
performance of American's workforce. A critical resource and compo-
nent of any economic_ renewal plan -is our education_and training
systems and_their ability to_provide the workers_ who can work smarter,
faster and_better. Tncreased involvement_in technological applica-
tions requires a work force capable of dealing with more. sophisticated
machines and equipment -- a workforce that is capable of problem
solving and collaboration. It also requires a workforce that is capa-
ble of understanding and using technology and participating in de-
cision making which requires a basic scientific and technological
literacy;

In short, education and training become central activities for
economic development. High quality education and training systems
are not a luxury in our global; information society; they are a_
necessity for being able to compete with other nations for world
markets and maintaining our standard of

Just as there is need for restructuring of the economic system;
there is also need for the restructuring of education and training
systems. The ultimate outcome or mission of improving and restructur-
ing our education and training systems includes:

significantly increasing the pool of highly trained
mathematicians; scientists, engineers and computer
scientists needed to advance technology and techno-
logical applications essential for economic growth;

significantly increasing the general levels of knowledge
and_skills of- the -total population which can increase
productivity in all_ areas, provide a sufficient supply
of technicians_ for high - technology activities;_ and pre-
pare a population capable of consuming information-
related services;

extending our capabilities for lifelong training andzfor the
retraining of groups within our population whose jobS are gone;
And
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raising the_levels of human capability and productivity
(human capital) in ways that maintain and extend equal
opportunity and access for all groups within the
population.

Achieving this level of restructuring will require the in-
volvement of all areas of education -- postsecondary education,
training systems; vocational education and community education
programs. The basic building block for a restructuring program
begins with public elementary and secondary education:systems.
Their success is essential to extend the goals and achievements
of education at other levels.

The restructuring of public- elementary and secondary educa-
tion- programs requires a national commitment and the active
involvement of leaders at state, local and national levels. The
restructuring requires:

establishing goals; directions and expectations for edu-
cational achievement and mastery of knowledge and skills;

o increasing the quality and quantity of time devoted to
educational and learning activities through extension
of the school day, the school year, and the more
effective involvement or parents and community learning
resources;

encouraging academic excellence and_ achievement by
measuring continuing individual mastery and improvement.
Of Skills rather than artificial time and age require-
ments;

improving the quality and quantity of educational personnel
through the attraction of capable persons into the educa-
tion workforce; the continuing upgrading of knowledge and
skills; and the measurement of effectiveness according
to objective measure of student mastery and achievement;

improving the management of education programs -by increasing
the skills of educational administrators, providing_recog-
nition and rewards for improved management, and utilizing
exemplary management skills and processes currently used in
business and industry;

developing and implementing models which can involve
business-industry, community institutions; mass media;
computer networks and home instruction syStems in more
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systematic and collaborative efforts to improve learning;

increasing the rewards and recognition for exemplary edu-
cation service by providing additional pay; incentive pay
for student achievement; developing "excellence recognition
programs;" and increasing the psychological and learning
rewards of education careers;

e providing the financial resources; technical assistance
and support systems necessary for the improvement of educa-
tion systems.

The task of bridging about the necessary changes in education
at the levels needed for economic renewal is not easy. It will
require dedicated leadership at state; local and national levels
which is aware of_the needs_ and_ committed to finding those solutions
which are in keeping with the diverse_ state_ and local responsibilities
for the provision of education. And it will require a continuing
attention to the monitoring of equal access and the correction of
identified problems.



II. The Societal Context for Educational Change

The need for some examination of the societal context for
Change begins with a restatement of the basic, paradoxical functions
of education in any society. Education must:

maintain the knowledge and experience of the past and trans-
mit it to the 'youth as a means of their basic preparation
for adult roles -- in this sense education is a conserving
or conservative institution;

anticipate the future and design select knowledgei exper-_
iences and skills whiCh will be essential to youth's_parti-
cipation in a future society -- in_this_sense education
provides a means to facilitate social change.

Education programs always reflect'the values and the goals of
a society. The fact that our society produces 1,000 lawyers for every
100 engineers and that Japan produces 1,000 engineers for every 100
'lawyers suggests a difference in orientation.and values. between the
two societies. Educators must understand the larger social context
and.values if they are to be effective in preparing students for full
participation in society; Knowledge of this context is essential
even when your goal is to change the emphasis and values of the
larger society.

The formulation provided in John Naisbitt's booki Megatrends_:_
Ten New Directions Transforming our Lives, and the extension of this
data base contained in the Trend Report provides us one way _of think=
ing about_the larger societal context and the implications_ for edUda=
tion. John Naisbitt's observation that it is easier to ride a horse
in the direction it is already going_is useful as we begin to_examine
the needs for change and the strategies which might be pursued as we
work to restructure and improve education.

Some of the umegatrends" or consistent changes which are
evident across the various sectors of the society are:

1; Our society is moving from an industrial to an information
society.

Economist Marc Porat indicates that the United States ceased being
an industrial economy and became_an information economy in 1963,
when 53_percent of_the gross national earnings were,reported to
be in the information sector. Another indication of this trend
is found in the employment of our workforce. In 19S0, SS percent
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2;

of the paid workforce was employed in industry; today only
about 18 percent are employed in industry; By contract;
28 percent were employed in service and information jobs
in 1950 and today more than 56 percent are employed in
these sectors.

This shift in the nature of available jobs raises issues as
to emphasis of elementary and secondary education programs
as well as the context; enrollments; and support of post-.
secondary, vocational_ and continuing education_ programs,
Many have suggested that the importance_of basic skils is
increased and there is need for developing new levels of_the
higher order skills of analysis, synthesis, problem solving
and creativity.

'S ne, o: II z-e-d- to a decentralized
society_;_

Two primary events -- the Great Depression and World War II --
served as major stimuli for the centralization of our society.
The move in a centralized society was toward big business; big
government; big unions and a vertical type of organization;
During recent years this trend was reversed and decentraliza-
tion can be seen in the New Federalism proposals; the emphasis
of block grants_and_a general trend to solve problems across
state or local levels (horizontal structure).

Within education, this trend is evident in the increasing
importance of the role of state and local governments. It can
likewise be seen in the shift in emphasis from using the district'
as a unit of analysis to using the individual school as a unit
of analysis; Greater attention has been focussed on the school
principal as a key educational leader;

3. Our society is moving from a national economy to a global
ecOndMy.

The 1.solation that once characterized American' foreign_ policy
at the turn of the centpty is clearly a phenomenon of the past.
Today, the condition of our economy depends in large measure
on ability to provide goods and services to other countries
throughout the world; What happens in Central America, Iran,
China; japan and Russia and any country of the world can have a
profound effect on our economic well-being and the ways we
organize our lives;

In general, American education has not considered the need to
prepare students for being a citizen of global village as a
priority activity. In fact, bilingual education is, in large
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measure_i_considered a deficit for students rather than an
asset which_can be used in productive_ ways._ There is a
similar lack_of emphasis_on understanding the cultures of
other countries around_the world. These_needs are liktly
to lead to_an increased emphasis on foreign languages and
the extension of global education activities and programs.

4. Our society_is moving_ simultaneously toward high technology
and toward "high touch ".

When technology is not accompanied_by a'compensating "high
touch" aspect (those activities which contain strong ele-
ments of human response), the technology_is liktly to be
rejected; The compensating response to the high technology
of television was group therapy and the human potential
movement; CB radios and "walkie talkie" systems-became a
national craze and they have been incorporated into our
daily lives because they provide ways fot many to maintain
communications with other people;

This trend is evident in education in the acceptance of
microcomputers. Computer-assisted instruction using main-
frame_or_minicomputers has been demonstrated but it is
not widely used because it was difficult for students and
teachers to have consistent "hands7on" experiences and
Utilize their full capacity_ The introduction_of arcade
games_andthe home computer have changed the picture
dramatically..

Microcomputers are becoming an essential component of education
programs and schools are under pressure to acquire them and
use them for instructional; administrative and general infor-
mation processes;

S. Our society is moving from an either/or to a society of
multiple options.

At one_point_in time .the choices in education were largely
either/or. You were involved in academic_ programs or voca-
tional programs; in private_schools or_public schools; in
K-12 education or postsecondary education. Today, the
lines are blurring and more options are being provided for
citizens; Community colleges are..one example of the trend
to meet a variety of needs and to continue one's options for
education;

Elementary and secondary education programs were typically
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designed to_provide a consistent program for all students in the
district. While some options were provided in secondary schools,
the choices were comparatively limited. Today we see the magnet
schools; alternative schools) and enrichment programs as examples
of efforts to provide multiple options for students within -the
educational system There are magnet or alternative schools for
basic skills; for science and mathematics, for performing arts,
for language_ studies; for gifted programs, etc. These are part
of a continuing effort_to serve the range of values and needs found
in nearly every community.

6. Our societ-i--
self-help;

11 of institutional help to

A characteristic of our centralized; industrial society was the
trend of looking to- institutions to meet individual and
societal needs. This trend was reversed as evidenced in the
wellness movement, the increased use of barter, cooperative
living arrangements and self-help networks.

This trend is evident in education by the rapid expansion of the
use of home computers for learning and_educational purposes the

expectations that individuals. must fund a_greater proportion of
their learning costs) and the expansion of school fees.

Other trends which the Naisbitt group have identified include:

From

North
Business_as usual
Hierarchies
Economies of scale
Managerial society
Representative democracy
Family as basic unit
Party politics
Machismo society

To

South
Accountability
Networking
Appropriate scale
Entrepreneurial society
Participative democracy
Individual as basic unit
Issue politics
Androgynous society

Perhaps the most important things to remember about the changes
in our society are_the differences between the three types of societies- -

the agricultural, industrial and informational societies; The following
diagram illustrates some of the key differences

Strategic
Resource

Transforming
Resource

Time
Orientation

Agricultural Industrial Information

Land
Raw Materials

Capital Data
Information

Physical
Man

Processed
Energy

Conceptual Spa(
Knowledge

Past Present Future
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It is important to note the critical importance of data and knowledge
or the ability to apply information. Similarly; education and training
assume greater_ importance because they have greater importance for all
sectors of society.

These megatrends establish a context which impacts education.
Planning should be guided by Naisbitt's comment that "it is easier to
ride a horse in the direction that it is already going." These trendS
provide a starting point for examining the needs for the restructuring
of education programs; policies and practices; Our tasks must be to
anticipate the likely impact of these trends on education; develop
strategies for utilizing or counteracting their impact and developing
action efforts which can lead to positive outcomes.



STIMULUS QUESTIONS

1. What are some of the examples of the megatrends which you have
observed in education? What examples of counter-trends have
you identified?

2. What have been the responses to these trends in your state?

in your district?

3. What changes are needed in your state to support restructuring of
education programs?

4. What changes are needed in your district to support the restructuring
of education programs?

S; Where would you place the priorities for action in your district?



III. Restructuring and Improving Education

Any discussion of the implications of the megatrends for educational
programs requires a comparison of the_current characteristics of educa-
tion with a vision of what types of educational programs would be needed
in the future. One way to make this analysis is to identify possible
changes in the goals for education, the delivery systems for education
programs, the financing of education programs, the training of educa-
tional personnel, assessment and evaluation systems and community
outreach programs. The following chart is provided as a beginning
point for stimulating your thinking as to the probable areas of change
for education. It is important to understand that the movement from
an industrial to an information society does not imply an either/or
type of choice, but rather that the items included in the information_
society lists are extensions of the past and a change in emphasis rather
than an abandonment of the past.

PROBABLE CHANGES OF EDUCATIONAL EMPHASIS
a

Area

Goals of Education

Cognitive Goals

Affective Goals

Industrial Society

Basic skills
Specific training
Right to read
Unicultural
Literacy as _

survival skill

Large organization skills
Organization dependent
Single family

orientation

Educational
Personnel Teacher as subject

matter expert
Teacher as standards

setter
Principal as middle
manager for central
office

Superintendent as
professional educator

Superintendent as
status quo leader
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Information Society

Stronger higher order skillt
Generalizable skills
Right to excel
Global education
Many Iiteracies; more

than one language

Small group skillS
Independent entrepreneurial
Support group

orientation

Teacher helps students_
get and use_ information

Teacher as self - concept
developer

Principal as manager,
curriculum leader; staff
'developer and neighborhood
contact

Superintendent as politician
and_integrated community
leader_with specialized
education expertise

Superintendent as educational
leader and community
resource developer



Area

Assessment and
Evaluation

Community
Relationships

Curriculum Arms_

Job Preparation

Financing of
Education

Delivery Systems

Industrial_Saciey

Diffused routine
accountability/
assessment

Teacher/adtinistrator
performance measured
by judgment

Periodic assessment

Teacher/administrator
performance used_as
baseline standards

Parent as passive
consumer .

School disttict_youth
oriented

School as isolated
educational institute

Distinct subject
matter areas

Student_as passive
recipient

General; diversified'
Print oriented
Physical education

Single-career
preparation

Late skill development
Distinct vocational

education programs

Institutional financed
Public sector.

Total district system
Central office oriented
Superintendent focused
Formal board-community

leadership
Business as a consumer
of school output

Group instruction
District structure/

standards
Standardized programs
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Information Society

Achievement/performance
accountability

Data based performance
measures

Ongoing assessment for
educational diagnosis

Teacher/administrator
performance used for
incentive pay

Parent as participant_
consumer/decision maker

School district lifelong
learning oriented

School as community
service institution

Synergistic study areas

Student as integral part
in school community

Science and math emphasis
Computer literacy
Physical/mental well-being

Multiple-career
preparation

Early skill development
Career /vocational education

as integral part of
educational community
experience

User financed
Public/private sector
collaboration

Neighborhood models
Sehool-based management
Principal focused
Informal parent-neighborhood
leadership

Business as a participant

Individualized programs
Neighborhood variations

Multiple option programs



THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

The above chart is simply a beginning formulation of identifying
possible implications_ of changes in our society_ What- things do you
feel have been omitted, should be modified, or should be eliminated
from each of the categories provided?

Goals of education

Delivery systems for education

Financing of education

Training of educational personnel

Assessment and evaluation systems

Outreach programs

How would you apply this formulation to schools in your district?
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IV. Improving Educational Programs

The improvement of educational programs begins with some
formulation of quality education and the goals and objectives
which would support the attainment of quality education programs.
There are many ways to describe quality education. The listing
provided below is a preliminary formulation of the critical com-
ponents of quality education.

Quality education should provide all students with:

A high level of proficiency in the basic skills
including:

The ability to read and comprehend written material
The ability to understand mathematical concepts and
to-carry out mathematical computations
The ability to understand scientific concepts and \

their relationship to the work and activities of our
society
The ability to speak and interact with others in a
variety of situations
An_understanding of computer applications and the
Skills of interacting with computers

4 An opportunity to develop higher order skills including:

= The ability to synthesize, generalize and apply
information
The ability -to search; retrieve and utilize information
and data (learning to learn)
The ability to diagnose situations and to solve
problems

A strong sense of self-concept and knowledge of personal
strengths and abilities

4 An understanding of other nations, cultures, their languages
and contributions to the global community

An understanding of the world of work and a beginning level
of career/vocational preparation and work skills

After reading through this statement of quality education, what
additions; deletions or other changes would you make for your descrip
tion of quality education?



Improvement programs begin with some understanding of
what "works" in education. The National Institute of Education
has devoted considerable effort in recent years to conduct
studies which examine the characteristics of effective schools;
effective administration and management and effective teaching;
Some of the results of these studies are summarized below:

The_findings of this research may be grouped into two areas
research and_the teaching/learning process and research_on_the
structure and management of schools. Withrespect to the first
area; some of the findings are outlined below:

1. The amount of time devoted to academic. learning varied widely.
Effective teachers were able to allocate more time for in-
struction; were able to engage students in learning tasks, and
engage them when they were performing at high success rates
(allocated time; engaged time; and academic learning time).

2 The organization, planning and scheduling of activities were
essential to effective classroom management; Efforts to
devote time to advanced planning and preparation before the
school year begani_to_train students into a routine of
activities at the beginning of the year; and to facilitate
effective -group relationships among heterogenous.students
all contributed to effective classroom management.

3. In general, structured programs were more successful than
individualized or discovery programs. Effective teachers were
able to:

structure learning experiences

proceed in small steps but at a rapid pace

give detailed and redundant instructions and explanations

use a high frequency of questions and overt, active practice

provide feedback and corrections, especially at initial
stages of learning.

have a student success rate of 80 percent or higher on
initial learning tasks

divide seat-work assignments into smaller segments or devise
ways for frequent individual monitoring of students

provide for continued_ student practice (over-learningl_so
that students have a high success rate and become confident;
rapid and firm in their learning
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Some of the findings of the improvement literature which
are related to the structure and management of effective schools
include:

1. There is a strong administrative leadership; usually the
principal; especially in regard to instructional go ?ls and
outcomes.

G. There is_a clear school -wide emphasis on basic skills which
is agreed to by all members of the staff.

3. Teachers expect that students can reach high levels of
achievement and their behaviors communicate this expectation.

4. There is a system for monitoring and_assessing pupil performance
which is tied to the instructional objectives.

S. The school climate is conducive to learning in that there is
safety; order and discipline;

When we understand the factors which account for success at
the local level; we must then engage ourselves in the process of
"backward mapping" or identifying the state policies and programs
which can support the development; maintenance; or extension of
the effective proactives. It is this process which requires not
only in-depth knowledge of curriculum and the structure of local
programs -but also the policy making and policy implementation pro-
cesses of states.



STIMULUS QUESTIONS

1. What directions or trends for restructuring would you add or
subtract from the listing provided:

- The goals of education?

- The financing of education?

- The delivery of educational services?

= The training and retraining of educational personnel?

= Assessment and evaluation programs?

- Special programs; facilities?

- The governance; outreach and community involvement?

2; What are the likely equity issues in each of the areas?

3. What steps can be taken at the state level to reduce/overcome the
source of the equity issues?

What steps can be taken at the state level to support school
improvement efforts?

S. What steps can be taken at the district/local level to reduce/overcome
the source of equity issues?

6. What steps can be taken at the district /local level to support school

improvement efforts?
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V. Achieving School Improvement Through the Use of Technology

Given the need fo-- improving schools it is important that we begin
to use the technologies which are available for the improvement of
learning; One of the most versatile technologies which is now available
to us is the microcomputer; Since the introduction of microcomputers
in schools in 1979, their availability in schools has increased
dramatically, It is estimated that 400;000 microcomputers will be in
schools by the_end_of the 1982-83 school_year,

The introduction of microcomputers in schools creates the need
for a new understanding of their uses, the management of their use, and
the likely problems which may result from their use. The following
section outlines some' of the considerations and questions which should
be addressed in the use of computers in schools;

Computer Uses

School personnel frequently begin to plan their approaches for
using computers by looking at computer hardware. Important as the
questions of what to buy are, the answers must begin with an under-
standing of the purposes for using the computers. Listed below are
some of the ways which computers may be used in schools and the programs
which may be designed;

Strategic Use #1--Computer and Computing Literacy

__One of the most_common uses of microcomputers in schools may be
called computer and/or computing literacy. This use of microcomputers
begins with the realization that computers are an integral part of our
society and every citizen needs some understanding of computers and how
they work; There are many definitions of computer literacy but most of
these include an understanding of what a computer is (knowledge); how it
works (mechanical_use); how to use it, how to make it work for a
specific application.

Instructional objectives may be developed for any level of performance.
Some of the understandings which should be developed in computer literacy
courses are:

i What is a computer?

The student_should be dble to identify_a microcomputer and the
types; speeds and sizes of available microcomputers. Some
understanding of the past and future evolution of ere micro-
computer should be included.

What are computer peripherals?

The student should_beable to distinguish the microprocessor
from the peripherals that support its use: various input devices;
storage procedures and methods; display devices; graphic equip-
ment; control equipment and interactive equipment.

What may a computer be used for?

Students should understand the basic functions of the computer
and how these may be applied; The functions of calculations;
record-keeping; word-processing; simulation and gaming; control
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of other machines, retrieval of information, instruction; and
the creative arts should be included in this understanaing.

Once the decision has been made regarding the knowledge students
should gain, a decision must be made as to the level of skills which
should be developed in using the computer. Examples of some of the
skills are:

assetblying and connecting components for operation
. ability to turn on a computer, "boot" up an existing 'program, and

responding to program commands
. ability to input data (what kinds of data? what levels of key

boarding skill?)
. ability to output data to different peripherals (which ones?)
. ability to modify or develop new programs (what languages - -LOGO,

BASIC, PASCAL, Fortran, COBOL, machine language and at what level
of proficiency?)

Decisions should include consideration_of the grades where various
content and skills objectives are to -be achieved and the amounts of
instruction and time which are needed to achieve these levels of
proficiency.

Many have pointed out that computer literacy typically focuses on
the study of machines and that this knowledge will become largely
irrelevant because the technology is changing so rapidly; They point
out -that what -is needed is computing literacy or the study of how
machines may be used._ Courses_in_computing literacy would place
primary emphasis_on the "tools" which computers provide for a variety
Of tasks. Examples of some of these tools or functions are:

word processing
calculating
storing information
retrieving information from computer networks (research)
computer design and graphics

. programming for problem solving

Many of these tools are important aids for the development of higher
order skills and the enrichment of the school curriculum.

Questions to Consider

1. What is your definition of computer literacy? of computing literacy?

2. What understandings and skills of computer and computing literacy
would you include in your district's program? At what grade levels?
At what levels of proficiency?

3- What priorities would you establish for the introduction of
computer/computing literacy?

4. What additional information do you need to make these decisions?
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Strategic Use #2--Educational Instruction

'Computers have an increasingly important role
Some of the ways that computers may be used are:

to play in instruction.

Dril_l_and_Practice

The use of computers for student drill and practice. This use of
the computer for mathematics instruction has_been demonstrated_
as effective'. Drill and practice may be_used for_increasing the
efficiency of initial learning, fbr remedigtion of areas of need,
and for content and skill -enrichment.,

Direct Instruction

The computer may be used as a tutor which presents information and
interacts with_students. _They may be used in place of textbooks,
workloads or the teacher for presenting new information. The
effectiveness of_this fbrm of instruction is largely dependent
on the qualityof the software. It is important to note that
some studies of drill and practice or direct instruction have
used 20 minutes a day, four days a week as the minimum time if
such instruction is to be effective;

Enrichment or Advancement

Some believe -tat the computer has.special usds with gifted and
talented students. It allows them to advancebeyondthelevels
of their colleagues without taking significant amounts .of (time
from.the teacher; The effectiveness of this use reliesin7 part;
on quality softwe and the provision of computers for individual;
creative work;

Special Education
-,-

The computer and related peripherals are being used with special
needs cftildren. They provide instruction at their own pace and
often give them a new sense of control and independence;

Questions to Consider

1. How should/are computers being used for instruction in your district?

2. At what grades would you use computers for instruction?

3. Where would yOu place priorities for use?

4. How would you deal with the potential problems of equity of access
and participation for some groups of children?
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Strategic Use #3--Infusion of Computers for Improving Instruction

Some_believe that computer instruction should not be separated from
regular instruction_but should be an integral part_ af the instructional
process. This would_require having computers in the classroom and
ready access for students.

Examples of some of the areas of infusion are:

. business classes integrate computers into typing; accounting,
management courses, etc.
mathematics classes integrate computers into a variety of math
problem solving activities--solving complex equations; drafting
geometric problems

. language arts classes integrate computers for the teaching of
writing, spelling; vocabulary, etc.
sciencedepartments integrate_ computers into research; experiments,
simulations, and problem solving
art departments integrate computers into the teaching of design and
commercial graphics
music departments integrate computers into study of theory;
:synthesized music, composition and conducting

Questions to Consider

1. What other uses may be made of the computer for infusion :purposes?

2. Where would you_place priorities for curriculum infusion?

--Vocational Preparation

Many schools are providing courses to prepare students with computer,
skills which are marketable in business and indtstry. Examples of these
skills are:

word processing
computer programming

. computer-aided drafting
i computer design and printing
. computer repair
4 robot design
4 robot repair

Questions to Consider

1. What other examples can you identify?

2. What are the needs in your community?
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3. Where would you place the priorities?

Strategic Use #5 -- Computer- Managed Inttruction

Some believe that the best short-term use of the computer in the
classroom is to assist in the management of instruction, rather than
instruction per se._ This approach assumes that it will be some time
before a range of high duality software for all curriculum areas Will
be available and providing enough hardware for all students is beyond
the available resources.

Computers may be used by the teacher for:

i diagnosing student needs
i prescribing individual programs

scheduling individualized instruction
to monitoring student achievement

testing results
4, computing and recording grades

reporting

Questions to be Considered

I; What other uses can the teacher make Of a computer for improving
instruction?

2. Where would you place priorities for your district?

Strategic Use #6--Administrative USeS Of the COMputer

_Computers have been used for administrative putpbSeS for SOme_time.
It is used extensively forpersonnel; payroll; budgeting, accounting;
inventory management;_ bus routingi and class scheduling. Recently, other
uses have been made of the computer such as:

monitoring_ building use -an-.- energy use
tracking individual student's progress

o keeping track of pullouts; immunizations, discipline problemsi health
recordsi etc.

o library cataloging and circulation

Questions-to be Considered

1; What other administrative uses would you make of computers?

2. Where would you place the priorities?
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VI: Strategic Planning: A Tool For
Restructuring and Change

The need for planning programs which can chart a direction or
course for the future is widely acknowledged as a need but seldom
utilized by institutions or policy makers. Some of the most com-
mon barriers to traditional long-range planning efforts are:

long-range planning is complicated and time
consuming;

planning frequently highlights or extends the gaps
between planners and doers;

frequent changes in governance, administrations
and staff disrupt the process;

budgets are seldom linked to program goals and plans.

____.__
These problems -have led to the development of a modified planning

process -- a process oriented to changes in the_ environment; a process
which uses decision makerg judgements;.and a process of_continuing
review and modification to fit changing needs and environments. The
process; developed in business and industry; has potential for appli-
cation in the public sector; Strategic planning is described by
Baldridge as:

"The central focus of strategic planning is developing
a_good fit between the organization's activities and
the detandS of surrounding environments. Strategic
planning looks at the big picture: the long -range _ _

destiny of the institution, the competition between -this
organization and others in its_ environment; the market
for organizational products and_services, and_the_mix
of internal resources to accomplish thF organization's
purposes."

The goal of strategic planning is focused on making wise decisions
more than producing a set of plans. It emphasizes flexibility and a
quick response to changes in the outside environment. It is more
concerned with doing the right things than doing things rig! :.*

* For an expanded description of strategic planning -see "Strategic
Planning in Higher Education: New Tool or Gimmick" by -J. Victor
Baldridge and Patricia H. Okimi in AAHE Bulletin, October, 1982.
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Strategic planning is usually carried out at the top levels
of the organization and it is organized to answer questions such
as "Where are we going?;" "What business are_we really in?i" and
"What is the future of the organization?" These questions are
equally as important to state educational decision makers. Develop-
ing the answers to these questions provides a framework for_deVel-op-_
ing operational; program; and tacticgl plans which are usually Carried
out at lower levels;

There are a variety of models for strategic planning which may
be used but most use two key elements -- the development of a con-;
sensus as to a_strategic_vision of what is to be accomplished and
a review of relevant available data known as environmental scanning
An example of a strategic vision was_ when President Kennedy articula-
ted the vision of getting a man_on the moon. _Currently; Governor
Robert Graham is articulating the strategic vision of moving achieve-
ment test scores of Florida students from 36th place to 3rd place in
the nation;

Strategic planning is not linear and orderly .but the following pro-
vides a visual outline of usual steps in strategic planning.



:

Strategic Planning Model

Mission
Strategic Vision

Environmental
Scanning

Goals

Strategies

Objectives
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Strategic plans are usually prepared_for a three- to -five -year period
of time -but periodic evaluations and environmental scanning activities
are used to review the plan and make any necessary modifications or
additions.

Itisimportant to remember that strategic planning is not the only
type of planning that is necessary for achieving the improvement goals
of a district; Strategic planning provides the framework and the struc-
ture of other types of planning; A listing of some of the forms of
planning and the persons responsible for the implementation and
monitoring of such plans is outlined below.

Type-of-Planning-

Levels of District Plannin

Groups -Out cones
Ongoing

. .

Strategic Planning
and Management

Board
Superintendent
Key managers
Representatives
of teachers and
staff at initial
stage

Statement of Monitoring pro-
goals; policies; grams; policies
budget alloca- and progress
tions

Program Planning
and Management
(design of stu-
dent programs;
day-to-day
management of
programs)

Superintendent
Key central
office staff.
Principals

Total district
program.
School programs
Instructional
guidelines.
Management
guidelines.
Budget_recom-
mendations.

Administering
and managing
programs

Program Delivery
(direct respon-
sibility for
delivery of
quality program)

principals
Teachers
Counselors
Staff

Quality edu-
cation programs

Continuing
delivery and
improvement of
program

Student Program Teacher Optimal Continuing
Planning (design- Counselors personal establishment
ing and achieving Students achievement and achievement
individual
learning goals)

Parents and growth of individual
learning goals

The next few pages are designed. to help you think through the various
processes of the strategic plan development; Questions have been used to
help you think through the process; but the content of your strategic
plan will depend on each of you.
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Stimulus Questions

The development of a strategic plan begins with the forumulation
of a strategic vision or goal which can serve as a motiviation for
progress. The strategic vision may be limited; e.g. increasing the
achievement scores of students in a state from X place to Y place or
it may consist of a number of related goals. A beginning.poinf for
considering the strategic vision is to consider the outcomes of your
vision for future education__ programs. The following_ questions are
designed to help you identify a vision for your district.

Building a _Strat_egic_Vision

1. What is your strategic vision for education in your district?

2. How widely do you believe this vision would be shared among groups
in your community?

3. How well does your vision serve the needs of all groups in your
community?

4: Look back on your vision for education in your district. Does it

- consider changing technologies- -the potential impact and
opportunities which it provides?

- include social sciences and humanistic content as well as
the physical sciences?

- include the need for improved education for all groups in
your district?

- consider the language and cultural studies needed for global
participation?

- respond to trends and the context of the larger society?

5. In what ways, if any, would you modify the vision for your district?
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Initiating an Environmental Scanning Process

The term "environmental scanning" was developed in response to the
realization that change often happens so quickly that our best plans
need to be revised. Sometimes there will be a need for extensive
revision of the_plan or it may simply identify the need for minor
changes. Usually four sets of environmental factors are examined- -
demographic factors; economic factors, social/political factors, and
educational factors. Preliminary sets of questions which can guide
your environmental scanning are given below.

Demographic Factors

1. What has been the pattern of school enrollments in your district
and what is your best estimate of future enrollments?

2. What are the enrollments by grade levels and what is the percentage
of the drop-out rates?

3. What are the numbers of students in special programs (handicapped,
compensatory education; bilingual education; gifted and talented,
vocational programs, etc.)?

4. What is the racial/ethnic composition of the students tn the district?

S. What are the numbers of female and male students by grade?

6. Are there disproportionate assignments of students to schools or
programs by race, ethnic group or sex?

7. What are the characteristics of parents_in your community? (socio-
economic groups, religious groups, single parents, etc.)

8. What groups do you believe are best served by the schools?_ What
groups do you believe are least well served by the schools?

9. What other demographic characteristics can you identify that are
relevant to education programs in your district?

10. What changes, if any; do you anticipate in the demographics?
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Economic Factors

1. What is the general fiscal condition of the district?

2. What fiscal problems or windfalls do you expect in the future?

3. What programs or activities have been best funded? What programs
or activities have been least well-funded?

4; How would you describe the general community support of schools
and their willingness to provide resources for the schools?

5. What other economic factors are likely to affect the district schools?

Socio/PoIitical Factors

1. How would you describe the general political support of district schools?

2. What do you think are the general community perceptions of the district
schools?

3. What_types of activities or improvements would the community be most
likely to support?

4. What organizations; businesses; industries; leaders; etc; have
provided support to the schools and how would you go about increasing
this support?

5. What other factors could you identify which affect the socio - political
climate of the community and which have relevance for education programs?



Educ_ati_ortal_T_actors

Educational programs include students, curriculum and staff. Most
improvement efforts deal with each of three but many emphasize one as
a starting point. Som^ assessment of the current 'status of each needs
to be made before a plan is developed. How would YOU rate the strengths
and weaknesses of each of the following?

Student Achievement

Student Curriculum

Teaching Staff

Management Staff

Supporc Staff

Strengths l';eak rtess_es_

lie can spend a great deal of time expanding the data we have_ in each
of the areas This needs to be started and reviewed with all persons
participating in the development of the strategic plan. At this time
we have moved through the -first two steps of_the strategic planning
model (1 we have parts of the situation audit.
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C. 'Instructional Uses of the Computer

This chapter provides information for educational administrators and teachers to
help them keep up with cn improving technology. It includes the following resources:

"Instructional Uses of the Computer: An
Overview," developed by Sheryl Denbo,
Director, Mid-Atlantic Center for Race Equity, a
one page outline of the various instructional uses
of the computer. -1

"Instructional Uses of the Computer: A Review
of the Research," developed by Sheryl Denbo,
Director, Mid=Atlantic Center for Race Equity,
summarizes the research on the effectiveness of
computer-assisted instruction. C=2

"Computers in Education: What the Research
Shows," Eleatronic_Learninch November/
December 1982, discusses research related to the
effectiveness of computer-assisted instruction. C-5

o "I-row to Manage Effectively With 25 Students
and One Computer," -The -Computing Teacher,
March 1983, provides a one page resource for the
teacher trying to operate effectively with many
students and few computers C-9

o "Unresolved Issues," a discussion of key questions
which deserve the attention of all educators C- I 0
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INSTRUCTIONAL. USES OF THE COMPUTER: AN OVERVIEW

We can divide the many instructional uses of computers into three categories: (I) the
computer as a subject to be taught, (II) the computer as a teacher, (Ill) the computer as a
management tool.

Computers as a subject to be taught

COMPUTER AWARENESS AND COMPUTER LITERACY: Teaching students how
computers work, how to use one or more computer program languages, how to
interpret computer programs and computer output and how to input the computer.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: Having students learn to program computers to solve
problems. Providing students with programming instruction so that they will be able
to apply their knowledge and skills to maximize the computer as a resource.

II. The computer as a teacher

1 TUTORIAL DIALOGUE: Using computers to present information to students,
diagnose student performance and provide additional information, remedial
instruction and individually-designed practice based on previous responses.

II.

Using computers for student practice of skills whose
principles are taught either by the computer (tutorial dialogue) or by the teacher in
traditional ways.

a BUILDING INFORMATION AND RESEARCH SKILLS: Using computers as a writing
pad, calculator, dictaphone, thesaurus, and reference library to access and use large
data banks of information. Using computers to teach such skills as typing and
editing, as well as developing expository skills, information retrieval skills, and
research skills.

16 A hi Using computer programs tc
demonstrate the consequences of a system of assumptions, or the consequences of
varying an assumption, providing simulated "environment& with which students can
investigate areas of mathematics, social sciences, ecology, physics, etc. Using
computer games, simulation and model building to teach logical thinking and to
provide the students with insights into things which ordinarily would be beyond their
experience.

A a. ti

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: Using computer programming to develop cognitive
abilities in problem solving, logical thought and abstract reasoning. Construction of
computer programs can bring insight into specific aspects of subjects being
investigated. Programming develops a student's ability to formulate specific steps in
problem solving.

The computer as a management tool

MANAGEMENT OF INSTRUCTION: Using computers to maintain and report
individual student performances, skill levels, and records of student progress. Can be
used with regular instruction or computer-assisted instruction.

MANAGEMENT TOOL:. Using the computer to assist in the administration of schools
through the use of statistical packages, accounting and mailing systems, word
processing, maintenance of data bases, and communication networks.

!veloped by Sheryl Denbo, Director, Mid-Atlantic Center fcr Race Equity
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INSTRUCTIONAL USES OF THE COMPUTER: A REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH*

The relative effectiveness of microcomputers in educational settings is still being
debated. Most of the research on computer-assisted instruction (CAO has indicated that
it is at least as effective as traditional education and, as an educational supplements it
generally improves student achievement. Unfortunately, current research on CAI has for
the most part been limited to an examination of tutorial dialogues and drill and practice
and has often concentrated on math n.ducation. CAI research has less frequently
examined the effectiveness of computers in building informational and research skills or
building higher order skills through simulation, model building, gaming or programming.
There is very little research on computer literacy training or computer-managed
instruction or the effectiveness of CAI in subject areas other than math;

Computer-asssisted instructional research presents both traditional educational
research problems and research problems that are unique to computer education.
Analysis and comparisons of CAI research indicate that research studies often exhibit the
following problems: (I) an inability to isolate the multiplicity of variables that can
affect learning and test scores; (2) an inability to control for varying teacher
competence; (3) a failure to control for the differences between schools; (4) a failure to
control for the differences in the socioeconomic background of students; (5) a failure to
control for variation in the kind and quality of the educational software. With these
limitations in mind, let us review some recent research findings.

Research In Higher Education

A study synthesizing the results of 59 primary studies in higher education came
to the f- ?lowing three major conclusions: (I) the use of computers produces
small but significant contributions to the effectiveness of college teaching; (2)
computer-based teaching has a positive effect on atti..ides toward instruction
generating greater student interest in the subject matter; (3) use of the
computer increases the speed of learning (Kulik, 1980).

Research In Secondary Education

Middle school stbdents using drill and practice computer programs in
mathematics and reading had significantly higher standardized_ test scores than
students receiving traditional instruction. Both CAI and control groups were
equally effective in achieving reading gainsi while elementary mathematics
gains were gelerclly higher for CAI students; Teachers perceived CAI as
bem.ficial to stu6ent achievement; middle school teachers were less positive but
s:111 suppo;tive; Sludent responses to questionnaires indicated that they
perceive:I CAi cfriVand practice as personally benecHial and as an enjoyable
activity 1977).

*Develop( :1 b Sheryl Denbo, Director, Mid-Atlantic Center for Race Equity.

Pet mission is granted to duplicate and use this material as lonq as credit is given to the
author chd the Mid-Atlantic Centers.
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A field study in which the mathematics portion of the Plato basic skills learning
system was used in remedial courses for high school and adult education students
at three Florida high schools revealed that the Plato system is both
educationally effective and cost effective (Brown, 1981).

o When using CAI to strengthen basic skills for economically and educationally
disadvantaged .students at the secondary level, student outcomes met or
exceeded expectations. Student and teacher involvement increased remarkably,
and student, parent, and faculty attitudes were very positive (Maser, 1979).

A secondary study analyzing and .zynthesizing 51 independent experimental
studies of computers in secondary education (grade 6-12) found that improvement
in performance of secondary students was greater than college students who !lad
been previously studied. Computer-assisted instruction raised student scores on
final examinations and students developed very positive attitudes toward the
computer and the courses they were takina. The computer-assisted instruction
substantially reduced the amount of time students needed for learning (Kulik,
1983).

-research In Elementary And Junior High Schools

A study of 5th and 6th grade high achievers in mathematics at West Lafayette
IN schools showed that access to microcomputers helped children develop

problem-solving skills and foster positive attitudes toward mathematics. The
experimental group showed a significantly higher rate of improvement on tests
of computation and problem solvig (Action Research Roundup, 1981).

A study of 3rd and 4th grade students scoring below grade level in mathematics
revealed that those receiving computer-assisted instruction scored significantly
higher than the control group (Action Research Roundup, 1981).

Educational Testing Service (ETS) conducted a four-year research study across
the entire spectrum of K-6 curricula, focusing on CAI effectiveness in
compensatory education. CAI was found to be an effective learning aid over the
long-term, and it was shown that CAI could be easily replicated. In addition,CAI
costs were within typical compensatory education budgets (Ragosta, 1983).

1 The results of a study which compared problem solving for 8th grade students
using the computer with traditional problem solving instruction indicated greater
success with the computer (Johnson and Jongejan, 1 981).

Eighth grade students using a computer to solve mathematical problems out-
performed groups using more traditional methods of instruction (Foster, 1973).

Results of an investigation of the effectiveness of computer-assisted instruction
with learning disabled students in an elementary school indicate that computer-
assisted instruction increased students' mathematics skills (Watkins and Webb,
1981).
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Conclusion

It is clear thatmore research needs to be done on a wider range of instructional
uses of the computer, including simulations, model-building and programming as
educational tools. To date research indicates that computer-assisted instruction holds
promise. It can be an effective teaching tool and it often generates a high level of
motivation among students. It also serves to prepare students to comfortably interact
with the kind of technology that will surround them in their adult roles. The task of
identifying the kind and the quality of instructional uses for the computer is just
beginning.
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nEemoNic COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
LEARNING

Nov. /Dec. 1982 Vhat the
Research
Shows
By GERALD W. BRACEY

LTHOLLGII PREDICTED BY SOME VI=
SIONARIES AND EXPERTS, THE EX-
PLOSION OF MICROZOMPUTERS
ONTO THE HOME, BUSINESS AND
School scenes took practically everyone
else by surprise (Remember the ads
that read "Yes! We have Apples in
Stock again!"? )Theresultant frenzy
to buy computers for the local
classrooms has placed many an edu-
cator in an awkward and confusing post-_
tion: Consider the bewildering array of
conflicting claims and exhortations we
have been forced to choose between:

AdvertiSernents urging us to catch the crest of `:the third Wave"
Cover stories and TV specials hailing the miracles of the new

technologies
Parent groups holding bake sales; taking evening courses, and Send=

ing kids off to trendy computer campsa., .part of the effort to jump on

the CAI bandwagon

VERSUS
"Back-to,BasicS" educatorS who see no need for the technology or

who even decry it as a manufacturer-perpetra: TI scam
Education's historical relationship with technology (which may suc-

cinctly be described as "disaStrous'')
Very tight money
In the swirl of all these conflicts, we Should not be surprised to find

some teacher§ and administrators pulling up on the reins of educational
computing, and asking anew: What can these computert do? Are they
worth it? What does the research =say? (Continued)

Gerald Bracey is Director of Research; Evaluation, and
Testing for the Virginia State Board of Education.

iteprinted by permission of Scholastic Inc; from Electronic Learning Magazine.
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Research

HE QUESTION "WHAT DOES the
research say?" looks simple on its
face, but turns out to be decep-

tively complex. In general the answer is:
"Not nearly as much as it can, will and
already should have." However, even with
those caveats and reservations; even when
we consider sloppy research design, vested
interests; and the variety of nearly uncon-
trollable variables that every attempt at
educational research must somehow deal
with, we Enid that the research thowS some
results with amazing consistency.

I have grouped these results into three
categories which I call_ achievement, affec-
tive/motivatiorud and sociaL Let's look at
each in turn.

ACHIEVEMENT
OUTCOMES

CHIEVEMENT OUTCOMES are
what most people think of when

they first think of CM effective-
ness: Did students learn more using a
computer than other students using tradi-
tional instruction materials alone?

In general; the answer is yes. Two re-
centlY coinpleted pieces of reSearch contrib=
ute enormously to my being able to say so.

1
PROFESSOR JAMES _KUM and
his colleagues at the University of

_ Michigan have now completed their
analysis of 51 separate research studies
on students in secondary schools, which
they define as sixth grade or above. The
51 studies were the survivors of a careful
and thorough search through the research
literattire, extending back into the 1960's.
(Roughly250 other studies were eliminated*
due to "crippling methodological flaws"
among other reasons. For a _thorough look
at Kulik's study and his research tech-
niques, see the tiox on page 53.)

With rare exceptions; the 51 studies
show that students who received computer
assisted instruction scored better on_objec-
tive tests than students-who received tradi-
tional instruction only To put it statistically;
If aiLthe children in 51 studies reviewed

Kulik had taken the same norm-refer-
enced test, the average student _not re-
ceiving CAI would have scored at the 50th
percentile while the average student who
did receive CAI would have scored at the
63rd percentik. The average student r.,-
ceiving CAL, then would have-scored bet-
ter than 63 out of every 100 studenth
taking the test.

Kuhr and company also found two other
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umm
WHAT THE
RESEARCH

SHOWS

IN GENERAL, STU-
dents learn more, retain more
or learn the same amount faster

using computers.

Unfortunately no stuthes'
have been completed yet that

tell us why that may be.

Achievement gains aside,
students often find computers
more "human" more patient,

less criticalthan humans.

interesting results: that CM unproved
retention when students were tested at
some time after the CAI pro_grarn had
ended; and that(at least in the studies that
tested for it) CAI can alSo improve the
speed at which students learn a given
amount of material.

While Ruilc's analysis includes more stud-
ies in physics and mathematics than in
other areas, the batch of 51 pretty well
covers the academic waterfront; English
composition, counseling, biology, chemis-
try and history are among the other sub-
jects included in his repoft, To me, one of
the more intriguing findings he turned up
is that the more recently completed studies
(those conducted since the early 'seventies)
show a greater impact than the earlier
ones. Since educational research methods
didn't change materially during the period
when the studies were being conducted;
*hat we may he seeing is the im_pact of
unproved technology and more appropri-
ate use of that technology As more than
one educator has noted, how a medium
(such as a computer) is used is much more
important than the fact that it is used. Thii
intuitive truth hasa way of getting forgot-
ten so I repeat it here.

IT IS ALSO INTERESTING TO
me that Ralik found that the impact
of CM was greater on secondary

students than on college students (whom
he had studied earlier). There a.rerit really
enough studies around to say definitely
that CAI might have an even greater effect
on youngereFementary school-=-children,
but one set of recently conducted studies
suggests that under certain circumstances
it would indeed, These studies were con-
ducted by the Educational Testing Service
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(ETS) in collaboration with the Los
les Uned SchoolDistrict. Using s
m_grades 1 6, ETS found that tes -
signed specifically to look at the impact of
CAI showed greater effects than the aver-
age effect Kulik reported. (General stan-
dard tests, however; did not always show
quite so significant gains.) _

ETS conducted its research across the
entire spectrum of currictila, using
materials leased from_Computer_Curricu-
kiM Corporation in Palo Alto, CA. The
study was funded by_ a grant from the
National Institute of Education (NIE), and
focused on CM effectiveness in compen-
satory education.

In her report on the study's results, ETS
research psychologist Marjorie Ragosta
indicated that the study had been able to
answer two of the three basic questions it
had set out to investigate: (1) CAI was
found to be an effective 'gaming aid over
the long-term (at leastone yam) -as well as
the short - term; and (2) it was SlidWit that
CAI could easily be replicated, "nate many
other approaches to compensatory educa-
tion''such as individual tutorial. On the
thini question; the study found that while
CM costs were within typical compensa-
tory education budgets; they were not
proved to be more or less cost=effettive
than other methods of helping .

Caged students.
What maltes_Oe ETS. studies es

noteworthy is the fat that they lasted four
full years. Most other studies have been
ornpleted in th' short-term_Cone semes-

ter or a year), and so are subject it What
is known as the "Hawthorne Effect;
shows that the novelty of a change itself
sometimes produces temporariimprove-
ments. ETS found that in niathematio,
children wlio had access to the computer
for only 10 minutes a day scored significantly
higher than those who did not have such
access Twenty minutes a day doubled the
xfa. as the study progressed, ETS
feiiiid that the children increased these gains
over those witlino accem In _reading and

uge arts, ETS found trnaller but con-
sistently positive gains_ which were also
maintained for the duration of the study.

We can't say from the ETS, or any other
study; that CAI is more_effective in math
than the other areas. In fact, the total
number of studies is so small and their
diversity so great that I would not risk
advising anyone that CAI is more effective
in any one subject than in any other; Tnie,
the most common finding is that effective-
ness seems to__ be more _ pronounced in
mathematics drill and practice than in other
areas, but I would guess this tells us more
about the history of computer usejlikt
anything else. (ETS, for example, Imo
its study to drill and practice,) Computers
have historicallybeen used more by mathe-
maticians and more for drill and practice



Research

than for anything else: We may find in the
future that computers used as word proc-
essors in composition courses greatly
improve the quality of writing because it is
easy for students to revise and edit and for
teachers to make otherwise laborious cor-
rectionsbut that is an experiment in my
head; not in the research literature

AFFECTIVE/
MOTIVATIONAL

OUTCOMES
CHIEVEMENT OUTCOMES ARE
not the whole story. In fact, my

guess is that many people inter-
ested in CAI would agree with Ludwig
Braun (at the State University of New
York; Stony Brook) that the affective out-
comes are more important than the achieve-
ment effects. Perhaps that's because so
many of those same people remember (with
too-painful clantD being on the receiving
end of the old "miracle" devices like pro-
grammed texts and teaching machines...
but after all, what good would it do us to
have the most efficient method of teaching
reading ever devised if no one taught by it
ever picked up a book?

In the area of affective/motivational out-
comes of CAI, the news is almost all good.
At the college; high school and elementary
school levels, students have good things
to say about learning from computers: They
also emerge with more positive attitudes
about computers..

Students consistently report that they
enjoy the ability to move at their own pace,
as well as the lack of embarrassment about
mistakes. ("You can learn at your own rate,"
and "There's no teacher to yell at you" are
among the things students said to research-
ers James Gershman and Evannah Saka-
moto in a 1980 study_ for the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education.)

Terry Rosegiant; an assistant professor
at Arizona State University, has research
in progress which tends to confirm this
assertion that children using computers
feel more in control of things. This is impor-
tant because such feelings affect a chil "n
many ways. Through research he per-
formed a.-. the University of Maryland; Gil-
bert Austin :-.,.:,s clis, ovt.red that student
response:, c. the statement, "Getting good
grades is more is :ratter of luck than hard
work" discriminate between effect 7.% and
ineffective schools as early as the third
grade. It would seem that anything that
enhances a child's fee lin ,s of being in con-
trol of his or her destiny is; in general;
beneficial.

SOCIAL OUTCOMES
HERE, "HARD" RESEARCH IS
silent, but many of my colleagues
and I have seen more' collabora-

tive, cooperative problem-solving among
kids who are doing programming activities
together than anywhere else in schools.
Their focus of interest is on getting the
program to run, not on being the first
person with a hand in the air signalling to
the teacher that you've got the right answer.
It may be that in an environment where
cooperation between students is so often
defined as "cheating," such activity pro-
vides a welcome reliefto both teachers
and students. In any case, many research-
ers have reported that this observation
"jumped out at them:"

The oft -expressed fears do not seem
grounded; then; that computers will "de-
humanize" society by isolating students from
their peers in classroom settings. One
encouraging note in this regard is the
appearance lately of "group-oriented" soft-
ware-,--programs meant to encourage inter-
action between st..:-] ,,,is, rat,:er than occupy
them as individuals. The "Search" series
now being marketed by McGraw-Hill is
one example of this type of programming.

MIEF"
WHAT THE RESEARCH

CAN'T SAY
FOR SOME EDUCATIONAL USES
of computers, research is irrele-
vant to us. When students learn

skills using computers that they could not
acquire in any other way (say as program-
ming), the use of those computers is
justifiable. The relevant question here is:
How important is it to teach these skills?

The answer appears to be: Critically
important. Andrew Molnar of the National
Science Foundation and Roy Forbes, Direc-
tor of National Assessment are among the
many who have expressed to me not
concern, but fear, that we are not prepar-
ing our children for the information society
in which they will live. ("Terrified" is the
word ForbeS used.)

The growing demand for people with
extensive technical training in information
technology is well documented; already,
the U.S. is experiencing shortages of engi-
neers and teachers with a math/science
background. Suffice to say that regardless
of how well computers can assist the teach-
ing of history or composition; their value
as vocational tools may make them worth
whatever they cost in terms of time and
expense.

Computers make contributions in other
ways not measurable by research; also:
When a student uses a computer to simu-
late scientific experiments in a school with
meager or no laboratory facilities or to
simulate events that would be too fast, too
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slow, too dangerous, or too expensive to
conduct in the real world; the student is
doing something he or she could not other-
wise do. The relevant_ question here is:
How satisfactory are these simulations,
particularly at the lower grades?

A recent Request For Proposals (RFP)
from the National Institute for Education
declared that "If school is an artificial world,
surely the computer is more artificial :'
While come of us might want to challenge
that _assertion; its meaningful to ask, as
the RFP does, "Does the learning in the
simulated world transfer to the real world?
How so and how not? Do the answers to
these questions depend upon the age of
the students and the nature of their previ-
ous experience?" Teachers who use com-
puter simulations usually phint out that
they make it a point to discuss the iimita-
tions of modeling and simulation as a part
of the activity. Simulations using intelli-
gent videodisc may be able to avoid the
simplifying assumptions that have to be
made for many computer simulations, but
the extensive use of videodisc is largely in
the future and, in the meantime, questions
about simulations remain open and largely
unanswered:

WHAT THE RESEARCH
SHOULD SAY

TO DATE, MOST RESEARCHERS
have limited themselves to looking
at whether or not CAI is more

effective than traditional instruction. This
leaves us with the important question
of why it might be more effective.

There is a great deal of research now in
progress; in making the rounds among edu-
cational researchers I knew to be working
with the effects of computers, I must have
heard "Call me back next year" at least a
half-dozen times: Most of that research;
however, was aimed at answering this last
"Why?" question rather than providing more.
evidence of the effectiveness of CAL And,
according to at least one specialistKaren
Billings at Houghton MiffliriLtht evidence
may not be forthcoming, for a very practi-
cal reason. "You can't find a group of par-
ents these days who would stand for their
children to be the control groupthe non-
computer-users, when their classmates are
getting to use them," Billings said.

One could argue that that's a problem:
that the horsecart of public opinion has
raced ahead of the research meant to guide
it. Has there been enough work done on
the effectiveness of CAI? Probably not.
But educators who are concerned about
the rush to stock classrooms with comput-
ers may take comfort in the findings of
fairly _convincing studies like Kulik's and
ETS-Los Angeles. Though the horsecart
may be moving a bit fast for some onlook-
ers, at least it appears to be on the right
track. EL



A CLOSE LOOK AT
THE KULIK ANALYSIS

RESEARCH REPORTS TAKE
many forms. It's as if sort's-, of
the studies report their findinjs

in centimeters, some in inches, and othem
in fathoms. What educational research
has needed has been a way to transform
these different scales into a common
measurement. A technique to do this,
called "meta-analysis," was developed
largely by Eugene Glass, a professor of
education at the University of Colorado.
It is a meta-analysis that James Ka lik
and his colleagues_performed on the 51
studies on CAI effectiveness that they
reviewed.

In a meta-analysis, each of the odd
bits of measured research is translated
into standard "units of effect." Each unit
represents a certain degree of change
away from the norm, which is repre-
sented as "0," In the graph shown here,
presenting the results of Ku lilt's analysis;
all of the units to the right of "0" represent
increasingly positive effects of computer-
assisted instruction; all of the negative
units to the left of "0" signify instances
where CAI actually brought eroWh test
scores: The vertical axis, meanwhile, in-
dicates the-num&er of studies in Kulik's
review that reported a certain degree of
positive or negative effect. The greatest
number of studies (15) reported that the
use of CAI trad_ a positive effect of be-
tween .25 and .50 standard units of mea-
surement. No studies reported an effect
of + 1.25, but two reported gains as high
as + 1.50; however, several StudieS did
find negative effects of -.25 and .50.

(TO make these standard units of effect
more relevant to today's methods of test-
iAg and scoring, they are_ sometimes
translated into percentiles. We have done
that here, showing the figures in_red,
underneath the Standard units of effect.
"0" becomes the 50th percentilethe
average score of the "control" group of
students who did nut receive CAI. The
highest point of the graph, showing the
results of 15 studies, indicateS that the
students in these studies who received
CAI scored on the average around the
60th percentile.)

Some general Comments
It is hard to do good research in almost

every area, but CAI research presents
some special problems. The number of
variables that can affect learning and test
scoringteacher competence, quality Of
the materials; the social and economic
backgound of the studentsis stagger-
ing; enough to keep a number of research-
ers away from CAI work because of the
difficulty of controlling them all.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CAP IN 51 RESEARCH STUDIES
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*In analyzing his studies, Ka& did not differentiate between the
various uses of a computer. Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI),
Computer Managed Instruction (CMI), or Computer Based Instruction
(CBI ). "CAI" is used here as an umbrella term comprising all of these
different forms of computer use.

So there are lots of ways a study can
go wrong, and out of the 300 or so Stud=
ies that Kulik's search turned up, 250
had to be eliminated due to one reason
or another, (Some failed to report scores
of the control group; some failed to even
use a control group; others Simply did
not appear to handle all of those vari-
ables well enough.)

The 51 studies that remained repre7
Sent a veritable melting pot of different
types of CAI research. For example:

In a doctoral dissertation conducted
at Wayne State University in Detroit, MI,
William Cole found that using_a computer
to assist in the instruction of whole
nurnl-,ers, percentS, fractions and deci-
mals increased scares in the computa=
tion section of the Stanford Achievement
Test and on tests that he developed for
each topic.

In another study at Duquesne Uni-
versity in Pittsburgh, PA, Joseph Maola
found that high school students learned
much more about job requirements from
spending an hour a week with a computer;
izeLl vocational informational system than
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from an hour a week with_a counselor.
In his doctoral dissertation conducted

at the University of Wisconsin, Thomas
Foster was able to show that students
who received instruction in flowcharting
and programming skills scored better on
mathematics problem-solving abilities
tests than other students who did not.

Though Katlic appears to have been
fairly selective regarding the quality of
the research; we must keep in mind that
he did make any attempt to evaluate
the quality of the computer-related mate-
rials used: This is important Good soft-
ware, obviously, has nibretential for
producing good effects than bad software;
and as I read thrciiigh the literature of
CAI research, I see a lot of "home-groWn"
Material, some of which seems to have
been produced so qiiieklY that it is likely
to be of dubious quality. The fact that we
Still find consistently positi'e effects with
CAI may be the most substantive en-
dorsement of educational computing yet

G. Brac
"Effects of Computer Based Teaching on Secondary
Students.!' by ;mei Kak ;TM TO be published in the
Journal of Educational Ragan* early IBM.
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How To Manage Effectively with
Twenty= five Students and One Computer

by
Wayne R. Phillips

Pfofessor, Computer Education
Department of Ele. and Early Childhood Educ.

bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324

Uhtil the day arrives when each classroom has one
computer for every student, teachers will continue to
search for the best way to effectively. organize time at
the terminal. Most schools and classrooms lack suffi-
cient numbers of computers to allow the problem to
'disappear naturally; so panaceas continue to be
SO Ught. The purpOSe of this article is to share with the
reader a series of organization strategies to maximize
computer use by students and minimize confusion,
delay and inefficiency in daily classroom routines: The
classroom computer management models described
below allow one or two computers to work as an ihte-
gral part of the self-contained or departmentalized
classroom.

Total Clii§S Instruction
clas_ yporn computers do not have monitors

larger than :2". Therefore, by connecting a 21" class-
room television monitor to the computer by video
cable, dr cabling a second smaller television located in
the other half of the classroom, all students can view
output from the computer: This is easier to do with
some computers than with others. Local computer or
electronic stores can provide_ advice or the necessary
hardware: With two screens; total class instruction can
then proceed with simulation programs by having small
groups of students interact with each other or the com-
puter. The classroom teacher or student leader enters
the group's information into the computer terminal in
response to the directions given by the prOgrain. All
students are participating; and with commercial or
teacher-made question sheets, individual responses
can be utilized as well. One of the great benefits of
computer assisted instruction is the use of simulation
and a classroom charged with excitement, cooperative
spirit and . . . learning!

Timed-Use Relay
Often throughout the instructional day, the teacher

works with individual pupils or small groups. What
might the rest of the class be doing? Independent acti-
vities are usually Sthedtiled so that a minimum of pupil
interruptions occur for the teacher. Here is where the
computer aids in management as well as in reinforce-
ment. ()rite the sottware has been loaded into the
computer; the teacher schedules each pupil at the
mil a! for a given period of time. A kitchen timer is set
by the student (if an internal computer clock is not

available), and the pupil works at tasks until the com-
pletion of allotted time: The next scheduled student
comes CO the computer, resets the program and the
timer, and then proceeds With the leSSOn. Perhaps all
pupils do not get to work at the computer during the
specific period, btit a system of management is now es-
tablished and children know their sequential time
frame.

Block-Time Format
This procedure has its base in the weekly Sthediile of

the teacher plan boolc Although more conveniently
suited for a self-contained or semi-departmentalized
class; it is possible to organize such a routine for a de-
partmentalized class.

Each student in the claSS is assigned a given period of
time that is his/her computer time. (There are apprO)d:
mately twenty-five teaching hours in a school week.
With a twenty -five pupil classroom, each child could
easily be allotted 20-:.;0 scheduled minutes per week.)
A block time format is drawn and posted with =pupil
names entered and appropriate time delineated.

Non-Scheduled Format
Many teachers can have their students take advan-

tage of time that exists during the school day when for-
mal teaching in the classroom is not being, conducted.
Before school; after school; indoor free time; study
periods, before and after lunch breaks, etc. Computer
club time during or after school offers additional oppor-
tunities.

Sign-up sheets can be created for theSe specific
blocks and procedural rules established to prevent
computer time hoardinga nice problem to solve!

Effective use of the one-computer classroom means
judicious use of systematic procedures for teacher and
student. For most schools; given too few computers
and too many students, it isimportant to maximize effi-
ciency: By employing variations on the four basic stra-
tegies presented, all pupils can be working with the
computer before, during and after schbbl hours. And,
as additional computers are acciu,red; procedures can
be easily (and happily) altered!

[Edit-61-'3 note: LeRoy Finkel explained how tb hbbk up
more than on screen to Apple and Atari in the
Septembei '61 70 We we/come artictes or letters ex-
plaining how to do that tbr Other hrands.J ENDS

Reprinted by permission of The r
C-9



UNRESOLVED ISSUES

To successfully integrate the computer into the educational process we mutt face
a number of issues. These issues vary from the pragmatic to the philosophical. Our
ability to resolve them or even to identify all of their parameters depends on a number of
variables that are not always within our control and that are themselves in the process of
change. Nonetheless, it is essential that we begin to acknowledge concern for these
unresolved issues which may very well prevent the effective use of microcomputers in
the educational process.

The central issue is whether or not we should be usina computers in the schools.
If the answer is yes, we can move on to address how educators can justify the required
expenditures when most school districts are facing severe financial constraints.

With the knowledge that we do not have the answers and that we probably have
not even identified all of the questicos, we will begin to identify some of the specific
unresolved questions.

HOW do educators locate adequate funding and make appropriate purchasing
decisions?

a. How do schools identify local, state, federal, and Private funds to finance
purchasing?

b. What are some successful fund raising techniques used by other districts?

How do educational leaders determine an adequate level of funding for computer=
related expenditures?

d. How do educators decide how to allocate available resources?

e. Should one purchase computers or, for example, replace an outdated science
series? .

f. How do schools decide which hardware to purchase?

HOW do educators locate; evaluate and integrate computer software in -o the
curriculum in a manner that increases educational effectiveness?

HOW do educators identify appropriate educational software to meet the various
educational objectives of the school?

b. How do educators determine the cost
variety of educational tasks?

effectiveness of using computers for a

c. How do educators integrate educational sof:ware into the curriculum?

d. HOW do educators ensure that this new technology is used in a manner which
maximizes its potential value for teaching higher order thinking?

How do educators ensure that this new technology is not used inappropriately to
replcc traditionally effective educational techniques?

c-io



Finally; how do educators -assure that staff and students gain the necessary
computer skills to enhance !earning?

a; How do educators address teacher-resistance and/or anxiety?

b. How do educators_design a staff development program to meet the needs of all
teachers and staff?

c. How do educators address student resistance and/or anxiety?

d. How do schools assure computer literacy for all students?

How should educators monitor students' access to computer time?

f. How can educators assure that all students have equal access to and participation
in computer experiences?



D. Evaluating Software

This chapter contains materials related to evaluating educational software; It
includes the following:

"Evaluating Ejucational Software," Creative
Computer, October 1981, discusses many of the
key issues central to evaluating software. D-1

'Jan Administrative Software Worksheet,"
Electronic Learning

7
January 1983; outlines

questions to be considered before purchasing
software. D-5

o Evaluation forms for reviewing educational
software. These forms present different criteria
and approaches for teacher and administrator
assessment of software. They differ in
complexity and in level of detail. Many school
districts have adapted one or more of these
forms for their own use. Instruments presented
include- D=6

Courseware Evaluation (MicroSIFT,
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory)

- Software Evaluation Checklist (National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics)

- Courseware. Evaluation Form (Microcomputer
Resource Center; Teachers College,
Columbia University)

"M.E.C.C. Stbdent Evaluation of Microcomputer
Materials," Minnesota Education Computing
Consortium, The Monitor, April/May/June, 1982,
is a brief form that students can use to 'valuate
software D-:2

"Fiuman Values Criteria for Evaluating
Educational Software," developed by The Mid-
Atlantic C.enters for Sex and Race Equity,
provides equity questions to be inciudEd in other
evaluation forms which usually do not address
equity issues D =13
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Educators are rapidly becoming aware of the potential Of

microcomputerS. CUrrentlyavailable, relatiVely inexpensive,
computer hardware is capable of providing powerful and flexible
tools for teaching. Computers can be/used to individualize
instruction; maximize children's attention and present material
in new ways through the use of graphics and simulations. Computers
can be.tutors that provide appropriate levels of instructions
and questions for each individual. /They can provide immediate
feedback to students' answers, and they are infinitely patient.

-They can also keep detailed records/of each student's performance.
UnfortUnately, much of this poltential remains unfulfilled.

By itself, a computer is a dormant set ofelectroniccomponents.
No matter how potentially powerful; the usefulness of a computer
is den ,-mined by the software available for it.'

The development of educationql software lags far behind the
uevelopment of hardware: Many ofithe available programs are
poorly designed, do not take advantage of the potential of
computers, and_are difficult for Istudents_and teachers to use.
We fear that the L1F-: of poor software will discourage some
educators from using compUters at all.

Some geed educational software is available, and much more
should be available in the near 'future. Our aim in this article
is to present guidelines for sefecting good software; We will
discuss the general principles that we, as educators, psycholOgists
and computer specialists; believe should form a basis for both
software development and softwaire evaluation.

Since we will focus on general principles ratner than specifics;
what we have to' say is relevant to a wide variety of teaching
programs, topics, students; an0 computer systems. The guidelines
are presented as luestions one-should ask about any computer soft -

ware designed for educational -se;
First we will discuss three very general questions. Then we

will turn to more specific questions that are based upon the three
general ones. i

One general question is:i Does the software follow good
educational practices. Much of the available educational software
seems to haVe been written b)) computer programmers who do not know
much about education or the abilities of the children who might
use the program; Such software may be of high quality frOm a
programming point of view, but it often contains -serious flaws
from a pedagogical point of:view.



Evaluating Softwrre, contlnurd,,:

For example. caluoitionalh.v well-deSiefied
programs present material in small, well-
sequenced_ units. We have seen many
prof rams that present too much material
at one time, and present it in wayi that
may be confusing to many children:

Another good educational, practice is
to provide immediate feedback when the
student makes a response. Computeri can
be programmed to do so. but many pro-
grams do not take advantage of this Capaz
bility.

Other programs Mike poor use of the
graphics capabilities of computers- A
common fault is using graphics in ways
that distract the child from the mateal
to be learned.

Another general question is: Is the
soft ware suitable for the intettded irrtuoses
and users? Some eduattional software does
not present a reasonable progression of
Material to be learned and therefore will
not fit into any ctu-riculuni.

Other computer programs_ are not
acceptable because they are difficiilt for
students and teachers to ictse Many lack
adequate instructions, do not take into
account the reading level of the intended
users. require complicated procedures to
enter answers, or stop operating if the
user makes an inappropriate teSpense:

The remaining general question is: Does
the software take ilchantage of the capa-
bilities of the compurer?The major reason
for using computers as educational tools
is that you can do things with computers
that cannot be done, or are much more
difficult to do, without them. HOWeVer,
computer programs often do not take
advantage of the capabilities of the corn-
puter.

For example, we consider programs that
are basically written pages _moved onto
the computer screen, in Which the com-
puter simply acts to turn the pages;_to be
a waste of computer resources. Some
lessons are better presented with other
media. Since most schools do not have an
abundance of computers,_ the available
computers should be used roe those types
of lessons for which they offer strong
advantages.

We now turn to the more specific
questions. each of which reflects fine or
more of these general concerns.

Dots the Program Fulfill Its Purpose?
Computers can be used in teaching a

wide variety of topics. and one must decide
whether a given- program fits into the
curriculum being used. Once a match
between the curriculum and a software
package has been found, there are several
other ccinSideratitinS regarding the role of
the computer.

One must decide whether the computer
will be used fn the initial teaching of the
material, for review or practice. for testing;
for record keeping, for facilitating general

skills, or for some comoination of these
functions.

Deciding which of these purposes one
wants a given program to serve is an
important step in evaluating the potential
usefulness of the program

Computers can be helpful in the initial
teaching of material: For example; com-
puter graphics and animation can provide
useful visual aids in some =itsi; computers
can substitute for the teacher and textbio-ok
and actually teach the material:

Another possible role for thecomputer
is to review lessons or present drill and
practi,..e. Since they are infinitely patient,
computers can be especially useful
those students who need more repetiti n.
Programs can be written to ask the student
questions and give feedback when lilt
answers;

Since computers can keep track
students' performance; they can also serve
in testing and in record kcepIng. Well
designed testing programs allow the teacher
to enter quesvons and acceptable answers.
f.,11111-

Does the program use
sounds or graphics that

might distract other
children in the room?

MINN,

'yfrious criteria can then be set to indi-
vidualize the test' for each student. For
eiample, programs can be designed to
vary the difficulty of the questions pre-
Sented depending on how many the student
has answered correctly. With a printer,
connected to the computer; written records
can be produced automatically.__

In addition to _helping children iearn
and master specific material, compaters
can be important in facilitating general
skills. For example. many computer garnet
provide good practice in eye-hand cool-7
dination. making_ rapid responses. and
maintaining attention. Other computer
games exercise general problem solving
and creative skills.

13 the Software Appropeate for the Shut-
don in Which It Will Be Used?

When evaluating software. one should
keep in mind where and when it will be
used; Will an adult be preserit to assist
the student, or should the student be able
to use the program without assistance?
Will children work individually or in
groups?

If they work in groups. one should
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consider whether the program is designed
so that children can share the work or

How often will each child use
alternate entering responses

program. and for how long? If a program
is very repetitious. it might be suitable if
it will be used only occasionally
briefly.

and

If a program is fairly complicated and
will take a while to learn to use, it will he
suitable only if sufficient computer time
is available. Finally, will it be used in the
classroom gild; if s-o; does it use sounds or
graphics that might distract other children

the room?

Is the Software Suitable for the Intended
Users?

As we mentioned above, much of the
available educational software seems to
have been produced by computer pro-
grammers who know little about the
children who might use the programi.
One important area of concern is the
instnictions provided with the_program.

Many educational 'Decigrams_ do not
provide adequate instructions. Often the
instructions designed_ for the child are
unsuitable because of the reading level
requirezL For example, we have seen
instructions requiring high school level
reading in math programs designed for
grade school children.

Many programs also fail to pr
adequate intructions for the teacher"
how best to"use the program. In several
proSiams, we have happened upon useful
features that were never mentioned in
the instructions.

Another important concern is how the
user makes responses. There are many
ways in which information can be entered
Into a computer. The most common ones

_
use typewriter or calculator style keybbaidt.
Young children can usually use these to
enter single letter or digit answers. How-
ever, entering entire words or sets of words
may be too difficult for young children.

Other input devices can be attached to
computers. Light pens enable responses
VI be made by pointing at a particular
part of the screen. Using a light pen,
child can answer multiple choice questions
without needing to find the appropriate
keys on the keyboard.

Other devices, such as joysticks and
game paddles, also provide easy ways of
making responses.

The pacing of the material bein c-
sented should also be considered.J some
programs it is completely controlled by
the computer. In other programs the
material is presented in small units and

next unit. Since different children Alithe user presses a key to advance t

at different rates, we generally prefer
programs where the pacing is controlled
by the user. The main exceptions are
programs used to increase speed, such as

CREATIVE COMPU1ING



Evaluating Software, continued...

in rapid word recognition. Even in these
progrxrrts. there should be a range of speeds
available so they can be used with a variety
of children_

Does the Software Adapt the Computer
to the User or Must the User Adapt to the
Computer?

A very important consideration, often
neglected by programmers; is whether the
students and teachers will be able to use
the program easily and comfortably.
Psychologists call this area human
factors conside-ing the people; not the
machines.

Most addition pro -grams provide
examples of programmers' failure to adapt
the computer to the user. When childien
do addition problems with paper and pencil;
the addends are usually written one 15clOW
the other; with the columns_ in line. The
children work the problem froth right to
'eft; and mark carrying from one column
at the top Of the next.

Many addition programs present the
problems with the addeodsside by side,
require the answers to be entered from
left to right. and do not provide any way
of marking carrying. In using these pro-
grams, children often copy the problem:,
work it on paper. and then enter their
answer into the computer.

Programs that present problems this
way force the u. to adapt to the com-
puter. With morn t on the part of the
programmer, the ,,f,,iputer could have
been adapted to the user.

Other examples of failing to adapt the
computer to the user include using
instead of ''x" to indicate multiplication;
not providing any -way in which mistakes
can be erased, and filling the screen with
so much information that it is difficult to
read:

Another thing that makes programs

-' .1 ger mu,* dorre if it ...out.' paw, lor
C '4".,

difficult to use is lack of consistency. One
should check whether the way information

-47-entered is consistent within the program,
and, if possible, is consistent with other
programs the children might use. For
example; -on the PET computer a key
marked DEL (for delete) is usually used
to erase responses. .A program that uses
some other key, or doeS not allow erasing,
or only allows erasing some of the time,
may cianfuSe children who are acrcustomed
to using the DEL key.

We hope that educational programmers
will agree to a set of standard input
procedures in the near future. As things
stand now, educators should look for sets
Of programs that operate in similar ways-.

Another problem good programmers
should consider is that users do not aNiayS
make the expected response:Tor example;
given a choice of pressing "Y" for yes or
"N" for no; an uncertain child might press
"M" for maybe. Children often press keyS
just to see what will happen; and we _have
obst...-ved children pressing an "Erase" key

Given a choice of
pressing "Y" for yes or
"N" for no, an _uncertain

child might press
"M" for maybe.

to try_to erase a difficult question. Good
programs are prepared for inappropriate
reSponses, so that these responses will
either be ignored or result in a message
Such as "try again."

Poor programS are not child proof and
may "crash" when inappropriate responses
are made, When testing anyprogram. one
Should make sure that inappropriate
responses will not diSrupt the program.

Does the Software Take Advantage of
the Capabilities of the Computer in Pre-
senting the Lessors?

Many lessons. creatively designed. can
take good advantage of the graphics and
sound capabilities of the computer, Any
lesson Where animation or interactive
graphics can be useful is better presented
on a computer than a book;

For example, many lessons . physics,
such as those on wave forms or vectors;
can benefit from animated representation
of the phenomenon being studied.

Othe,7. examples include programs that
produce maps and.point to them during
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lessons; programs in which graphs are
prOdUced and revised to support
information presented. and programs
enable the user to, in some way, draw on
the_screen.

Othet lessons, such as those in music.
can take advantage of sound generation
capabilities the student can both see die
note or: the screen and hear it, different
sequences can be played, and so on.

In addition to using the built-in capi=
bilities, other devices can be interfaced
to computers. Sound can be easily and
inexpensively added to computers that
do not have it built-in. InterfaceS have
been designed to enable computers to
control tape recorders, slide projectors.
and video recorders. We hope to see
greater_ educational use of computeri
controlling these presentation devices;

Is the Program Adaptable to Different
Children and Teaching Methods?

A good educatibnal program -can be
easily adapted for different users. For
example, a pro_g_rarri that can only present
IC addition problems. with each problem
hav-ng two addendS and two digits per
add md; is very poor. A program that
allow:: you to specify _the number of
problems you want is a small bit better. A
program that allows yoti tO set different
difficulty levels for the problems as well
as the number of problems is much better.
A_ program that also gives vou:the option
of using subtraction. multiplication or.
division problems is better sull. The ladt
Of thiS type of flexibility is one of our
most common criticisms of available pro-
gratilt.

Some software companies market a large
package of programs where one flexible
program would serve the same purpOse
and be much less expensive.

_For example, one company sells sets of
24 sneiling programs; Each program con-
tains a small number of words, and :he
only differences among the programs is
in the word lists. It would not be difficult
to write a similar program in which the
teacher could input his own spelling words.
This program could sell for a fraction of
the price of the large packaz,e.

When obtaining flexible programs, one
must be careful that they are easy to
modify. Some provide a simple "menu,"
frorri Which-the user selects the desired
options by plez,\:ng one or two keys. Menus
are very easy to use. Other programs
require the user to change the program
itself, usually by modifying DATA state-
ments or changing the values assigned to
Certain variables.

Will the Program Hold the User's Atten-
tion?

Another important question is whether
the program will capt. re and hold the
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user's attention. Pit-Telly designed edu-
c:trtonal programs hic been successful
in keeping even the most distractible
children engaged in a task for surprisingly
long periods of time (see "Microcomputers
%nd Hyperactive Children" by Kleiman;
.iumphrey and Lindsay in Creative Com-
puting; March; 1981).

The graphics and sound capabilities of
microcomputers, properly used; can hold
children's attention. Improperly used
graphics and sound can quickly become
annoying and discourage use of the pro-
gram. When examining these aspects of a
program you should determine not just
whether they 're_ initially captivating; but
whether they will remain so with rcpeti-
don.

For example, a program that displays a
rocke ship slowly rising on the screen; or
Oays a melody after each correct answer,
might be initially motivating However;
after one has seen or heard this ten times
it will probably become tiresotae. We find
that graphic and sound reinforcement
which is used repeatedly should be rapid
(i.e., two to three seconds) and varied.
Different pictures Jr tunes hold attention
much better than the same one or two
repeated frequently.

The pacing of the program and the
frequency of user responses also affect
how well it holds children's attention. A
program in which the child has to wait
long periods, or which moves more quickly
Than the child can read or give answers,

ill not hold the child's attention. Likewise.
the more frequently the child must make
a response, rather than simply watch the
screen, the more likely he will stay engaged
in the program. Receiving immediate
feedback' to their responses also helps
hold children's attention:

In many cases. educational material can
be presented in a game format We do
not believe that all educational programs
need to be forced into games. However,
the competitive nature of games often
does hold children's attention.. The compe-
tition can either be against one's own
prior performance; against the computer;
or against another person.

Game programs_should be checked to
make sure the children will be able to
play reasonably well; but still find, the
game challenging. A game which is too
simple or_too difficult will not keep one's
interest. The best game programs allow
the user to set, the level of playe.g.,
present the cider or more capable users
with more difficult questions or less time
to perform the task.

A good compcter program _particularly
one designed for use by children with
concentration problemscan _monitor the
''hill's responses and provide special

.issages. For example; the program can
measure the time between the user's

responses. and fla_sh a spec:al message or
sound a buzzetif there is no response for
a long time. We have not found many
programs that do this, but we have found
it useful in our research.

Does the Software Provide Useful Feed-
back to the User?

One of the major advantages of com-
puter-based learning over other media is
the capability of immediate feedback. As
we mentioned above, immediate and
frequent feedback helps keep childrens'
attention on the task at hand. and this is
especially important for children with
attention problems. The right feedback
at the right time is also important for
facilitating learning.

Besides the motivating reinforcer for
correct responses. an important aspect of
a program is how it responds to incorrect
responses. One poor but common type of
response is simply to tell the child that he
is wrong, and go on to the next part of the
program. Some programs. written without

AIM

Messages from a
computer such as

"Wrong, Dummy" may
be humorous to some
adults, but can upset

young children.

any thought about who might use thcm,
even display insulting messages after a
wrong response. Messages from a computer
such as "Wrong, Dummy" may be humor-
ous to some adults, but can upset young
children.

One good practice is to provide the
child with a second chance when an
incorrect response is made. For some
purposes. this is best combined with a
prompt of some sort. For example, a
spelling program might tett the child which
letters are incorrect, and then have him
try to spell the word agairt In programs
where the questions are based on an
immediately proceeding lesson; the appro-
priate sec -'^In of the lesson might be
repeated w. n the child does not answer
a question correctly.

Another alternativeis to give the child
the correct answer. Depending on the
content of the lesson; this may be best
after a single incorrect response, or it
may be better to give the child several
tries before giving the 'correct response.
In either case, a good_ practice is to provide
some way for the child to compare his
answer with the correct one, or to spend
some time studying the correct one.
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For example. in spelling programs the
child should hase to rYpe the word correv.ly
after being shown the correct spelling.
Another good practice is for the programa
to store a record of the questions orIle
problems the child answered incorrectly.
These can be repeated later on, or given
to the child at the end of the lesson for
further study.

We have seen programs where the most
interesting graphics and .sound displays
occurred in response to incorrect answers.
These programs should be avoided, as
they encourage children to make incorrect
responses just to see what happens.

Other programs are designed to accept
only the correct response. For example,
some .math_programs will not let any but
the correct number appear on the screen
if the child presses an incorrect number
nothing happens, Faced with this type of
; rogram, some children just press all pos-
sible keys until they happen to h..
correct one, without paying any attention
to the math problem. Clearly, this is not a
recommended practice..

Couch.siors
We have discussed several questions to

be asked when ei.'tuating educational
software. All of them reflect three general
requirements for quality educational soft-
ware: I) It mast follow good educational
practices; 2) It must be suitable nor the
intended purposes and users: anti 3) It
must take advantage of the unique capa-
bilities of computers. Within these three
general guidelines, which of the specific
questions is most important depends upon
the material being taught; the teaching
method, the students' abilities. the aVailable
computer hardware, and other factors
specific to each situation.

We hope this article will help teacher
educational administrators, and parents
choose the best available educational soft-
ware. We also hope it will encourage and
facilitate the writing of good educational
programs.

-We electronic gadgetefrel the Minnie MouieC
style CRT it -leri intimidating for the yaunger or
the timid chi'l."
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ELECTRONIC LEARNING -- January; 1983

18 QUESTIONS TO ASK
BEFORE YOU BUY

NCE YOU'VE DECIDED WHAT
administrative tasks you want to
microcomputerize and have col-

lected a fist of potential software packages;
it's time to start asking some Questions

those packages. The worksheet on
pa'e can help you collect your

information.
The 18 questions on this worksheet are

divided into three categories. You (or your
secretary) should be _able to get answers
to the Preliminary Questions over the
phone, either directly from the manufac-
turer or from your local computer dealer.
In order to answer the Documentation- and
"Hands-On" questions; however, it_ will be
necessary to have the program in front of
you.

The questions are genericthat is, they
apply to virtually all of the adniniArative
software you might consider. Althour:i the
answers won't necessarily_ reveal the one
program that is nett for your school; they
should tell you Which programs seem to be
in the right ballpark; _ . _

Here are a few additional notes about
seven of_ the questions:

Question 1. An educator who's already
used thei:iiiikedit_Shoilld_be_YoUr second
phone call; he-or-she will probably be your
hest source of information. Be wary of any
company that refuses to release the names
of its satisfied customers; there may just
be a reason why.
Question 2;_11 not; what other compensa-
tion can the dissatisfied_purchaser obtain?
Question _3. Most _adequate: tree back-
ups or at least copies at significant 4is7
counts with the purchase. Adequate: _a
firth promise to send a copy by overnight
mail, should Your copy_ ever crash.
Question 8. Meaning: Can the data you
produce by using one program application
(say scheduling) b..3 used as input for
another applicationsay, attendance?
Question 11. You may find it difficult if
you wind up having to-use more than two
disks to store records for a certain applica-
tion. Larger schools and districts may have
to go with the greater capacity of a hard
disk system;_ even though it's more expen-
sive; it's probably worth it in the end:
Question 13. When the program aSkS fat
data, you should be able to figure_out what
it's asking for, and how y. can deliver it.
Question 15. A menvciriver software
package is cornrosed of a number of sere-
rate programs designed to perform differ-
ent tasks. The menu; or list from which
you select_the_program you_ want to use,
should be comprehensible and arranged in
the sequence of operations you would nor-
mally use.

n Administrative
oftware Worksheet

Name of Program' Company-

Application. Address.

Price. Phone.

Preliminary Questions
1. Can the company provide the names and phone numbrS of at leatt

two schools or districts where the program is being used successfully?
2. Can the software be returned for a full refund within 30 days after

receipt?
3. Does the company make adequate provision for back-up copies?
4. If the software is to be used at multiple sites, will the company sell

multiple copies at a discount?
5. Does the software provide for SOITIt form of security, especially for

financial and confidential student da(a?
6. Is any user training provided as patt of the purchase price?
7. Is support and service available from the supplier through a toll-

free number?
8. Is the program integrated with any other applicatibrizitogram? (Arid

if not; is the company planning on doing so in the near future?)

Documentation Questions
9. Is the documentation provided with the software complete, clea4

understandable, well-orgaruz,-.. and indexed?
10. Doe_ s the company provide update:_ the documentation and the

software periodically and at little or no extra cost?
11. Does the documentation tell how many individual records can

be stored on a single floppy or hard disk? (Or does it provide you
with an understandable way to calculate the number yourself?)

Hands-On Questions
12. Can you understand what the program is doing easily enough so

that it would no, require more, than three or four ours to learn to
use it?

13 Are. input fields well-defined and self-prompting?
14. Are input errors diagnn'7sa and described in an understandable

way?
15. Is the software menu-driven? Is the order of selection on the menu

the same as the sequence of operation of the programs in normal
use?

16. WI ni the software is running, does it give t- user feedback about
what. part of the processing is taidn7 place?

_ 17. Are the reports the software produces form. tted in an easy-to
manner, using appropriate abbreviations; ..,.;acing; and print size?
Dos the design and format of information produced by thc proi -am
ieet district, state, andlor federal requirements so that the to
will not have to be entered onto other forms by hand?

Permiy-'m is granted to ma.k copies of this Worksheet for psivate use only

:LECTRONIC LEARNING "The Achnintrator's Worksheet" was prepaird by ChaseW Crawford, computer con-
sultant for educahonal admintstrahc:-: at the r Prick Department of Education.

Reprited by permission of Scholastic Inc., from IleplIgnic ',taming

Magazine. Copyright Co; 1983 by Scholastic Inc.
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Northwest
Regional
Educaticxial
Laboratory

Package Name

April/May/June 1982 MONITOR

COURSEWARE
EVALUATION

Version

Reviewer's Name_ Date

W.IIIIrkMiMM:=

Ei-
1. Describe Package Content and Structure. (Provide additional detail

on separate sheets if desired,)

Reprinted by permission of. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory;
300 S.W. 6th Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204.
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Excerpt from Evaluator's quide deVeleipCd by MicroSIFT;
a project of Computer l'echnOlogy Program, NWREL;
300 S.W. Sixth Awnue F.xtleind, Oregon 97204.

RATING IMPOR-
TANCE

RATING:

Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory

Copyright 1981 NWREL

Circle_ the letter abbreviation which best
reflecta_you judgment (use the space following
each item for comments).

IMPORTANCE: cirdie the letter which _reflects you judgment of the
dative importance of the item in this evaluation.

Check this box if this evaluation is based partly
on your obPervation of studtat use of this package.

The clittre7t is accurate.

The t materiels

tent had educational vector+.

. The-cont-'is free of r -.e; ethnic- seot;_ antlotherstees.

4. The

SA A D -SD-

SA A o SD NA

SA A D SD HA

i A H L

SA A 9- SD NA

SA A D SD r -A

SA A S SD H L-

The attlie:r.:3 Its defined-putose.---
PrelatiUtion of content if clear and logical.

TheAviel-o-f-diffletiltY is appropriate for tro target audience.

Gra ics -for a ro late instructional reasons.

Use of the ack motivational

L 10; The .ack effectivel stimulates student creativity.

on student

D SD

D SD

SA

SA A

NA

nses is eff.,ctive.1;_ employed.

.t-the rate and -eluence of presentation and review.

13. Instruction -is 4ategrated with -.mecums strident experfencri.

SA A D SD NA

eneralIzable-to-tri-epprooriate-renge-o sitrititotic

The user !,:uc-t materials are compreh rsive.

are effective.

17. Infurmation-dIsplays-are-effeetiVe.

SAA-D-SD- NA 18. Intended users can -easily oJerate the program.

SA A D-SD NAI H L 19. Teachers can easil employ the

SA A D SD NA-I aireriarely uses relevant computer -ea-pa-bill-ties-

3A D SD_ NAj 4 L 21. -The-program is liable in normal use-

22.

CHECK
ONE
ONLY

I would use o. recommend use of this package with little ;:
no

would_ use of recommend use of thi? ns.c',:age only if eertain
changes were made.
I ?multi not use or recommend this package.

This work was devloped under contract ll0-80-0103 With the National Institute of Eoucation, U.S. Departmr of EducstIon. However, the

content dbes nut necessarily reflect the position on policy of that agency, and moot ficial endorcement of these rnatenals should be infen 3.
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If you would consider using_this package describe procedures 2or
its effective use in specific classroom settings.

25. List one ur two major strengths of the package with supporting
comments.

26. List one or two major weaknesses of the package with supporting
comments.

2 In the box at the left; indicate your overall op:_ion of
this packag by -Yriting an integer from l to IO (ICI being

[77-i the high value);

Copyright Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
11/80 Field Test Version
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PROGRAM NAME

SUBJECT AREA.

1. INSTRUCTIONAL RANGE

SOFTWARE EVALLOTION CHECKLIST

grade level(c)

ability level(s)

2. INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPING FOR PROGRAM USE_ individual_ small group (size: _)

large group (size:

3: EXECUTION TIME

minutes (estimated) for average use

4 PROGRAM USE(S)

drili or practice

_. tutorial

simulation

instructional gariiq

. problem solving

informational

. other

5: US` ORIEN rATION: INSTRUCTOR'S POINT OF VIEW

low high

flexibility

freedom from need to intervene or assist

6. USER 'iiAEN STUDENT'S POINT OF VIEW

SOURCE:

REVIEWER'S NAME:

low high

quality of iiections (clarity)

quality of output (content and tone)

quality of Screen formatting

freedom from need for external information

frL 3dom from disruption by system errors

simplicity of user input

7. CONTENT

low high

COST:

DATE.

instructional focus

instructional significance

soundness or validity

compatibility with other materials used

8. MOTIVATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL STYLE

passive active

low high

none poor good

9. SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

type of student involvement

degree of student control

use of game format

use of still graphics

use of animation

use of color

use of voice input and output

use of nonvoice audio

use of light pen

use of ancillary materials

use of

present and _ _not . present and
negative present positive

petition

cooperatior,

iiumanizing of computer

moral isaues or value judgmenta

JTtimar), of student performance

From: Hecl;; W.F., Johnson, J. and KF,sky R.J.'Guidelines fct Evaluating Computerizetill. Materials.

National Council of Teachers of 11,athematics, 1906 AssociatiOn Dr., Reston VA 22091
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1. The grade levee:, and ability levels Ice a particu' ir program are primarily determined by the concepts invoived. Other im-

)ortant factors are, reading level; prerequisite skills, degree of student control, and intended instructional use. It is possible for a

)rogram to be fleiible erieugh to be used across a wide range of grade levels and ability levels.

Some programs are designed for use by individuals: Others have been or can be modified forparticipation by two or three

)ersons at a time. Simulations or demonstrations often pose opportunities for large-group 'nteractioe. A given program may be

ised in more than one grouping; depending on the instructor.

3. The time required for the use of a program will vary considerably. Include loaa;ne iime for cassettes. A time range is the

Ippropriate response here.

4. Instructional programs can be categorized according to their uses. Some programs may have more than one use; thus

'ailing into more than one of the following catego7ies:

Drill or practice: Assumes that the concept or skill he , been taught previously.

Tutorial: Directs the full cycle of the instructional process; a dialogue between the student and the computer.

Simulation: Models selected; alterable aspects of an environment.

Instructional gaming: Involves random events and the pursuit of a winning strategy.

Problem solving.' Uses general algorithms common to one or more problems.

intormatioeal: Generates information (data).

5. These are factors relevant to the actual use of the program fromehe point Of view of an instructor:

FlaPbility: A program may allow the user or the instructor to adjust The program to different ability levels, degrees of difficulty;

er concepts.

intervention or assistance: A rating of "low" means considerable teacher interventior er assistance is required.

6; These ere factors relevant to the actual use of the program from the point of viev c! '2 student.

Directions: The directions should be eieliplete, readable, under the user's control (e.g., should not scroll off the screen until

understood), and use appropriate examples.

Output: Program responses should be readable, understandable; and complete; If in response to student inpre the output

should be of an acceptable toile and consistent with the input request

Screen torrnattin.g: The formats durieg a program run should not be distracting or cluttered. Labels and symbols should be

meaningful wittri the given context:

&mai Von -------- A program may 'quire the user to have access to information other than that provided within it. ThiS

may include prerequisite content knowledge or knowledge of conveetions used by the program designer as well as maps;

books; models; end so or

System errors: Systei the involuntary termination of the pregram.

input: A program se a user knows when and in what form input is needid. It should avoid using characters

with special meanings, .
..ifocationeeo eel itular eereee areas; rnd recie':e minimal typing;

7. These are rreeters the subjeee Metter con:eet o the program:

Focus: The program topic el iould bi dead? defined end of a scope that permits thorough treatment.

Significance: The instructional objectives o! the program must be viewed as important by the instructor. Also, the program

should represent a valid use of the computer's capabilities while improving the instructional process.

Soundness or validity The concepts and terms employed ehoulb be Correct, clear, and precise. Other important factors are

the rate of presentation, degree of difficulty, and internal consistency.

Compatibility.' The content; terminology; tea:: ing style; end educational philosophy of the program should be consistent

with those generally encountered by the student.

9. Competition, cenoeration, and values ree concerns that may be a function of the way a program expresses them: (War

gaming and the "hangman" format are sample issues.) Also; the "humanizieg" of the coreputer may serve for rrevation or to

reduce anxiety, but it also may become tedious, ;nisleading, and counterproductive

The summary of student performance can be diehoereous (win et lose), statisticai (time expended or percent of items cor-

rect), or subjective (as in the evaleaton of a simulation), It may be for stu:lent, riChilr, or both.
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COURSEWARE EVALUATION FOR1

ManirLictlx 2r 's or distributor's name

Address_-

Cost

Available for what microcomputers

Peripherals needed

Reviewer's name

Copyriqiht/date

(model and memory)

aescriptian of program

Date

Appropriate grade level: primary iuter.

Type of computer application(s)
simulation
tutorial
drill and practice
game
problem solving

jr.- high sr. hi

(check one or more)
remediation
enrichment
management (only)
diagnostic/prescriptive
other

college

Kinds cf courses for arch this progL.P-: appropriate

Prerequisiteski.Ils or courses needed

ANALYSIS (Check yes, no or not applicable)

a. Content haS clear instructional objectives.
b. Content is accurate.
c. Content has educational value.
d. Content is free of stereotypes.
e. Content expresses positive human values.
f. Program is appropriate for targeted audience.
g. Computer branches to appropriate di.ffirty.
h. Graphics/sound/color have instructional value.
i. Frame display is,effective.
j. Students can use pTrerom easily.
k. Teachers can utilize the program easily.
1. Documentation is comprehensive. _

m. Computer is an appropriate tool for activity.
n. User can control rate/sequence/directions.
o. Feedback used is effective and appropriate.

YES NO NA

RECOMMEND fOr purchase? __yes no conditional on:

Pe:mission to reproduce for classroom use by Microcomputer Re0ource renr,
Teachers College, Columbia Univers4ty, New York, New Yor'rz.

D-11 9 AL



M.E.C.C.
STUDENT EVALUATION OF

MICROCOMPUTER MATERIALS

STUDENT'S NAME GRADE _

SCHOOL TEACHER

DATE PACKAGE TITLE

PROGRAM NAME APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF
TIME SPENT

CIRCLE THE BEST ANSWER:
(Write comments if you want)

Using th's lesson was: Commerts

1. Easy
2. Somewhat hard
3. Very hard

After doing this lesson I would: Comments:

1. Like to do another like this
2. Rather not do any more

lessons like this

F om doing this lesson Plearned: Comments-

1. A lot about the subject
2. A little bit about the subject
3: Nothing

Describe what you wouki do :o maKe this lesson better.

198' F 4iin-Scita Ed. .it,o.

April/May/J ic.12 MONITOR

Thank yo for your helps



FIUMAN VALUES CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Sind most educatioral so, 1-sx.:_re evaluation forms do no contain criteria related
to human -)c-c-;; ;-he MicI=Atlantic Centers for Race and Sex F *-y_have developed these
five i can be incorperated into any software assessr. These criteria may be

used as long as .:redit is given to the center

I. Is the language used in the educational software free
from bias_on the basis of race, sex; ethnic group, or
disabi:ity?

Yes No

2. Are the text and graphics free from stereotyping on Yes
the basis of race, ethnic group, sex or disability?

3. Are vomen_and_ minority group members proportionally. Yes No
repre:,ented in text and graphics?

4; Are the contributions of all racial and ethnic groups YeS
and women and men presented in realistic and /or
historically accurate ways?

5. Is the educational software free from violence or
extreme forms of competition?

Developed by
The Mid-Atlantic Centers for Race and Sex Equity

The American University
April 1983

Yes



E. Statistic-al Crverview: A Look at the Labor Farce

;,-,st.,,-ts an overview of the participation of minoCiies and women in
computer-rela;.:.a Cr' .wment areas and educational programs. The chapter also
presents projected occupational growth trends. The fallowing tables and informational
articles are included:

4 Chart 1: Employment in Computer
Occupations By Race and Sex, 1972 & 1981; U.S.
Department of Labor E-1

Chart 2: Distribution of Computer Workers By
Occupc,t.on, 1970 & 1980, U.S. Department of
Labor E-2

Chart 3: Percent Change in Employment of
Computer Workers And All Workers By Industry
Division; 1970-78, U.S. Department of Labor E:3

Chart 4: Projected Change of Computer
Occupations; 1980 -1990; U.S. Department of
Labor E-4

Chart 5: Percentage of Degrees Conferrred
By Institutions of Higher Educationi By_Rocial_
Ethnic _Groupt Major Field of Study; rind Sex of
Student: United States 1980-81, National
Center for Education Statktics

"High Tech Requires Few Brains" The
Washir,gton Post; jrnuary 30, 1983;
questions :he_assurnption that the high tech
revolution wil; necessitate an increase in skill
level of the averace An /ericda worker E-7



STATISTICAL OVERVIEW: A LOOK AT THE LABOR FORCE*

"The number of computers in operation has been increasing steaoily during the last
decade. With the introduction of microcomputers that increase has been accelerated.
Estimates indicate :hat in 1970 100,000 Computer systems were in use; by 1980 that
increased to 600,000" (U.S. Department of Labor, 1981).

With the increase In computer systems there has been an accompanying increase
in the number of people employed in computer-related_occupations. From 1,972 to 1951
the number of computer programmers incteased by 95% and th-e number of systems
analysts increased by 184%. During the same perkid computer service technicians
increased by 117% and computer peripheral equipment operators increased by 183%.
(See charts _I & 2.) The increase in computer workers has been apparent in many
industries. --(See chart 3.)

CHART 1: EMPLOYMENT IN COMPUTER OCCUPATIONS
B'Y RACE & SEX 1972 & 1981

1972 1981

1-------
Total No. i % Black
in Thousands m_athers

% FemaleTotal No.
in Thousands

Z Black
E. Others

Female

-----g

Total Work Force 82,153 10.5 38.0 100,397 11.5 42.8

Programmers 188 5.4 19.9 367 10.4 29.4

Systems Analysts 75 5 4 10.8 213 8.0 25.8

Computar Service
Technicians 46 4.4 2.2 100 8.0 7.0

Computer 6 Peripheral
Equipment Operators 199 10.2 37.8 564 15.8 63.8

Key Punch Operators 284 15.5 89.8 248 19.4 93.5

Source: U.S. Dep.irtment of Labor

Programmers, systems analysts and service technicians tend to be the higher
53 'cried computer occupations while computer equipment operators and keypunch

Deve I o pe d by Ed Roberts, Program Officer, Mid-Atlantic Center for Race Equity.

)ermission is granted to duplicate and use this material as long as credit is given to the
]uthor and the Mid-Atlantic Centers.

E-1
95.



Chart 2. Distribution of computer workers by occupation,
1970 and 1980

1970 1980

--- -------- --

--------- -

----------

Systems analysts

Programmers

Comptoir service
technicians

mputer and peripheral
equipment operators

'-J io

keyOunch operators

Source: Bureau of Labor States:;;,,;;

i2



Chart.3. Percent Change in employment of computer workers
and all workers by industry division, 1970 -78

Industry division

Total, all industries

Agriculture, forestry,

Percent
75 100 125

Computer workers

All workers

and fisheries

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation,
communications,
and public utilities

Wholesale and
retail trade

Finance, insurance,

ZIkr,"

%N.\ .N".

...
and real estate

Services :Qs

Government

Decrease of less than 0.05 percent.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

E-3



operators are at the lower end of the pay scale and are classified by the Department of
Labor as clerical occupations. These lower paying occupational categories have a higher
percentage of women and blacks. In 1981, of the 564,000 computer and peripheral
equipment operators, 63.8% were women and 15.8% were black. There were 248,000
keypunch operators employed in 1981; 93.5% of them were women and 19.4% were
black. In addition, there has been a decline of approximately_40,000 keypunch operator
jobs in the 10 years from 1972 - 1981. (See charts I & 2.) This decline is expected to
continue through the 80's.

While the number of blacks and women employed in higher paying computer-
related occupations has increased, they have not kept pace with their representation in
the total work force. In 1972, blacks were 10.6% of the total work force but held 5.4%
of the computer programmer and systems analyst jobs and 4.4% of. the computer service
technician jobs. In 1982 blacks were 11.6% of the total labor force. While they were
10.4% of the programmers they were only 8.0% of the systems analysts and 8.0% of the
computer service technicians. (See chart I.)

For women, the disparity_ between their representation in the labor force and
representatioh in the higher paying computer-related jobs was even greater. in 1972
women were 38.0% of the labor force but were only 19.9% of the programmers,_10.8% of
the systems analysts and 2.2% of the computer service technicians. By 1982, women
increased their representation in the total labor force to 42.8% but were 29.4% of the
programmers, 25.8% of the systems analysts and 7.0% of the computer service
technicians. (See chart I.)

It is projected that the increase in computer use and the accompanying increase in
computer=related jobs will continue into the next decade. Projections for the decade
1980=1990 have been released by the Division of Occupational Outlook, United States
Department of Labor. Computer-related occupations which are predicted to increase
markedly are computer and peripheral equipment operators, computer programmers,
computer systems analysts and computer service technicians. (See chart 4.)

CHART 4: PROJECTED CHANGE OF COMPUTER OCCUPATIONS
1980 - 1990

% Change
(High and Low Projections)

Total All Occupations 17 - 25

Computer Programmers 49 60

Systems Analysts 68 - 80

Computer Set-Vice Technicians 93 - 112

Computer and Peripheral
Equipment Operators 66 -77

Key Punch Operators 9 - 3

SoUtte: U.S Department of Labor

E=4



CHART 5. Percentage of degrees conferred by institutions of higher education) by

racial/ethnic group; major field of study) and sex of student: United

States 1980-81
1

ittidy and ire Of it6dinr

BACHELOR'S DEGREE MASTER'S DECREE DOCTORAL DECREE

Total
Wbite non-

Hispanic

Black non-

Hispanic
Hiapanic Total

Wbite non-

Hispanic

Black non-

Hispanic
Hispanic

.

Total
White bon-

Hispanic

11ick non-

Hispanic
Hispanic

(934.800) 86.4 6.5 2.4 (294.183) 82.0 5.9 2.2 (32.839) 78.9 3.9 1.4

50.3 43.5 2.7 1.2 49.6 39.3 2.1 1.1 42,0 . 52.8 2.2 0:9

49.8 43.0 3.9 1.3 50.5 42:8 . 3:8 1.2 31:2 26.2 1.8 0:6

dornation sciences:

(15.170) 83.1 5.2 2.0 (4.143) 68.1 1.7 1.5 ( 252) 73.1 0.4 --

67.5 57.1 2.6 1.3 76.7 52.0 1.3 1.1 90.1 64.3 0.4

32.6 26.1 2.6 0.8 23.4 16.1 0.5 0.4 10.0 8.8 -- --

(74.954) 81.2 3.3 2.0 (16,350 62.1 1.6 1.7 (2551) 53.0 1.0 0.9

89.8 72.7 2.7 1.8 91.7 56,1 1.4 1.6 96.0 50.8 0.9 0.9

10.3 8.6 0.6 0.2 8.4 6.0 0.3 0.2 4.1 2.2 0.1 0.1

(11,078) 85.3 5.3 1:7 (2,565) 73.7 2.7 1.6 (_ -728) 69.7 1.3 0.9

57.3 49.0 2.5 1:1 65:9 47.3 1.3 1.2 84.4 58.0 0.9 0.6

42.8 36.4 2.8 0.7 34:2 26:5 1.4 0.4 15.7 11.7 , 0.5 0.3

:es:

(23,950) 88.7 3.8 1.7 (5,227) 78.8 2.1 1.1 (3,140) 77:9 1.1 0.8

75.5 67.4 2.6 1.3 79.3 62.3 1.6 0.9 88:1 68.6 0:9 0.7

24.6 21.4 1.3 0:5 20.8 16.5 0.6 0:2 , 12:0 9.3 0.2 0.1

1 Niobium .ay not total 100 clue to rounding.

Source: Natianal Center for Education Statistics
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In addition to the jobs which are directly involved with computers, personnel in
other occupations such as secretaries, accountants, managers and engineers, as well as
those in new and emerging occupations will be utilizing computers and will need to
become' computer literate. This occupational outlook plus the use of the microcomputer
in leisure and other personal activities has significant implications for elementary,
secondary and higher education in this country.

From its inception education in the United States has been designed to help
provide equal opportunities for all. Our schools must provide all of our students with an
edutatidn that will serve them throughout their lives. With the proliferation' of
computers and the emergence of the information society it becomes particularly
important to train students in math, science and computer education.

Part of the problem of the underrepresentation of women and blacks in the higher
paying computer specialist positions is due to the fact that these are positions li that
require a college education. Women and blacks_are not receiving a high percentage of
the college degrees in computer-related fields. (See chart 5).

In summary, there is an underrepresentation of minorities and females in both
computer and computer-related occupations as well as in relevant degree programs. To
be sure that students are not excluded from computer occupations and related/ fields,
they must have an education which includes extensive elementary and high/ school
preparation in math, science, and computer literacy. This will allow individuals o enter
college programs as well as computer-related occupations which do not require a degree
but do require a background in math and science.

In
E=6



BEST COPY Affi IlLtteif High -Tech Re
The jobs beim]. created
By Henry K. _Levin _

and Russell W. Rumberger
UCH IS BEING MADE or our
arrival into the age of high-

technology. In _Massachusetts _ last
week. President Reagan declared the
country is "in a _great transition" to
high tech, lurching the notion that
the nation's economic ills will be
cured by our new sweetheart Indus.
try as it spawns massive numbers of
new jobs requiring sophisticated
mathematical and engineering train-
ing while reducing or even eliminat-
ing opportunities for the unskilled.

Well; the evidence suggests it isn't
going to work that way.

_High tech is neither__ the place
where most new jobs will be found
nor _will high tech require a VPct up-
grading of the skills of the American .

labor force...To the contrary, the ex-
pansion of the lowest-skill jobs in the
American economy will vastly out-
'strip the _growth of high-technology
ones. And the proliferation of high-
technology industries and their prod-
ucts is far more likely to reduce the
skill requirements for jobs in the U.S.

. economy than to upgrede them.
_"Last year the _Labor Department

did project_ that in the '80s, jobS for
computer programmers would grow
between 74 and .148 percent while
overall job growth would only be 22
percent.

But the percentages are mislead-
ing. The:total number of new jobs tor
computer programmers is expected
to he 160;000. Some 1.3 _million new
jobs are projected for janitors, nurses'
aides and orderlies. That's nine _un-
skilled jobs in these categories alone
for ,every_ computer_ programmer: In
fact, no high-tech job even makes the
Labor Department's top 20_ in terms

-of total numbers of jobs-added to the
U.S. economy.

New jobs for data_-_processing-ma,
chine mechanics will increase 148
percent; the fastest growing job cate-
gory. But that large gain translates
into an increase of less than _100;000
new jobs, while 800,000 new jblis are
projected for fast-food workers and
kitchen helpers alone.

Of course; occasional shortages _ of

skilled workers will arise in partiolar
occupations and inuustries as they
have occurred historically. Both the

Henry M. Levin is director (v,
and Russell Rumberger a re-
search economist at; the Insti-
tute for Research on Educa-
tional Fmance and Governance
at Stanflrd University.

'res. Few Brains
einand less skill, not more

economy and educational system will
have to make specific adjustments to
alleviate them. But that is hardly the
general shortage of skilled workers
projected by those who have exagger-
ated the effects of high-tech.

Neither will the high-tech transfor-
mation ._of _existing jobs create de-
mands for increasingly sophisticated
work skills: Secretaries will work with
word processing equipment; _book-
keepers will use computerized, rim:in-
cial spread sheets;_ purchasing and in-
ventory clerks will apply computer-
ized record systems; mechanics will
use diagnostic equipment employing
minicomputers; telephone operators
will rely on computerized directories.

_ But there__is little evidence that
these jobs will require workers with
more sophisticated skills; To the con-
trary, studies suggest that the new
technologies provide opportunities to
further simplify and routinize work
tasks and to reduce the opportunities
for worker individuality and judge-
ment.

In such diverse areas as office
work, data processing, drafting,
wholesale and retail trade, and com-
puter programming, microcomputers
are making it possible to utilize per-
sons with lower skills to perform
highly sophisticated functions:

Using computers does not neces-
sarily require computer skills: For ex-
ample; the new generation of office
computers is specifically d- "igned so
that "no special computer skills are
needed." The latest word processors
can even correct typing_ errors auto-
matically by the use of electronic dic-
tionaries; so letter- perfect typing and
strong spelling skills are no longer re-
quired.

As computer languages have 'be-
come_ more "user-friendly" and so-
phisticated software has become
available for a large variety_ of tasks;
many computer programming posi-
tions have been eliminated or down-
graded in terms of their skill. require-
ments. .

In fact;. the use of sophisticated
equipment often meins at the

ay Marls Blaliors

worker requires less sophisticated
skills. Today's Ford Escort_ is far
more sophisticated than the Model T
of _50 years ago: Yet itis far easier t4o
drive today's vehicle. Computecs. are
far more sopisticated today than they
were JO or 20 years ago. Yec the aver',
age programming task is considerably
less demanding than it was when
there was the need tb. reprogram
plugboards and.work in machine lan-
guages.

Workers will need to learn differ-
ent skills rather than more demand-
ing ones. Certainly word processing is
different in some respectS from tjp-
ing: However the new skills needed
can be acquired through on-thejob
training: An _expanded foundation in
science, mathematics, and computer
programming is hardly- ecessary:

We see an entirely different set of
problems arising from high tech than
is popularly assumed. Not only will
the economy create more low-skill
jobs than high, it is possible that high
tech will eliminate far more jobs than
it will create._ For example; experts
suggest that the use of computer-as-
sisted design (CAD) software may
eliminate a majority of the 300,0N
drafters in the U.S.

If the future of work is being writ-
ten in Silicon Valley; the danger signs
are already evident. Although there
are clearly some high-level execu-
tives, programmers, and engineers
who are stimulated by their jobs in
the Valley, most workers in these in-
dustries are clerical employes, assein-
bly workers; and low -level techni-
cians the challenges of whose labor
may leave something to desired.

A recent front-page story in The
San Jose _Mercury estimated_ that a
third of all workers in the Valley ire
invonred in drugs and alcohol and
tl at drugs are largely responsible tbr
thefts on the job, accidents and a tie
crease in productivity and quality.

It is time that we take a clearer
look at the job implications of high
technology, rather than blindly ac-
cepting the folk wisdoin on the sub-
ject.
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Software Reviews
Courseware Report Card
150 West Carob Street
Compton. CA 90220
(213) 637-2131

This review of educational micro-
computer software is published in two
editions: ElementaryIK-6) and Second-
ary. Each issue contains about 20
reviews, covering: Apple, Radio Shack,
Atari, Commodore, and Texas
Instruments-related educational soft-
ware. Descriptions of each program
include a summary evaluation that rates
specific aspects of the programs from
"A" to "F". Courseware Report Card
subscriptions are $49.95 for five issues
during the school year:

Journal of _Courseware Review
The Apple Education Foundation
205-25 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino; CA 25014
(408) 973-2105

The Foundation's' Educational Pro-
gram Evaluation Center (EPEC) pub-
lishes this journal tri-annually, featuring
reviews of commercial software for

Apple microcomputers: Cataloguing
and source information, and sample
screen displays are provided for each
software package reviewed: It is avail-
able from microcomputer dealers.

MACUL Journal
cio Lary Smith
Wayne County ISD
PO Box 807
Wayne, MI 48184

The Journal of the Michigan Associa-
tion tor Computer Users in Learning (see
Local Resources: Michigan)_ is pub-
lished occasionally and is included in
the MACUL membership. The Winter
1981 issue of MACUL Journal was a
special report consisting of 143 educa-
tional software reviews. Most of the
software reviewed is for Apple systems,
although TRS-80; PET; Atari; and Texas
Instruments software is included.

Microcom_puter C Jurseware/
Micmprocessor_Games.,
EPlE Materiels Report 98/99m.
from: EPIE Institute
Box 620
Stony Brook, NY 1_1790
(516) 246-8668

This report includes reviews of six
comprehensive, commercial education-
al software packages. The contents,
Methodology; and use considerations
are evaluated for each package. Re-
commendations and criticisms of the
software are included. The report also
includes critical evaluations of micropro-
cessor games:

Peelings
PO Box 188
Las Cruces, NM 88004
(505) 526 8364

Peelings II; published nine times a
year, evaluates Apple II software and
hardware. It describes and critically
examines commercially available pro-
grams including ease of use document-
ation, and errors. Pro_grams are rated by
letter grades: Peelings will have a
regular education section. Subscriptions
are $21.

School Microware Reviews
Dresden Associates
PO Box 246
Dresden, ME 04342
(2071 737=4466

Produced by the publishers of the
School Micro ware Directory (see Soft-
ware Directories), this periodical con-
tains indepth user evaluations of soft-
ware programs for Apple, Atari, PET;
and TRS-80 microcomputer systems.
School Microware Reviews encourages
teachers to submit courseware evalua-
tions.

Software_ Review
Meckler Publishing
520 Riverside Avenue
Westport CT 06880
(203) 226-6967

A review of computer programs for
library and educational applications;
Software Reviews also contains articles
on software concepts and evaluation.
The review is published quarterly.

TALMIS Courseware Ratings
115 North Oak Park Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60301
(311) 848,4000

TALMIS, an information service for the
educational software industry, asks
panels of primary and secondary school
teachers to evaluate and rate commer-
cial educational software. TALMIS
regularly publishes information from
these surveys, and the first educational
software ratings are available. A
newsletter summarizing this information
is available free of charge to participants'
in the survey; and to others for $6.95 per
year.

From: 1983 Classroom Computer ;ewe
Directory of Educational Computing
Resources published by Intentional
EducationS, Inc:, 341 Mt; Auburn Streeti
Watertown, MA 02172;
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Software
Clearinghouses
Conduit_
PO Box 388
Iowa City, IA 52244
(3t9) 355-5789

Conduit both reviews and distributes
software. Although ph-Manly concerned
with software for higher education, some
Of the programs reviewed and dis-
tributed are appropriate for_advanced
high school math and science classes.
Conduit has a project to convert main-
frame and minicomputer programs for
use on mircrocomputers; although only
several dozen as yet have been
completed. Its authors._ guide has been
used as a model for establishing guide-
lines for developing and evaluating
software:_Conduit also_ publishes a
biannual, Pipeline, (see Periodicals).

Microcomputer Edlication
Applications Network (MEAN)
256 North Washington _Street
Falls Church, VA 22046
(703) 536-2310

MEAN helps educators develop and
sell software and provides information
on educational microcomputer applica-
tions. MEAN encourages software deve-
lopment in areas delineated by its
members. For exa_m_ple,_ MSMS
(Modularized Student Management
System.) reduces staff time in
maintaining individual student files in
special education. SP ED READ and SP

103
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ED MATH software provide assistance
to teachers developing CAI for students
having difficulties with reading and math.
These programs are now available.
Members of MEAN receive the MEAN
Brief newsletter which provides informa-
tion on other software sources, industry
news; and a subscriber exchange of
particular microcomputer applications
and requests. MEAN also helps local
districts and state agen,ies develop
specific educational computing
programs.

Microcomputer Software snd
Information for Teachers
(MiCrOSIFT)
Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory
300 SW 6th AVeriLle
P_o_nlandLO_Fl_97204
(503) 248-6800

_MicroSI T isaclearinghtiLiSefbr
criptive_and evaluative information
abbift microcomputer -based software
packages for education. It has eSt;
ablished procedures for evaluating
instructional packages using criteria in
the areas of content, nstructional quality
and technical quality,_The information is
diSterilinated in print form through state
and_local education agencies and some
commercial and professional periodi-
cals. It alsOaVailable as a databaSe on
the system _of _Bibliographic Retrieval
Services (see Databases). Technical
assistance to educational agencies is
available under contract.

SOFTSWAP
c/o Ann Lathrop
San Mateo_ County Office of Education
333 Main S:7eet
Redwood_ City; CA 94063
(415) 363-5472

SOFTSWAP, a joint project of the
Microcomputer Center of the San Mateo
County Office_of Educatio_n and
Computer-Using Edik.:Mt S (CUE) (see
Resource Centers ana Local, Re-
sources: California), receives donations
of public-domain edUcational software,
evaluates and refines the programs.he
programs are available free of charge to
educators who copy-them onto their own
disks at the Microcomputer Center.
SOFTSWAP also operates as a software
exchange. Any educator who
contributes an originatprogram on a disk
may request any SOFTSWAP disk in
exchange. In addtion, SOFTSWAPaells
completed disks (five to thirty_ programs
per disk) for a nominal fee. More than
300_ public-domain programs are
available on some fifty_clisks for Apple,
Atari, Compucolor. TRS-80, and PET
microcomputers. For a complete
catalogue and ordering information.
send Si to SOFTSWAP.



INFORMATION RESOURCES
ON.. .

MICROCOMPUTERS: A SAMPLING OF THE ERIC DATABASE

Citations in this bibliography were selected from the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
it ilexes Resources in Education and the Current Index to_ Journals in Education for 1981 and 1982: Subject
ht:adingt Uteri to ideate them were Mitrocomputert and/Or Computer Literaty.

Overview,

Feurzeig, W,, et al, Microcomputers in education. Report _no, 4798. Cambridge; MA: Bolt, Beranek and
Newman; 1981.-/ERIC Document Reproduction Service No ED 208 901; MF491/PC-S8;60)

A brief review of the history of computer assisted instruction and discussion of the current and
notential roles of microcomputers in education introduce this review of the capabilities of
state-of-the-art microcomputers and currently available software for them, and some speculations
about future trends and developments.

Frederick, F. J. Guide to microcomputers; Washington, DC: Association for Educational Communications and
Technology; Syracuse, NYt_ clearitighoute oh Information Rettiiircet. 1980: (ERIC DOCiiineht
Reproduction Service No. ED 192 818; MF-$.91/PC-$11.90; also available in PC from AECT Publication
1126 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036 for $11.50/non-members; $9.50/members/

A comprehensive guide to microcomputers which discusses their general nature; computer
lang_ua_ges; operating and compatible systems; special applications and accessories; service and
maintenance; computer assisted and managed instruction; graphics; time and resource sharing;
potential instructional and media center applications; and an extensive resource list.

Gleason, G. T. Microcomputers in education: The state of the art. Educational Technology, March 1981,
2-1-(3), 7-18. (Available UMI: EJ 244\284)

An overview of instructional applications of CAI and microcomputer applications which discusses
current developments in hardware and software, the need for independent review and evaluation of
programs, the growing importance of computer literacy, and projections for the future.

Harris, 13. & Nelson-Heern, L. (Eds.) Proceedings-ofthe- NECC 1981. National Educational Computing
Conference-C-3rd, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas, June 17-19, 1981). Iowa City: University_ of
Iowa, Weeg Computing Center, 1981. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service__No._ ED 207 526; MF-$91/PC-
$10.00 from Computer Science Department, University Of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242)

Includes texts of more than 50 papers presented at a conference organized to present in one forum
all major work regarding computers in education in the. United States. Topics covered include
simulations, videodisc projects, administration, computer literacy, business, higher education,
humanitiesiscience. social science, computer science, preschool/elementary applications; graphics;
mathematics, engineering; heal,:: education.

Computer Literacy

Beck, J. J., Jr. Computer-literacy-for-elementary and-secondary teachers. Paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of the Texas Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (Houston, TX, November 5,
1980). (ERIC Document Reproduction service No. ED 208 868; MF-S.91/PC-S2.00)

Examines procedures for designing the first stage of a systematic planto incorporate computer
technologies in elementary and secondary schools. Based on the rationale that a computer literate
faculty must be available to make decisions on effective computer use, the paper discusses roles
that teachers and computers will play in educating students in the 21st century.

Kirchner, A. M. One state's approach to computer literacy. Technological Horizons in Education, May 1951,
8(4) 43-44. (Available UMI: E3 252 831)

Reports on a pilot project to introduce a beginning course in computer literacy for elementary
through post-secondary students in Pennsylvania. Includes descriptions of course rationale and
teacher training.

Mayer, R. E. Contributions of cogn;tiv_e science and related research on learning to the design of computer
literacy curricula: Report no. 81-I. series in learning and cognition. Santa Barbara, CA: University of
California; Dept. of Psychology, 1980. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 207 551; MF-$.91/PC-
$3.65)

Clearinghoune un Information fireourcre, Sy racuer Unierreity
School of Education, S),racuer. N.Y. 13210.13151 42.4-3640
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Reviews the research on techniques for increasing the novice's understanding of computers and
programming, and considers the potential usefulness of five tentative recommendations pertinent
to the design of computer literacy curricula. A bibliography of 59 references is included.

W r ight A. Develojaing-standards y.Discussion paper 06/80. Victoria, _British
Columbia: Dept. of Education; JEM Research; 1980. (ERIC Document Reproduction service No. ED 208 847;
MF-$.91/PC-$5.30)

Provides educators with a general perspective on computer literacy; then defines and discusses it in
terms of specific experiences or desired ontcomes. The- Computer Literacy Awareness Assessment
conducted by the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) is examined in depth,
including its development, purposes, and structure.

Hardware

Aiken, R. M. The Golden Rule and Ten Commandments of- computer bases? education (CBE). Technological
Horizons in Education, March 1981, 8(3), 39-42. (Available UMI: EJ 252 824)

Examines ten factors that people selecting and using computers in the classroom should consider if
the system is to be most effectively utilized as a teaching tool. Topics include personnel,
materials; services; and equipment.

Douglas, S., & Neights, G. Microcomputer_ reference: A_guide to microcomputers. Microcomputers in
education series. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania State Dept. of EdiiCation, 1980. (ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 205 203; MF-$.91/PC-$3.65)

A guide for educational practitioners considering the purchase of a microcomputer which discusses
basic information about computers and criteria to use in conducting a needs assessment and in
evaluating various microcomputers in relation to those needs.

Willis, J., & Miller, M. Cam s-fiar-eve Beaverton, OR: Dilithium Press, 1981. (ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED 208 369; MF- .91 PC-$4.95 from Dilithium Press, PO B-ox 606, Beaverton, OR
97075)

Includes a guide to buying a microcomputer and advice on using it in business applications, and
describes the more - popular computers on the market; common programming languages, and how
computers work. Bibliographies and directories, book publishers, and magazines are listed for
further reading.

Software

Douglas, S., & Neights, G. Instructional software selection: A guide to_instructional microcomputer _ software_
Micrcomputers in education series. Haeeitbueg: Pennsylvania State Dept; of Educatiori; (ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED 205 201; MF-$.91/PC-$3.65)

A guide for evaluating microcom_puter instructional software which includes a hardware/software
interface analysis sheet and an instructional software evaluation form for use in judging_ specific
objectives; grade level; validation_data; correlation data; instructional strategies employed in the
software, and instructional design features.

Evaluator's -guideformicrecomouter-baseidinstructionalpack-ages. Portland, OR: Northwest Regional
Educational Lab; 1981. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 206 330; MF-$.91/PC-$5.30)

Developed by MicroS1FT; a clearinghouse for microcomputer-based educational software and
courseware, this guide provides background information to aid teachers and other educators in
evaluating available microcomputer courseware. The evaluation process is described.; which
includes sifting/screening, package description, and courseware evaluation. Forms are provided for
the second and third phases i together with explanations of information needed and discussions of
factors to be considered in completing the forms.

Forman, D., et al. Reference manual for the instructional use of microcomputers. Volume I (Release II).
Victoria, British Columbia: JEM Research; 1981- (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 208 S49;
$1.86/PC-$58.10; also available in PC from JEM Research, Discovery Park, PO Box 1700, Victoria, B.C. VSW
2Y2 for $75.00)

A manual intended to provide educators with information and guidelines for locating, selecting, and
purchasing commercially available courseware for the Apple II microcomputer. An annotated
bibliography of microcomputer journals, magazines, and a list of selected compatible accessories
and expansion options for the Apple II are also provided.

BEST COPY AMBLE
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Lathrop. A., & Goodson,B. How to start a software exchange'. Recreational Computing, 7.ep ember-October
1981; 10(2), 24-26. (EJ 250 679)

DescribeL the microcomputer display center and SOFTSWAP program developed by the San Ma:eo
County (California) Office of Education and the Computer Using Educators' group. SOFTS'7AP
disseminates teacher-produced, public domain courseware and is beginning evaluations of
commercial products.

School microware: A director of educational_software._ Over 500 ro rams/ acka es for APPLE PET-
IRS-80; _Dresden; -ME Dresden Associates, 1980. ERIC Document--Reproduction Service No ED 196 431;
MF-$.91/PC-$14.00 from Dresden Associates, PO Box-246; 15resden;-MI-043-42)

A preliminary directory representing offerings of 45 software suppliers and information about
instructional software available for three microcomputers widely used in schools. Selections are
geared toward a wide variety of users, including school planners; teachers; media center personnel,
schools of education; and home computer users.

Elementary/Secondary Education

Goddard, W. P. Implications of- MECC for_a.c. school computer development. Discussion poer_11/79. JEM
project no. 0610. Victoria;_British Columbia: _Dept; of Education; JEM Research, 1980: (ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED 208 844; MF-$.91/PC-$2.00)

Introduces a rationale and format for the introduction of microcomputers into the classrooms of
British Columbia on a cost-effective basis, presents the activities of the Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium (MECC), and describes how MECC's experience might be adapted to the
needs of British Columbia.

Prentice, L., isc Becke L. Classroom computer news. Instructor, October 1981, 91(3), 85 90; 94; 9698.
(Available UM1 EJ 250 729)

The editors of Classroom Computer News Prepared this compendium of news and tips for using
computers in the classroom. Topics include computer literacy, the benefits of classroom computer
user programming individualized education programs; ,Selecting courseware, the basics of
microprocessors; and new products.

Stutzman, C. R. Computer supported instru=i . A-sta tus
re . resno Research Symposium (2nd, Fresno, CA, April 24, 1981). (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 206 304; MF-$.91/PC-$3.63)

A survey instrument was sent to superintendents of each school district in California in June 1980
to gather information about the uses of computers in instruction in the state's public elementary
and secondary schools. Findings of the study are reported.

Wright, A. MiCreCO Fri-miters in-the-schools: New directions for_ British Columbia. Discussion paper number
05/80. Victoriai British Columbia: Dept. of Education; Information Service; JEM Research, 1980: (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No ED 208 846; MF-$.91/PC-$3.65)

Outlines plans fdr educational use of microcomputers in British Columbia, indicates long-term _-
petsibilities, and describes current project activities. Hardware is discussed in terms of usage,
context, location, and educational level. The approach to software includes development of a
standards manual for courseware evaluation, modification of courseware by JEM Research; new
program development, and teachers developing their own programs.

NEW FROM ERIC/IR ... infoSearch
Annotated bibliographies selected_from computer searches of the ERIC databae, each citing approximately
50 recent journal articles and ERIC documents. Price: $5.00 each, plus $1.00 postage and handling.

i2zIavtity Code Total
IS-1 Microcomputers: Overview
15-2 Computer Literacy
I5-3 Microcomputers: Hardware

Microcomputers: Software
IS-5 Microcomputers: Elementary/Secondary Education
IS-6 Microcomputers: Specific Applications

F-5
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pecific Applications

Dugdale, S. Green Globs: A microcomputer application for graphing of equations. tirbaria; IL: Uniertity of
Illinois, Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory, 1981. (ERIC DritiiMerit Reprodiktion Sen/iCe No.
ED 208 876; MF-$.91/PC-$2,00)

Outlines the development of an activity that uses the computer's unique capabilities to provide
students with a meaningful and motivating_experience with the graphing of equations. Highlights
of classroom use of Green Globs are provided.

Hannaford; A., iSr Sloane, E. Microcomputers: POWerfUl learnin tools with proper programming.
Teaching Exceptional Children, November 1981; 14(2), 557. (E3 252 308

The potential uses of microcomputers in special education are considered. Cautions are noted
regarding selection of software which will meet learner/teacher needs; possess instructional
integrity, and be technically adequate and usable;

Haugo, 3. E. Management- applications of the microcomputer: PromiSei and pitfall. ?ZEDS- Journal, Summer
1981; 14(4); 182-18& (E3 251 012)

Examines advantages and disadvantages of using microcomputers in educational management; e,g;;
handling financial, personnel, or student data. Microcomputers are compared to large computers
and manual recordkeeping in school administration.

Rowbotham, N. Using a microcomputer in science teathing Schrol-Sdence-Review, September 1981, 63(222),
70-77. (Available UMI: EJ 254 279)

Explores several options and advantages of using microcomputers in science teaching; Describes
programs for calculating pH, Maxwell-Boltzman distribution of velocities in a gas; atomic orbitals,
and lattice energies. Also suggests use of microcomputers in the areas of timUlationS; scoring
tests, and controlling stock.

Vickery, C. A. Personal experiences: Using school high-potential program.
Paper presented at the ArinUal Meeting of the International Reading Association (26th, New Orleans; LA; April
27-May 1, 1981). (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 208 860; MF-$;91/PC-$3;65)

A school district's- involvement in use of microcomputers And one teather'S experiences at the
junior -high level are describert Strategies for initiating teacher inc,olvement and an analysis of
microcomputer applications in an Englith Clatt; in writing a school newspaper, and in a program for
the academically gifted are presented.

Citations with E3 accession numbers are journal articles from CI3E, Which can be obtained from a library;
borrowed through interlibrary loan; or, if so indicated, ordered through UMI, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor; MI
4E106; Citations with ED accession numbers are documents from RIE_, which can be read at an ERIC
microfiche collection site; ordered through EDRS, PO Box 190, Arlington; VA 22210; or ordered from the
alternative source listed with the citation.

April 1982

Ship to send cider form to:
Name: ERIC Clearinghouse /IR
Address: School of Education

Syracuse University

Syracuse, New York 13210

Enclose check or money order made out to INFORMATION RESOURCES PUBLICATION&

SUBTOTAL FROM OTHER SIDE

POSTAGE AND HANDLING

TOTAL

F=6 1 0 j

$1.00



PUBLICATIONS IN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING

COGNETICS CORPORATION
30 REEDER AVENUE LAwNENcEvILLE. NEW JERSEY 00648 (609) 771-0176
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4U4EFDUOATOR'S NEWSLETTER_
25LLr

Ventura, CA 93004

_ _

This bimonthly newsletter is published by. Apple for the teacher.
The California-based organization of elementary and secondary
school teachers is established to share information and to develop
edUtational software for the Apple. The newsletter reports on
projects that are often not covered elsewhere. It also notes
commercial educational software and computer publication releases.
It is available for $15 per year.

CLASSROOM rilmPUTERIEWS
InLentional Educations, Inc.
341 Mt. Auburn Street
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 923-7707

Classroom Computer News, published"6 times during the school year.-;
links computer -based learning with traditional classroom
instruction; Regular features include a section on
teacher-developed classroom applications, articles with original
programs, profiles of computer-involved educators and a Viewpoint
column presenting differing pOints of view on educational
computing issues. Also in CCN.is a review section focusing on
software, butincluding hardware and literature, and Treehouse,
writtentOhelp.middle school children understand computers; An
Administration column_ suggests uses for computers in school
organization and a media sectiondescribes_various approaches to
cataloguing and retrieving computer-based information..
Manufacturers information on new products and a calendar of events
in the educational computing world appear in each issue.
Subscriptions are $16.

CLOSING THE GAP
rr'il'ite. 20 Sox 3/
Henderson. MN 56044
(612) 665-6573

This new publicatiop is dedicated to exploring the uses of
computers with:the handicapped and special education students.
The articles focus on projects anti products which are immediately
applicable and contact_ information is regularly provided.
Subscriptions to this bimonthly are $15.

CC NEW53_
1==roup o+ ACM Computers and the Media Center
515 Oak Street North
Cannon Falls. MN 55009
(507) 263-3711

This newsletter describes uses of computers in libraries and media
centers; Task group members' addresses are regularly listed in
the newsletter; EMC Newsletter is published 3 times d6ring the
school Year and is available for $3_nrenAid.

F-8
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COMPUTER TIME
Computer Crub'
O'Leary Junior High School
2350 Elizabeth BlVd.
TWin FAI1S, ID 83301

This newsletter is produced by students and educators intwb_
junior high schools in

s
n Idaho. Dedicated to the growth of computer

programming in schools, Computer Time contains program ,

programming hints, and notices of computing resources and
publications. 6 issues a year are available for $3.

THE COMPUTING TEACHER-
Department of Computer and Information Science
University of Oregon
Eugene; OR 97403
(503) 686-4429

The Computing Teacher publishes solid general and technical
articles on the instructional use of computers. It is offered to
members of the International Council for Computers in Education_
and emphasizes precollege education_andteacher training. ArtitleS
are written by educators in the field. It also includes
programming corrections, suggestions, and computing problems.
Software and book reviews* news items on conferenteS, projects and
resource centers* and technological developments_ in computers are
regularly printed. 1 year's_ membership is $16.50 and .includes
IsSues. of The Computing Teacher,

C. 11.E. NEWSLETTER
P.O.Bbx 18457
San Jose, CA 95158

The California -based group, Computer Using Educators, publiSh thiS
useful newsletter approximately 6 times during the Sthbbl
Information on upcoming conferences and reviews of bbOkSand
software are regularly reported._ C.U.E.MemberShip is $6
(institutions $20) and includes the newsletter.

R.O.Bbl: 535
Cupertino, CA 95015
(40t3) 252-3224

Phis Uimonthly magazine for educators using computerS in _the
classroom examines possible benefits and problems -of instructional
tOmpLitihg. Articles include reports from conferences and ongoing
Ordiettt. Eath issue includes book and educational software
reviews and a calendar of upcoming conferences. Subscriptions are
S15;
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EDUCALLONAL_LErHNOLOGY
140 8ylvan Avenue
Englewood CliffS, NJ 07632
(201) 071-4007

This lbhg-eStablished monthly is Oriented .toward general

edUcatiOnal use of technology; Each issue has columns on

edLitatiOnalcomputing and media news for professionals in these

areas; Periodic special issues offer a collection of articleS,

examining specific facets of classroom use of technology inClUding

detailed book, Materials, and product reviews; Educational

Technology draws attention to worthwhile commercially available

software in its product review pages. Columnists comment on

specific deVelopments in educatibhaltechnology while theoretical

articles discuss the whys 64 edUCational computer applications. 1

year Subscriptions are $49.

ELErTP(71MIC EDUCATION
Electronic Communications, Inc.

Suite 220
17S1I Executive Center Drive
Tailahassee;_FL 32301
(904) 878 -4178

Feature articles provide general introductions and nontechnical

diSCUSSibh of issues in the educational use of computers. News

briefs discuss applicatiOhS of educational technology. The

Magazine contains descriptive reviews of computer systems and

Instructional packages; Subscriptions are $15 per year.

ELECTRONIC-LEAR
cho astic,Inc._
902 Sylvan Avenue
BON 1
En6lewood CliFf NJ 07632 4

rhie publication provides nontechnical introductions to the

educational applications of microcomputers and otherelectronic
learning aids; such as the video cassette recorder, the videodisc

player, and cable TV. Feature articles include first - person

report on integrating technology into the traditional curricula,

report!: on Various aspects of educational technology; such as

disc-Sbarlhg or authoring languages; and buyer's guides to

hardware= and software; Regular departments include news columns,

reporting items of interest to educators and industry leaders;

funding ideas and sources;_an ihService column; an opinibn page

and a software review section, in which commercial programs are

re.,iewed by both a clasSrbOM teacher and a content specialist or

school administrator. I year subscription (8 issues) is $15.

F-10
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ETC
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folson Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

The Educational Technology & Communication (ETC) Newsletter is
published monthly_by the Far West Laboratory of Educational
Research and DeVelopment. ETC includes information on computing
resources, upcoming conferences, and new publications. Classroom
applications of computers are described and a column answering
readers' questions is provided. 1 year subscription costs $36.

,FOLLKLORE
Friends ot LISP, Loojo, and Kids (FOLLK)
c/o Chris Lincoln
46 Arallo Drive

San Francisco. CA 94132
(415) 239-2519

FOLL}, a member organization of Young People's Logo Association,
/is a group promoting and sharing information on artificial
intelligence. It has produced its on software. including a
graphics editor and other utilities for Apple. Logo, and holds
hands7on workshops and summer day camps. FOLLK seeks to network
educational_ users as well as educational institutions to share
resource materials and programs. FOLLKIore is published
quarterly.

INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATOR
AECT
026 Sixteenth Street NW.
Washington, DC 20036

This publication, issued by the Association for Educational
Communications and Technology, features ariticles on new aspects of
educational technology. It monitors educational computing and_
publishes special issues on microcomputers in education. _Hardware
is described in articles and in a new products section. It also
announces bibliographic searches and reports available from the
ERIC database. 1 year subscriptions to nonmembers are $24.

TNT u

Stehpen Mitchell, Publisher
915 River Street
Santa Cruz._ _CA 95060
(408) 425-3851

rATTIIM 011A-TERL1

/Thts quarterly_ journal for_computer science and data processing
professionals includes articles and opinion columns on
instructional uses of _computers. _Book reviews and programming
tips are also included. Subscriptionsare $11.

F=-11
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MICROCOMPMTERS IN EDUCATION_
taele, Inc.
5 Chapel Hill Drive
Fairfield, CT 06432
(203) 335-0908

Queue, _the software dittributors, publish this monthly newsletterwhich fOCUtes on the commercial educational software Marketplace;Besidet dettribing new. educational programs available from Queue,the newsletter regularly reviews tOftWare and also summarizesreviews from other magazines and notes Where the reviews firstappeared; Mitrotbmputers in Educatioh_regularly carriesannouncements of new products, publicatiOnt, workshops, andprojects. Itx is available for $33 per year.

NEWSLETTER OF THE NATIONnL-CONSORTIUM_FS OF COMPUTERS IN THEMATH. ::3CIENCES_FrOrATIOq
-(371 MeMbrial Hall
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19711

Available free of charge from the Math Spetial Interest GroupbfADCIS, this newsletter_ is 'intended for edUtatOrt at all levels;elementary through post - secondary. Recent issues haVe describedcomputer use in elementary and middle school mathematics classes.

:J;ILEIldivil&
P.O. Box 388_
Iowa City,_IA 52244
(319) 353-5789

Pipeline. published twice yearly by Conduit, offers ideas for-
computer use in odUtatiOn. Each issue contains descriptions and
order forms for Conbuit't latest reviewed and tested materials,
some of which are appropriate for secondary school curricula.
Articles integrate discussions of educational techriblOgy,
pedagogy, and curriculum content; and are a useful resource for
educatbrt.

,SCHOOL MICROCOMPHTFR BUU-FT_IN
Learning PUblications Inc;
Box 1326
Holmes Beach, FL 33509

Thisnew newsletter reports on microcomputing trendS and
educational_computing applications. The bulletin plans to detail
computing concepts_and specific_ commercial packages in_alangaugethat is Addressed specifically to educators. A cross-referenced'index is intluded. 1 year subscription (24 issues) is $49.

F -12
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,SMALL COMPUTERS IN-L1BRARIES
Eraduate Library SthbOl .

/ University of Arizona
1515 EaSt First Street
Tucson, AZ 65719
(602) 626-3566

This newsletter discusses the internal and public access library
applications of microcomputers; It is intended as a clearinghouse
and includes .glossaries, tutorial articles, and reports on uses of

computer library management systems.
Subscriptions are $20 per year (published monthly).

TANGENTS
N7717sti-eet

New Haven, CT 06513
(203) 773-3279

This is a new children's magazine about computers. Articles,
written both by children and adults, encourage creativity;
problemsolving, and programming skills. The 64-page bimonthly is
published in a special child-sized format.

T.H.E. -JOURNAL
P.O. Box -41
Acton. MA 01720
(617) 263-3607

Technological Horizons in Education (T.H.E.) Journal discusses
both the theoretical and practical aspects of educational
technology. Reviews of software, projects, and publications are
linked in an inquiry service card so that additional information
can be obtained from_the manufacturer. Material included is
geared toward promoting educational technqlogy. However, much
state of the art information can be gleaned from the magazine.
T.H.E. Journal is published 6 times a year and is available free
on a limited basis to qualified educators;

THRTI-F TAW
karvest frubiishing
118 Magazine Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 547=3269

This new bimonthly newsletter is designed to promote interest in
Logo and to provide a forum for the exchange of information about
Logo; Regular features include "The Logo Workbench", an insert on
the applications of Logo in special education, and "The Spotlight
Series" which will cover ongoing uses of Logo in specific school
districts; Subscriptions are $12 for 1 year and $.3 for a sample
copy. F-13
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JOURNAL OF COMPUTER BASED INSTRUCTION
ADCIS
409 Miller Hall
Western WashingtOn'University
Bellingham, WA 98225

This is a professional quarterly of theoretiCaI articles;
lectures, and reports. The professional reports discuss findings
of research and surveys in the field of computer -based instruction
in elementary and secondary school systems, colleges, business,
military, and government agencies.

.--10LIRNA-L-0-F-C-0-mpuTERS IN MATHEMATICS AND sci!Ncg TPActillw
Association tor Computers in Mathematics and Science Teaching
BOx 4455
Austin, TX 78765
(512) 258-8083

This quarterly features descriptions of computer use in math and
science instruction, tutorials, and research studies.__The journal
reviews software, lists available mathc'and sciencesoftware,_

. .

announces conferences and workshops, and presents bibliographies
and_book reivews. Membership in the association ($15 per year)
includes the journal.

Vogeler Publi.3hing0 Inc.
P.O.8ox 489
Arlington Heights, IL 60006
(312) 255-6385

Micro....Publications in Review reprints the table of contents
from the latest issues of about 70 journals, magazines, and
newsletters dealing with small computers. The Revi_ew includes a
subJect index divided into 26 major disciplines and a further
indexof smaller categories. Publishers' addresses are also
listed;

MICROCOMPUTER DIGEST
1O Bridot. Avenue
Bay Head, NJ 08742

This newsletter provides information for teachers and educational
administrators. HardWare amd software is explained and
compared, while new technologies and applications are also
explained for educators. It is published monthly (except August)
at $60 per year.
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GLOSSARY

A version of this glossary was originally compiled by

Robert D. Woolley and Jane Erikson in June, 1979. It

has since been modified several times. Original terminology

was taken from a wide variety of sources. Many of the terms

are common to all types of computer systems, while some are

uniquely related to microcomputers. Selection of terms is

based on the type of language educators are most likely to

encounter when dealing with vendors, programmers and others

involved in computer technology.

Major sources used with this compilation include the Eyt_e_ Shopper

Using BASIC in the Classroom, APPLE: The Personal Computer

Mauzine and Catalog, Are You Compute Lite_ratet, 'Rasta Pro-

gramming for Computer Literacy, and a number of microcomputer

journal articles. A number of terms were modified or supplied

by the original compilers. This glossary is a product of the

staff of the Exceptional Child Center, Utah State University,

Logan, Utah in 1982.
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Access Time: The time. required to gain access to needed data; A modern
computer can access data from storage very quickly. Examples: from

primary storage--less than l_microsecond; magnetic.disk4S-100 -

millisecond; magnetic tape--50 milliseconds to several minutes.
Generally speaking the shorter the access time, the more costly
the storage system;

Accumulator (AC): An area of circuitry contained in the CPU for
temporarily storing data words accessed out of memory, arithmetic
and logical operands, and results of CPU operations.

Address: A number that designates the location of a particular piece of

information stored in a memory device.

ALGOL: A computer language designed mainly for programming scientific
applications. This is one of the more modern and widely used
procedure-level languages.

Algorithm: A finite, step-by-step set ,of directions guaranteed to solve a
particular type of problem Computers can sometimes carry out some of

these steps. Examples are long division, square roots, or others that are
studied in mathematics courses. One of the two general categories of
procedures studied in computer science.

Alphanumeric: A term describing information that consists of both letters
and numbers.

Array: A table of characters. The name of this table called the array
name is any legal variable name: A, for example. The array name A
is distinct and separate from the simple variable A. e.g. A(25),

A(45).
.

ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange- A standard set
of binary codes whichrepreseni letters, numbers and symbols.

Assembler; A computer program that takes instructions written in assembly
language and converts them into machine language.

Assembly Language: A computer language_ intermediate bet:ieen machine
language and compiler 'languages. It allows to chine language instructions
to be written in simplified form using- mnemonics and ether standarized
abbreviations: These instructions are later converted to a machine
language the computer understands, (See Assembler)

Authoring Language: A computer programming language that is specifically
designed for writing instructional programs or courseware.

Back=up Diskette: A copy of an original disk that is kept on -hand in case
the original copy is destroyed or damaged due to system failure, magnetic
fields, over,handling, general wear or unusual circumstances. An

insurance policy of sorts.

BASIC: Beginner's_All=Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. A high level
410conversationalprogramming language that incorporates simple English

words and common mathematical procedures. BASIC is available on most
'microcomputer and timesharing systems cur ntly available.

- F-16 _
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SigniTies a rate of serial oata trans,:er in 3:7;3

Binary: A number system_based on powers of 2; and having only two

digits: 0 and 1. Operations inside the computer are in binary
form (current through a oartiCUlar circuit is either on or off);

Decimal 178 -is represented in the computer as binary 10110010.

Most computers are based on the binary tyttat.

Booting the DiSk: The term used to describe the lbeding of programs from

ditkette into the memory of the microcomputer; On tie AOple

this is accomplished by placing the diskette into the disk drive,

closing the door and turning the power on. The Apple II system,

without the_automatic boot featUrdi requires that you turn on the

power and type "PR#6". It then returns to load information from the

diskette into the machine;

Branch (jump): A means of departing from the sequence of the main

program to another routine, or sequence of operations as indicated

by a branch instruction whose execution may be dependent on conditions

specified.

Bug: An error in program software or a defect in computer hardware that causes

malfunction in computer operation.

Bus: A cli-cuit pith aver which data and/orinstructions are transferred

throughout the computer. Buses allow for the transmission of

information among memory, CPU, and I/O devices. Different bus

lines have specific purposes; e.g., data bus, address bus, control

bus, etc. S=100 BuS is becominl an industry standard--it means
there are 100 connections to circuits.

Byte: A basic unit of information in a computer. One byte is equivalent to

one keyboard keystroke. 48K bytes of memory means a capacity of

approximately 48,000 letters or numbers of data that can be remembered

by the computer.

CAI: Computer Assisted Instruction. A method of using a computer

system as a means of presenting individualized instruction materials.

In CAI the computer is used as an instructional delivery device.

Catalog: A list of filenames that are located on the diskette. To bring

up the "catalog" in BASIC you must type CATALOG and press the return

key

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT):__ The type of vacuum tube used as the display screen

in many computer terminals.

Central Processing Urits_(CPU): The "brain" of the computer. This part of the

computer is egoonsible for interpreting data and executing instructions.

Character: A letter, digit* punctuation mark, or other sign used to

represent information. Computers are designed for the input, storage*

manipulation* and output of characters.

Chip: A small piece of silicon with elettrical circuits imprinted on it.

In computers, this is usually a microardtessor, containing both CPU

and main memory systems. (See Integrated Circuit)
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A cevice that internally synchronizes computer operations

C0301. (Common 3-usiness Oriented Langauge): A high level language
heavily oriented t7.7 the use7-of files and record keeping. lt
replaces operation codes_of assembly level languages with a set of
powerful "verbs" resembling common English;

Compiler: A Computer program (that is; software) that translates a ='

program written in a high-level language such as BASIC, COBOL,
or FORTRAN into machine language or an assembler language.

Compiler Language: A language such as BASIC, COBOL, or FORTRAN designed
to assist the programmer in writing procedures_to solve_ problems.
A single statement in a compiler language usually_ translates into a
sequence of machine language statements. Also called a procedure-
level language.

Computer: A device that can input, store, manipulate; and output data.
It can automatically follow a program (a detailed step-by-step of
directions);

Core Storage: The primary or internal memory of a computer. The word
comes from the very small doughnut-shaped iron cores which; at one
time, were the most_widely used form of primary storage. Now; solid-
state devices are often used as primary storage--but may still be
.mistakenly called core memory.

CPU: (See Central Processing Unit)

Cursor: The small flashing light which let's you know just where you're
410located on the CRT (cathode ray tube) or television screen.

Data: The information that is processed by a computer.

Data Bank: A comprehensive collection of data.

Data Processing: The computer activity of receiving information, working with
it, and producing a desired result;

Debug: To find and correct malfunctions in computer operation or a program
(software).

Disk (Disc): A circular piece of material which has a magnetic coating
similar to that found on_ortinary recording_tape. Digital information
can be stored magnetically on a disk, much like musical information
is stored on a magnetic tape.

Documentation: Material designed to help a user to understand and
use a program. Includes stepwise refinements, flowcharts, program
listings containing adequate numbers of REM statements, sample
computer output,, written directions and descriptions, etc.

DOS (Disk Operating System): A computer system which uses disk storage.
Also refers to special software routines for driving a disk system.

Driver: A control unit for peripheral device; e.g., a floppy disk drive.
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High Resolution Graphics: The visual effects capabilities of the micro-

computer which divides the screen into a 230 by 160 plot grid;
High resolution graphics give much greater_oetail than that available

in low_resolution; The availability of colors is limited to 7 on the

Apple II. .

Input: Information given to a computer for processing from outside t

computer system.

Input Device: Hardware used for putting data into a computer for processing;

e.g., a keyboard.

Input/Output (I/O): The hardware used to enter data into and to produce

data from a computer system.

I/O: (See Input/Output).

Instruction Set: The repertoire of the instructions_a given machine can

execute. A major component of a computer's design. The programs

of one computer can't run on another coMOUter if the two instruction sets

aren't compatible.

Integrated Circuit (IC): A technique whereby many electronic components

can be integrated and mass produced on a single chip of silicon.

Interface: (1) A hardware and/or software link used to connect a computer to

peripheral equipment. (2) To connect two systems or system components

in order to facilitate their interoperation.

Interpreter: A language program translator that recondenses each_user-

treated high=level language instruction into executable binary each

time it encounters a user,instruction. Interpreters are inefficient and

sloW translators, but they do permit the User to rapidly modify his

prograt in conversational dialogue with the interpreter.

K: A symbol used to dentite a little over_a thousand of something._
"BK bytes of memory" means the same as "about 8000 memory cells."

One K equals exactly 1024. Typically, an 8=bit microprocessor is

capable of addressing 64K memory

Keyboard Terminal: A=computer input and oU ut device with a typewriter-

like keyboard and a display mechanii# (paper or CRT) .

Language: A_tet of computer words and syntax used in giving the computer

a set of_ instructions to perform. Some common computer languages

Are BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, ALGOL.

LED: Light-emitting didde. LEO displays are often_used as digital

output devices beceute of their low weight, cost. and size.

Light Pen: .A pen-shaped devide7fOr direct input to a computer by passing the

pen over data to be transmitted, also sometimes called a light pencil or

a wand reader.

Line Numbers: Numbers placed in front of a computer statement which tell the

computer to store the statement. Line numoers are not used in some

programming languages.
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Line Printer: A high speed printer connected to a computer can_print data
at rates often exceeding several hundred lines per minute (LMP). This

is achieved by printing a whole line at a time.

L000ihg: A programming technique used to repeat a single portion of 41

a program. The repetition may continue indefinitely (an indefinite
loop) or Uhtil_some predetermined condition is satisfied (a conditional,
or finite loop).

Low Resolution Graphics: The visual effects capabilities of the micro; _
computer which divides the screen into 40 vertical and 40 horizontal
rows. The choice of different colors for low resolution graphics
on the Apple II are 16.

Machine Language: The lowest level of programming, Machine language is_the
only language that can be directly understood by the compUter. This is

the only language the computer:can understand without the assistance-of
an assembler, compiler or interpreter;-

magnetic Core: A data storage device based_on theuse of a highly magnetic*
Wall* daUghnut=shaped piece of iron_capable of assuming two discrete
states of magnetization. See core storage.

Magnetic Disk: (See Disk)

Magnitic Tape: The magentic tape used for secondary storage on a computer
system. It is much like that used on a home tape recorder; although
it often is of higher quality. Recording densities of 800, 1600, or
6250 characters per inch are common. Thus a large reel of tape can
stare many millions of characters of information. Standard audio
cassette tapes can be used as a secondary storage medium with most
microcomputers as well.

I

Mainframe: The main elements of a computer system, usually the CPU
and main memory systems. Generally, however, mainframe is used to refer
to a large centrally located computer with numerous terminals as
opposed to a mini or microcomputer.

megabyte: A million keystrokes; a. million characters.

Memory: A circuit that stores information in specified locations (called
addresses) where the computer can retrieve it as needed. Most
computers have_a primary memory with very fast access which is
relatively small, and a secondary storage which can contain a large
number of characters of information, but has slower access time.

Menu: A list of numbered descriptions of programs which are ready for
execution by pressing one of the numbers.

Microcomputer: Hardware composed of a group of separate elements including
read-only memory (ROM) and random-access memory, (RAM) microprocessoe,

'interface logic for input /output- (I %0), timing circuitry, and circuitry
for transmitting signals from one element to another.

Microprocessor: .A very small silicon chip imprinted with the circuitry for
.a.complete CPU and main memory system, which can be used in a micro-
_computer. A single integrated circuit ( :) chip.
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Microsecond:, On- millionth of a second. Useful in_diSCusslhg ;7

computer peripherals such as input-output devices -and secondary storage.
The access time for a disk might be 25 to 100 millisetChdt.

Modem (Modular=Oemodulator): Converts diditsidnals to analog signals which
allow transmission of data on a telephone line.

Modulator: A deVite that lets a computer use an ordinary television set
asadisplay screen. This term is used mainly with respect to personal
computers since as such modulators are not generally used with larger

machines; Itis_sometimes referred to as an RF modulator. RF stands

for Radio Frequency; meaning television-broadcasting.

Motherboard: The central communications !bus line. The spinal cord of a

microcomputer.

Nanosecond: One thousandth-millionth (that is, a billionth) of a second;

Optical Character Recognition: The machine reading of typewritten or
handwritten characters. The typewHtten or darefUlly hand = written

materials are now commonly react by computers, but computer reading of

general human handwriting is still a research problem.

Output: The results of computer operations on input.

Outpu$ Device: The hardware that receives processed input signals and
puts them into a form understandable to computer user; e.g., a line

printer.

Paddles: Hand held controllers used for games and graphics functions

which work independent of the keyboard. Capable of drawing lines

and moving the cursor about the screen in any direction by turning a dial.

Parallel: A type of interface in which all bits of data in a given byte

are transferred simultaneously, using a separate data line for each

bit.

Parameters: Values that are fixed in a program for a specific purpose.
Such as a number of times a specific question may be missed.

Pascal: A highly structured language designed to teach programming as a

systematic discipline and to do systems programming.

Peripherals: External devices connected to the main computer CPU and
memory systems. Examples of peripheral devices are magnetic tape
units, disk drives, printers, graphics tablets and other input/

output devices.

PILOT: A high level language developed specifically for Preparing computer-

assisted instruction courses.

PL/I: A computer language desioned for programming both scientific and

commercial applications. one of the more modern compiler languages.

Pritary Storage: 7he fast-access_part of a comouter's memory system.
To

operates at a_speed comparable t0 the arithmetic and logic unit.

It-is generally much smaller in storage capacity than the secondary

storage part of the memory system.
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Program:_ A set of instructions wnich instruct the computer id do a certain

task.

Programmable Read Only Memory: (See PROM)

PROM: pedigeammable Read_Only Memory. This is a computer memory which does
not forget what it k3Ows*even when the power is shut off. Some kinds

of PROM Can be erased_and reused; EPROMs, or Erasable PROMs. PROMs

are a convenient way for the user to design_his own operating system
software and other tailor-made monitor routines.

RAM (Random Access Memory): The main memory or storage device. Information
can be written-Into and read out of this memory and can be changed
at any time by a new write operation. The contents are usually lost
when the power is shut off.

Random Access: Access to data storage in which the position from which
information is to be obtained is not dependent on the location of the
previous information, as on magnetic drums, disks, or cores. The
time required to access a piece of information is nearly constant__
(nearly independent of the location of the information). Also called

direct access.

Random AcceSs Memory: (See RAM)

ReaMnly Memory: (See ROM)

Real Time: A computer system operating immedately as data .s input, with
the CPU immediately replying to the user via output lines.

Record: A group of related pieces of computerized information. For
example, a student's transcript might be one recoed, and the
collection of all transcripts for a school might be one file.*

Remarks: The commentary that is written into a computer program strictly
foe the benefit of a person to help them_follow the program. In

BASIC such "eemarks" are prefaced by a "REM" in Mark and PILOT it_is

prefaced by an "R:". The computer ignores these statements during the
execution of the program.

Response Time: The elapsed time between the completion of an input message
at a terminal and the display of the first character of the response.

ROM: Read Only Memory. fion-erasable, permanently programmed memory
usually 'ised to store monitors and I/O drivers needed whenever
the computer is used. Programs stored in ROM are called Firmware
and cannot be modified by the user.

RS232: An industry=wide standard protocol for serial cpmmunication
between computers and peripheral devices.

Run: A BASIC COMMand which instructs the computer to execute the program
presently on file in the computer.

Secondary Storage: A peripheral storage device that can store information 410

in a form acceptable to the computer, such As on magnetic tape, disk,
.or drum. It is also called bulk or auxiliary storage, and its cost.. per
_character of storage is usually consider ly less than for primary storage:_
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Sequential Access: A process WhiCh consists of racing or '.rating data serially;

and by extension, a data-recording medium that must be read serially.

Magnetic tape is a sequential access storage medium.

Serial I/O: A method of transmission in which bits are sent and received one

by one

Simulation: A computer program which models some system, typically using
mathematical techniques.

Software: Generally used to describe computer programs, but also used to
refer to everything that is not equipment (hardware).

Source Program: The original program that is written in assembly or
high=level language and is translated into a machine-language object
program for use in the computer by an assembler or compiler program

(respectively).

Statements: The instruction which follows the line numbers that the computer
reads and executes at the appropriate time. e.g., 100 PRINT "I'm
pretty smart for my age."

String: A group of data elements (usually ASCII characters) stored in

sequential memory locations and treated as one unit for I/O
operations, text editing and other program manipulations.

Subrout4ne: A subprogram within a larger program.

System: An assembly of components uoited by some from of regulated interaction

to form an organized whole. A computer is a system consisting of hardware
and software.

Terminal: An_input/output device linked directly to the computer by data
linet. A device for communicating with a computer using -a keyboard
and an alphanumeric printer or cathode=ray tube (CRT) display.

Time-Sharing: A means by which one or more terminals can be connected to
and work with one central compUter system.

Translator: A computer program which translates from a high-level language

such as BASIC into a lower-level language such as a machine language.

TTY: Abbreviation for a teletypewriter keyboard terminal. This is the

most Widely used of all general=purpose keyboard terminals.

Turn-Key: A computer system ready to perform all tasks the moment you turn

'it on. Business and accounting software is frequently supplied in

ready-to-run form on such a system.

Users' Group: An. association df people who all have an interest in a

particular computer or group of computers. They usually meet to
exchange information, share programs and accomplishments, and trade

equipment

Word (Memory or Computer)_: The smallest unit of information dealt with
by a computer. .Words can specify data or instructions.

Word Length:- The number of bits contained in -a computer -or memory word.
size of word length detertines_the fleX ility and accuracy of the
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

WHAT IS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE?

In order to ditdUtt programming languages, we thdUld first define

what a computer program is. Very simply; a computer program is a series

of commandS or numbers that tell the computer what to do. The computer

can do nothing given explicit directions in the form of a computer

prograoh Based on WhiCh Computer program is in use, the computer "knows";

for example, whether to play Super Invaders or print out a letter. As

mentioned previously, a program consists Of a series of commands or numbers.

The type of COMMands or numbers used to write tht computer program is re-

ferred to as a lahquaige.

TYPES OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

There are a variety of computer languages available. Some of the names

of languages you may be familiar with include: BASIC, Pascal, PILOT, COBOL,

FORTRAN, or LOGO. Computer languages can be as different from each other

as human languages are, and as if it were not complicated enough, different

brands of computers use different versions of the same language. For

example, the BASIC that works with a TRS=80 microcomputer will not work

with an Apple microcomputer. This is the reason why programs written for

use on one microcomputer cannot be used with another micro without modifica;

tion.

Languages are generally developed for specific programming purposes.

Some of the most commonly used languages are briefly described below:

BASIC==Beginner's All purpose Symbolic Lnstruction Code.

BASIC is a high level conversational programmer's language that

uses English words such as PRINT, GO TO, READ; LET; and common

Ut.ah State UniverSity - Exceptional Child Center -- 1982
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mathematical procedures; BASIC is probably the most commonly

used language for developing commercial courseware. It is the

standard Liiiqusge in most microcomputer and time share systems;

PILOT- -PILOT is a high level, easy to learn programming language

designed specifically for teachers to use in developing eduCational

softWart. PILOT is available for most microcomputer and time share

systems.

Pascal--Pascal is a highly structured language designed to teach

programming as a systematic process and to do systems programming.

Although often more difficult to learn than BASIC or PILOT, the

highly structured nature of Pascal lends itself to program revision

and modification. Although relatively new, Pascal is quickly gain-

ing in popularity.

LOG0==LOGO is a language developed at MIT by Seymour Papert. It is

designed specifically for children to use in developing prolramming

skills. LOGO has just recently been commercially released and is

available on selected microcomputers.

AUTHORING SYSTEMS

A method of writing a computer program other than using a computer

language involvet using what is called an authoring system. An authoring

system is simply a computer program that has been written to facilitate the

development of instructional software. Generally, the authoring system

will prompt the teacher/author through the entire instructional sequence.

A mayor disadvantage to the authoring systamS currently available is that

the teacher=developed instructional software often reflects the limitations

of the authoring system more than the instructional style of the teacher.

Utah State University - Exceptional C'ld Center -=; 1982
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